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WEED SALES ARE
WELL OVER THREE
MILLION POUNDS
Weeks Saki 530,337 Lbs.,
144,836.60 -'-Average $8.411
Season's Average $8.28
SEASON'S SALES ARE
InAitsLt., TEA
The week'a dark-weed sales prac-
tically held its own this week with
an average of $8.41 as compared
with that of last week at $8.44.
Poundage delivered to the Murray
floors this week totaled 530,337.
This was a slight increase over last
week at 517,123, bringing the farm-
ers $44.836.60 as compared with
$44,104.88 paid to them last week.
This week's sales brought the
season's sales to 3,086.024 pounds
at $251.264.51, an average of $8.28
for the season. Sales of this year.
to February 21 totaled 2,133,082
pounds at $223,320.78, an -average
of $8.17. Sales to. this date last
year were 1.384,496 pounds at $94,-
181.52. an average of $6.80 for the
season..
- Sales for the past week are as
follows:
Thursday. February 18 -
Growers: 25,485 - lbs. at $2414.08,
average of $9.47: Murray: 20,140
lbs. at $1442.27, average of $7 18;
Outlands: 47.480 lbs. at $4200.60,
average of '$8.85.
Friday. February 19
Growers: 30.895 lbs. at $2840.50,
average of $9.19; Murray: 30,435
lbs. at $2521.27, average of $8.28;
_Outlands: 42,960 lbs. at $3474.17,
average of $8.09.
Monday. February 22
Growers: 31,030 lbs. at $3461.80,
average of $11.16; Murray: 21,280
lbs. at $1768.03, average of $8.31;
lautiands: 53,240 lbs. at $4740.90, av-
erage of $7.50.
liesnlay, _February 23 ---
Growers: 22.375 lbs. at $1756.34,
average of $7.85: Murray: 17.517
lbs. 'at $1480,35, average of $845;
Outlands: 53.720 lbs. at $4128.67, av-
erage of $7.89.
. •
Wednesday. February 24
Growers: 25,345 lbs. at $254033.
average of $10.02; Murray: 22330
lbs. at $1544.40, average of $676;
Outlands: 75,605 lbs. at $8522.91,
average of $8.63.
MSTC DEBATERS TO
MEET TCU SUNDAY
Clash With Western Team Here
This Afternoon and To-
night at 8 O'clock
The debate -squad of Murray
State College will 'participate in
three debates over .the week-end,
it was announced here today by
college'debate coach L. J. Hortin.
Murray will oppose Western Ken-
tacky of Bowling Green in the
little chapel for a double-header
Thursday 'afternoon and evening,
February 25, and on Sunday after-
noon at 3 o'clock the varsity will
clash with Texas Christian. Uni-
versity in the college auditorium.
Thurtday afternoon's encounter
with Western will begin at 3
o'clock. with Cecil Gentry and
James Overby of. Murray opposing
the view of the Westerners .that
"Congress should be empowered tq
set minimurh hours and maximum
wage s." • Murray's affirmative
team, composed of L. C. Litchfield
and 'Sam Boyd Neelywill tangle
with the Hilltoppers in the even-
s tussle begin
promptly at 8 o'clock.
Coach Hortin said today /1
not yet picked the teary which will
oppose Texas Christian. The
-forensic encounters will all ,
decision affairs. Other members'
on the squad are Robert Myer
and Robert Miller..
The Murray team has been in-
vited to participate in the Southern
tournament in Nashville at Van-
derbilt, the South Atlantic tourna-
ment and Great Eastern at Rock
Hill, S C.. and the Mid-South
tournament. Early in the present
season debaters from Murray en-
gaged in a cooperative debate with
Oxford University, England.
Mother of R. L Wade
Dies in Benton Sunday,
Mrs. S. A. Wade, of Benton,
mother of R. L. Wade, who recent-
ly moved with his family to Mur-
ray, died Svnday afternoon at her
home there. Mrs. Wade, who was
79 years old, had been in ill health
for the past several yiars.
Besides Mr. Wade here.- she is
survived by a daughter, Miss Ruby
Wade, a teacher in the Benton
schools and another son, Edgar
Wade, St. Louis.
. Funeral services were conducted
from the home Monday afternoon
and burial was in the Strow
cemetery. 4
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REHABILITATION IN
CAL1OWAY WILL
BEGIN NEXT WEEK
Red Cross Directors Will
Start Task of Computing_
Loss to Farmers
CITIZENS ARE ASKED
 10 CLA-1114-PR4aPE-R-TY
At a meeting Tuesday noon of
the executive committee of the
local chapter of the Red Cross,
Area Director H. E. Suydam an-
nounced that rehabilitation plans
would begin next Monday or Tues-
day, -
Surveys of flood loss in Callo-
way county will be made at that
time. - Losses to farm buildings.
stock and crops will be computed
on which to base rehabilitation fig.
All cots and beddiag donat-
ed by local people for the use
of refugees used in the Morris
building. and Baptist church
centers may be claimed by the
owners Saturday and Monday
at the Morris building.
The equipment has been re-
paired And fumigated, and in
some cases cleaned. It has been
submitted to a thorough fami-
gathin, and ho fear need be felt
for its future the.
Owners are requested to claim
their property as soon as poss-
ible.
urea. The "go ahead" order was
received from Gus G. Meyer,- dis-
trict director of the Red Cross in
Paducah.
.T. 0. Turner, chairman of the
local chapter, and Mrs. Bea Melu-
gin, executive secretary co-
operate wit# Suydam in this phase
of the work. -
Two or-fEe three concentration
centers in Murray have been
_ closed. The Mania building cens
ter and the Emergency hospital in
the Baptist church have both been
evacuated. A few' cases have
been sent to the Clinic and. Mason
hospitals. About 25 refugee farni-
.. lies have been returned to Padti-
cah. but only those who have ade-
quate housing and food facilities
. there have been allowed to go. The
five children, of Mrs.- Tommy Mc-
Manus. who died at the Clinic hos-
pital were among those sent to
Paducah; they are being cared for
,by their grandmother.
Suydam asked that special em-
phasis be placed on the necessity
of all refugees registering with the
Red Cross during the coming weep.
March 3 will be the last day any
refugee, or evaucuated Paducahan
can register. -
PLENTY OF FISH
FOR LEGIONNAIRFS
Es-service Men to Have Big Fish
Fry Ifferch 4 at the
Mess Hall
Commander Fleetwood Crouch of
the American Legion, has been
promising the boys a big feed for
their March meeting, announced to-
day that the Post would give a big
fish fry Thursday night, March 4,
at the mess hall on Depot street.
Every ex-service man in the
county, whether or not a member
of the Legion, is cordially invited,
Mr Crouch Said _The February
meeting was passed on_account of
unusual copditions in Murray due
to the city's care of the great num-
ber 06.1810:133er ..;desies- the flood
present here at that time.
'Adjutant Harry Sledd reports
that the membership list for/ 1937
is mounting steadily.
Mr-trouch said there would be
plenty of fish, coffee, cornbread,
pickles and onions at the feed and
that he expected a record-breaking
attendance.
Mother of Dr. G. T. Hicks
Dies in Georgia Feb. 18th
Mrs T. W. Hicks, mother of Dr.
G. T.. Hicks, died at Conyers, Ga.,
on Thursday, February 18, at 9:00
- a. m.
Dr. Hicks was called early in the
morning and left at once. Howard
Brambatigh and Bill Crawford,
'both. teaching in Georgia. will be
• With -Dr. Hicks.-
Mrs. Hicks, beloved woman who
„has lent a strong influence on that
-community. is survived by eight
children Her husband died four
years ago.
•
STARTS RELIGIOUS PRESS
Elder Fleetwood B. Rogers -Of
the Murray CCC Camp, has bought
a printing press from the Kelsey
Press CO of Meriden. Conn, Elder
- Rogers will Use his 'press for
printing a small monthly paper
and-seligious tracte
. •
Red Cross NOrses
Thankful for Aids
We wish to express our appre-
ciation to the First Baptist Church,
the business firms, doctors and the
Peoeda of Murray for the courtesies'
shown us. 'The hospitality of Mur-
ray has made our _stay very pleas-
ant-The Red Cross Nurses. Alt. 
guSta,-Geb-rgia.
PNEUMONIA FATAL
TO TOM HENRY, 57
Leading Young Farmer Mei Sat-
urday at Home Near
_ New Concord
Tom Henry, 57 YTis Old. 004 of
the highest regarded farmers of the
southeast part of th(county pass-
ed away Saturday morning at his
home two miles south of New Con,
cord following a 10 days illness of
pneumonia,
Mr. Henry had the respect and
admiration of all who knew him
for he was an ideal citizen in
every particular. Quiet and un-
assurrapg in disposition,- he .-Was
nevertheless always friendly and
affable with all whom he met. No
one in that section stood higher in
the esteem of his neightors.
In 1919, Mr. Henry was mar-
ried to Miss Fannie Strader, elder
daughter of the late John L. Stra-
der and Mrs_ Strader. who was
Houston Wells before theinernar-
riage. Besides his grief-stricken
widow, he leaves two young sons.
Stanley, 16, and Leon, 14, both of
whom were. quite ill when their
father- died. Leon was taken to
the clink-hospital the day before
his father's death, seriously ill of
intestinal flu.
Mr. Henry united with New
,Providence Methodist -'Church in
early life and after moving to the
home place he joined the Sulphur
Springs Methodist Church. He- was
a valued member of the board of
stewarts as well as one of the
most loyal and faithful members
of the congregation.
He also leaves his aged father,
Sam Henry, almost 86 years old;
•two brothers, A. F. Henry. near
Paducah. and Sam L. Henry, of
Detroit. Mr. Henry, Sr., Sam
Henry. Jr., and the latter'S son.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Lax, the latter
a sister to Mrs. Tom Henry, drove
from Detroit to attend the funeral
and burial services.
A large crowd came to the New
Concord auditoriurn Sunday at
noon in spite of the bitter weath-
er to pay the last tributes of re-
spect to Mr. Henry. Sincere and
eloquent tribute was paid his life
and character by his former pas-
tor, the Rev. L. Z. Hurley, and
present pastor of the East Marray
Circuit, the Rev. Roach. There
•uld have been, however, no
greater tribute the sincere affec-
tion in which Mr. Henry was held-
by his neighbors and friends than
the honest tears which crept down
the cheeks of the men, unrelated
by blood but tied by the strong
throngs of life-long friendship and
respect, who knew him best. A
beautiful special solo, by request
of the family, was sung by Mrs. d.
R. Williams, music teacher in the
New Concord- high school. -
Burial was in the New Concord
cemetery. •
W. A. Bell to Run for
State Representative
W. A Bell has announced that
he will be a ,candidate for the
Kentucky legislature in the com-
ing August Democratic primary.
Mr. Bell, who is a resident of
Murray, has had two terms ex-
pert8nfrniff-171e Tennessee
legislature and put 90% of his
program into law. He has always
fought the battles of the poor,
the needy, the laboring man, the
farmer and average business man,
his feteretr-alisTrt.
Mr. Bell said that he would favor
an eight-months grammar school.
and 10 months high school for
every boy and girl in the state
and would do more for the col-
leges. Mr. Bell will make a full
and complete statement of his
program and platforin -threagh this
paper about June 1.
Mr. Bell was raised on a farm,
has taught school, and traveled
over seven states for several years
for the International Harvester
Company.
Two Real Estate Deals
Made on the East Side
C. E. Atterbury, of Golden Pond,
Has ptirchased the Curtis Overbey
farm near Providence and will
move his family here soon to, re-
side on it.
The filling station on the high-
way to Eggner's Ferry between
Elm Grove church and the bridge
has been sold to Crossland Over-
bey.
Both transactions Were handled
i loy the Farmer-Rhodes real estate
agency, Murray. ..
announced by the admi
department of Murray State..Cetic
lege today. 'The headquarters for
Murray has not yet been -establish-
ed, but Prof. E. li__Smith, head
of the Murray College extension
department, stated here this morn-
ing _that in all probability the
Kentucky libtel of Louisville wilt
be the location of Murray's repre-
sentatives.
The annual breakfast for the
Murray College faculty, students,
alumni.' and their guests will be
held Friday morning, April 16, at
8 o'clock at the Kentucky Hotel
as usual.
'.Calloway county teachers are
100% members of the KEA and
also-the' ?irft District Educational
Association. Large nuffibers of
thern attend the Kentucky Educa-
tional Association sessions each
year.
Cleaning and re-finishing floors
krierna and as en. The Mer-
chandise Order Plan is simple.
We issue it on any eligible mer-
chant you wish-you exchenSe
It for 35c worth of merchandise
any time within 30 days after
date. You can get groceries.
shoes, gasoline, clothing, almost
anythine-yeta-weivi, -Frankly:
the merchandise order is a re-
bate on your subscription-we
simply ask you to spend your
rebate with some merchant who
supports the Ledger & Times
with his advertising. That is
simply the spirit of mutual co-
operation that we all mast prac-
tice.
And, last but not least, we are
giving away absolutely free on
April 24, 1937, one of the most
beautiful living room suites you
ever saw. This suite ts on dis-
play at E. S. Matted & Son's
Furniture Store and we cor-
dially invite you to call there
and sea it and inspect it close-
ly so that you can see what fine
turnitere it hi and how it would
make your home more com-
fortable and livable.
Don't delay too long. After
the histories are gone that por-
tion of the offer will have to be
withdrawn, of course.
Trade Orders Given
on These Merchants
Merchandise orders given
with Ledger & Times subscrip-
tions in Calloway county will
be issued to and including
4th on the following elig-
ible merchants. One order is
given with each and every dol-
lar paid on a county subscrip-
tion and you- can have your
choice of titer Merchants below.
Whoever it is issued on will
honor in full, 4ust the same as
that much cash.
Groceries
Tolley & Carson
Robert Swarm
Kroger Stores
Murray Milk Products Co.
Elliott & Blalock.
Shebat Brothers
Gas and Oil
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Clothing
Regal Dress Shop
Corn-Austin Co.
Lamber
Murray Lumber Co
Miscellaneous
Capitol Theatre
Johnson-Fa Appliance Co.
Boone Cleaners.
Kentucky-Tennessee Light &
Power Co.
Fire Originates in Brooder
House it Mrs. Connie Key
The Murray Fire Department was
called out Monday morning to ex-
tinguish a small blaze in the brood-
er house of Mrs. Connie Key, West
Poplar street. The flame was
sighted by Mr. Cotsy Beaman, who
has become almost a constant ac- lives in the Key apartments, and
tivity among Madison county was put out- before any particularhomemakers, damage was noted.
27 New Subscribers in Single Week
Since last Thursday morning, The Ledger & Times has
added 27 new subscribers to its list. The circulation of The
Ledger & Times has been growing steadily, without break,
for the,,•past several years.
The reason is simple-all the county news, impartially
presentelloirioi,r,and _ianat,l_azieatment to aubagaglez.;;Past.,„ad....._ _
vertisers.
Here is the list of new subscribers within the past week.
We sincerely thank each of them and welcome them to our
....growing family: If-you are a reader but not a subscriber we
• invite you ,to join them. -
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
_11.
-12.
13.
14..
15.
16.
17,
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24,
CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2,933, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN Volume CV; No.
1Subscriptions Still Mounting
in the Triple-Barreled Offer
In a steady, almost never-0M. 4
ing stream the new and re-
newal subscriptions continue to
pour into The Ledger & Times
- on the triple-barreled subsertp- -
lion offer.
A list of the new subscribers
since last Thersday's paper went
_MU& lit_Printed in .-
column inin this edition. In addi-
tion to these there have been
hundreds of subscribers who
have renewed.
All three features of the
triple-barreled offer evidently
appeal to the subscribers. Vie-
Birthday Gift?
.A.n interesting sidelight on the
gift of the Ledger at Times liv-
ing _roan suite on April-24 arose
when Mr. and Mrs. A. B. West
dropped into the Ledger office
'Saturday morning.--
to get that sutte,"-
said -Mrs. .West. "It would_he,
a perfect birthday present."
Mrs. West's birthday is April
24.
If Mrs. West wins the suite,
the Ledger & Times will tie
the prettiest birthday card in
Murray to it. '4111
tually all are praising the His-
tory of Calloway County which
we are giving to each old sub-
scriber who renews or each new
subscriber as long as they last.
Remember that the number of
copies of the History is limited
and that after they are gone
there will be no copies evallable
at any price. No more will be
printed. No more can be print-
ed.
Then there is the 35c trade
order: one given with each dol-
lar paid on a Calloway county
subscription, old or new. U
you pay two years, yea get two
K. EA. Will Meet
On April 14, 15, 16, 17
The Kentucky Educaiical. As,
sociation will convene April 14, 13,
16, and 17 in ;thlitrir4
J. D. Rogers, Hazel Route 1.
Porter Hays, Murray Route 4.
H. B. JoneS, Lynn Grove Route 1.
R. L. Wade, College Addition, Muttray.
J. G. Edwards, Sedalia.
S. E. Wrather, Lexington, Ky.
Etna Brittain, Murray.
Maynard Ragsdale, Murray.
Walter Adams, Murray -Route
C. J.-Rose, Murray Route 2.
H. C. Cunningham, Murray Route 4.
A. B. West, Al1140 Route 1.
T. H. Clanton, Murray Route 7.
Ruth keys, Alm-O. •
Raymond Rayburn, Highland Park, Mich.
J. W. Underwood, Hazel Route 3.
John L. Jones, Murray. -
Clarence McDaniel, Dexter Route 1.
Mrs. Kitty Vance, City.
Edd Gardner, Hardin.
Goebel Cooper, Murray Route 4.
Elder B. R. Winchester, Benton.
C. L. Dyer, Murray Route 3.
Roy Craig, Hazel Route 9.
- 25. Mrs. T. A. Oliver, Murray !route 6.
26. Cullie Steele, -Dearborn, Mich.
27. H. C. Charlton, Hazel Route 1.•
7
Rotary to Consider
Meeting Time Change
Members of the Murray Rotary
Club are considerint changing the
time of their weekly meeting _to
the evening or earlier luncheon.
The club has met at 12:30 each
Thursday since being organized- in
lila& ---
Mrs. Roy Farmer, who has been
pianist for the club since organ-
ization with the exception of the
past 18 months when her duties
l'ISVè"been adMirably performed by
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, returned to
the piano Thursday and was heart-
ily welcomed.
Former presidents of the club
will have charge of today's pro-
gram and will review the history
of the Murray club. Last Tues-
day • was the birthday of Rotary
-international. which was founded
in 1906 by Pahl Harris',. .a Chicago
lawyer.
Parvin Blalock Buys
the Old Home Place
Parvin Blalock, Murray grocer.
bought in the old home place of
his father. Bob Blalock, when it
was sold by the Master Commis-
sioner Monday for the purpose of
division. The place, 120 acres
between Pottertown and Brandon's
Mill, on the Murray-Pine 'Bluff
road, is famous for the old sign
which hung for years in front of •
smalls store-house. an the place
WhiCh -carried the words "Whiskey
and Groceries--; -
'This place was the last where
whiskey was sold legally in Cal-
loway county before the era of
prohibition. Mr. Blalbck left the
sign up as a token of by-gone
days when whiskey was outlawed
by local option many years ago.
Parvin bid in the place at $1,975.
Mrs. G. B. Scott bought in the
Hodge place. near Patterson's
Store, at $400. The lime quarry
for which much Calleway county
limestone 'is now being obtained, is
$2,750,000 WILL BE SOUGHT
FOR GILBERTSVILLE PROJECT
Quilt Having 6950
Pieces Is-Found
Apparently a controversy
arose when thenedger & Times
-sodhe Ttacurrif
made by Mrs. Ella 'Cale that
contained 6034 pieces. --
Mrs. Jessie Stewart, Murray
Route 7, brought in an attested
statement that a quilt she made
last winter has a total of 6590
pieces. This quilt measures 84
by 70 inches, and is known as
'the "pickle Dish."
Mrs. Stewart pieced t h e
"Pickle Dish" in three weeks
last winter, often, according to
Mr. Stewart, working -until mid-
night. The counting . of the
pieces was witnessed by Miss
Nerno- Norsworthy, and Miss
Myrtle Thurman.
POULTRY MEETS
IN COUNTY SET'
Poultry Expert to Hold Sessions
at Itine Localities -
Next Week
_Poultry men and women of the
county should attend one of the
poultry meetings next week. Stan-
ley Caton. poultry man from the
University of Kentucky at Lexing-
Ion will be with county agent here
to discuss all phases of the poul-
try industry. Every one is in-
vited to come and bring his poul-
try problems.
The meetings will be as follows:
Monday, March 1: Balkley,-4-4,-
m.; Kirlegey, m.
Tuesday, March 2: Backusburg,located on this property.------ 14 a. mil-Lynn Grove, 2 p. m.;
Paschall, 7 p. m.
Wednesday, March 3:_ Hazel, 2
p. m.; Faxon, .7 p. m.
Thursday, March 4: *Concord, 2
p. m.; Murray. 7 p,
This is an opportunity that comes
through the Extension service and
the.Univeraity of ,Kmatucky, It is
yours for the aiking. Attend one
of the meetings! Bring your ques-
tions!
KIRKSEY EASILY
SWAMPS CLAY 5
Eagles Win Parchase-Pennyrile
(lassie Before Large Crowd;
Sedalia Wins
The Purchase won the honors
over the Pennyrile by two games
to one in the annual classic, spon-
sored by the International Rela-
tions Club Of Murray State College,
here Tuesday night in the college
auditorium.
In the feauture event of three,
KirkseyasoverWheh:ned Clay, out-
standing Annyrile team, by. 41-15.
The Eagles started with .a rush,
gained a commanding lead and
were never even eriously.threaten-
ed. The Kirksey quint, clicking
like a perfect machine, with each
boy in tomnotch form, held Clay
to a single field basket in the first
half and was leading 27-4 at the
rest period. Clay rallied somewhat
in the final but was still outscored
by the Eagles, 14 to 11.
Thou Copeland led the scor-
ing w' 18 points. 'the Eagles could
not be 
ta 
id to- have an outstanding
star. Pierce and Adams put up
beautiful exhibition of guarding,
both frequently "stealing" the ball
and breaking up numerous Clay
passes. Their efficiency is shown
by the tact that Clay scored but
five baskets from the floor.
Baby Deweese' smart Sedalia
team smashed the 27-game win-
ning streak of the. Shady Orove
Wildcats in the semi-
29-22„ The Shady Grove team was
a disappointment
In the first contest, the only vic-
ry for the Pennyrile Hughes-
Kirkpatrick bested Calvert City
-18-13.
Kirks'? 1411 Pos. Clay 1151
Copeland 18 , ,,J Donovan
Billington 4 - F Hayes 2
Washer 13 C V. Vaughan 5
Pierce G Brantley 6
Adams 6 G Williams 1
Substitutes-Kirksey, Pobl, Clay,
W. Vaughan, 1: Herrin.
4-H Clubs To Meet
Week of March, 843
The 4-if Clubs of Calloway coun•
ty will meet the second week in
March. Every meinber should be
present. Program leaders sheuld
have their programs ready for
their meetings.
Hardin High School
Destroyed By. Fire
Fire Monday night destroyed the
Hardin high school and -all of its
contents. The building was partly
covered by insurance. Classes have
JONES AND SON TO OWN
BEN FRANKLIN STORE
The corporation which owns and
operates the Murray Ben Franklin
store is being dissolved and the
store will be operated in the future
by Curt Jones and son, Everett, as
a partnership.
Messrs. Jones have operated the
store since it was established here
several years ago. The only change
is That the corporation is being
dissolved. Mr. Jones said the store
crisis hasloassed.would have the same personnell
and policies and be operated ex.
actly as before. Everett Jones will
HENDON
Barkley Tells LTVA
Of-Plans -To Raise-
Original Allotment
FLOOD CRISIS 
PROVES HITCH
continue as general manager.
Murray to Debate
Western First Time
_
The vanity debate team of Mur-
ray State College is scheduled to
meet Western State Teachers Col-
lege here tonight, February 25,
according to Debate Coach L. J.
Hortin, for the first forensic en-
counter ever to be staged between
the two rival institutions.
A feature of the occasion will be
the "double header" plan for de-
bate, by which one debate will be
d another
in the evening of the same day.
In accordance with this plIM, two
teams have been selected, one to
uphold the affirmative, and one to
defend the negative side of the
question: Resolved that Congress
should be empowered to fix mini-
mum wages for industry.
Cecil Gentry, Reidland. Ky.. and
James Overby, Almo. Ky., will
defend the negatide side of the
question, _while -the other team;
Louis Litchfield, Fredonia. Ky., and.
Sam Boyd Neely, Hazel, Ky., will
argue the negative.
COUNTY NOT HALF PLATED
•
Not quite half of Calloway coun-
ty's 2200 annual auto licenses have
been issued yet, according to Coun-
ty Clerk Mrs. Mary Neale.
Only 1000 persons have applied
for the tags, records show. The
deadline for 1937 license plates is
March 1_ and unlesa carders are is-
sued, froth Frankfort no' further
"grace" period will be allowed. No
extension ot,time is expected from
Frankfort.
LICENSED TO WED
A mart-late license was issued in
County Clerk Mrs. Mary, Neale'
U. S. Senator Alben W. Barkley'
advised Lower Tennessee Valley
Asqnciation officials here Monday
an, effort would be made to raise
the appropriation recommendation
for the Gilbertsville Dam this year
from over $700.000.00 to $2,750,000.
"If the appropriation could be
restored to the original amount",
Mr. Barkley wrote, "the allotment
for the coming year would be in
the neighborhood ,of $2,750,000.00".
Senator Barkley explained that
Dr. Morgan had advised him "that
if the original request of the
Budget had been agreed to and
recommended, they ,would have
been able to allocate more than
two and one-halt million dollars to
tile Gilbertsville Dam for wcirli
during the coming fiscal year"
According to Mr. Barkley. "If
the bill shoiald go through with
the amount carried in the revised
-budget figure. there would be be-
tween seven and eight hundred
thousand dollars available for Gil-
bertsville". •
"Whether this original. ainount or
any increase in the present budget
figures can be obtained is beyond
my power to prophecy. We are
going to do the best we can.
"The Ohio River flood situation
has been so pressing upon tts that
I have not had time to do anything
else for the past three weeks ex-
cept to make every possible effoit
to•secure every form of assistance
from every Government and priv-
ate agency. ..,,
"I have arranged with Senators
McKellar, Bachman, and Logan to'
talk with the president about this
Gilbertsville barn as soon as poss-
ible, but it has not been possible
to do so because of the stress of
immediate flood matters. but I
hope we may, within a sohrt time,
be able to talk the matter ovec
with him.
"I deeply regretted the untimely
death of Mr. Swann, and realize
what a great loss his death was to
your enterprise, but this should
not discourage anyone in going
forward in, every passible way to
accomplish ,the result to which he
made so great a contribution", Mr.
Barkley concluded.
The Lower Tennessee Valley As-
sociation. .ai the request of the
Congressmen and Senators in
Washington, had previously deter-
red its proposed trip to the Capi-
tol City. Officials have indicated,
however. that . the trip will be
made just as soon as the flood
RE-NAMED
FARM GROUP HEAD
Director from Each -District
Named Saturday: Member-
ship Now 123,
The annual meeting of the Cal-
loway County Farm Bureau was
held Monday. February 22. at 1:30
p. m. in the courthouse. Business
was attended to and the president
and directors were elected. An -
amendment was adopted to elect
the president at large and a direc-
torrlitiffi-Fieh district.'YV-71-
rectors elect the vice-presiderit
and a secretary-treasurer The
beard of directors will meet Sat._
urday. February 27. at 1 p. m. to-
organize. for 1937. _
Those elected are as follows: -
president .Rubert Hendon; direc-
torr,-Idurray, H. C. Vinson; Wades.
boro. B. W. Edmonds: Swann. C. J.
Williams: Brinkley, Devoe G. Reed:
Liberty, L. Falwell; Hazel. W. K.
Dick: Concord, W. A. Patterson.
At the concitision of the annual
meeting the total Membership of
.tite Farm Bureau was 123.
Callowayans Hurry
To Pay State Taxes
More persons paid their taxes in
February. 1937. than in any prev-
ious February in the history of the
county. announced Sheriff Carl
Kingins Wednesday. March 1 is
the last day Calloway taxes May
be paid without penalty, added the
sheritiAl hough Kingins did, not know
what percetnage of county taxes
had been paid, he declared that up
to date it was more than it had'
ever been before. "We've bip,,n so
busy.- the sheriff said, that 'we
haven't had time to get out of -thebeen resumed in the churches office last week tn. Clifford Gar- office There's been a constant. rison....- 21 truck driver- end Eu- f 'trent" of pertraie - -It Pay. Jo Ren-ti the Classifieds
melt taxes I - _ •
_
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,feast mast of those in Calloway
county. The Experiment Station.
nearly altogether. has worked with
dark tobacco on soil's similar to
. those in your county.
Ca to Which they have become ac-gr. wth demands both a liberal. • ---customed,._ nutrient supply with especial em-
phasis on the mineral nutrient In my opinion. the soils...in eour
phoephorus and frequently potas- 'county which are best adapted to
slum. and certain physical wit eon- preduction of Burley, so far as
.ditions... Physical soil' conditions quality. is concerned, are not those
seem to ebe especially iiiiperlarit "te-- the better Pert ef your "eine'
for quality. The soils in the Blue- referred to. above., but your small-
grass region in Kentucky. thought ee bottoms which are loamy or
-"X well of for Burley tobacro. have seedy in nature and the best drain-
tobacco only on a small Kate until
they find out how it will do on is what you want or will help you,
their soils and: until this .become but-if so, you may use it or such
-familiar with production of this parts as you desire.
crop. which, at several points, . Perbeos_you know that a sal
fers considerably- from the tobac- surveys has been in progress in
Calloway county during the past
cou'ple-years. The field work is
practical', finished. but. it will be
some time before the report is
available. Mr. Willis J. Leighty.
of the U. S. Department of Agri-
colture. is .in elsarge of this work.
I doubt if he knows much about
Burley tobacco and -the particular
soil requirements for this crop.
. bright colored under adupland soils in the more roll- However, he does know a lot about
dish qr deep nurser gniar.„.awitare ing_..part of the county. but. which,the s°"#. of Your county, Meir dsf
quife, weff =i-neteiees-: _net at the same time are not so steep-Verences in drainage and other im-
sticky and close' and hanse excel- 
c-cugisk wzflThe ,ve-sy difficult pertain -characteristics and you
lent draMage and air,onovement.
There me soils in the Htuegrasil
region where the -under -36M- are
more or less dose and compact.
with lo-dr1lb-71--inet air inove-
meat and 'where Abe- color below
the plow, layer grades into a gray.
or pble. yellow with often dark or
brown splotches These are con-
sidered much less valuable for
Burks, tobacecithen" the ..,ther sods.
- With proper manuring and 4er-
Ishould be Increased somewhat and Mi nday night of next week we
the equivalent of 100 peupds per end ewe heine schedule in basket-
astre-otmurtate or -sulfate of potash ball for the season in • eta* with
applied. This preferably should be the Hattilt1 quintet at 7:30 o'cloek.
applied along the row. Everyone is urged to come to see
When farm manure is not ap- this last game, and also see our
boys strut their new uniforml
which the good friends of our
school so generously helped pur-
chase 'with donationa, for which
we are very thankful."
In the District tourney we meet
Calvert City in the second game
of the tournament, Thursday.
March 4. at 4 o'clock.
plied. or a good sod net plowed
under, and particularly where the
productivity of the land is low, a
nitrogen sferiiii,er should be ap-
plied equivalent to 200 to 400
pounds of sodium nitrate per acre
depending on the productivity of
the laud. This, can be applied in
a mixed fertiliser along with the
phosphate and potash before or Freshman Play
when the plentS are set or as a The cast for the freshman play.
idø Areaillig after. ..the- ;Amnia- are-s -AI4b1vs- ui Tr°nble"-- g+
set. It would -require 800 pounds soon Is as follows:
of a 4-8-4 fertilizer to contain the Misery Moon, a hoodooed coon.
Euin reavarde: Gideon Blair. a mil-nitrogen contained in 200 ,uricis
of sodium nitrate. On thin lanc-IrronaTei7Tiiilt Culver; Tom Rissle.
where considerable fertilizer nitro.. as slick a whistle, Howard Bei.
gen Should be applied," it i prefer_ cher: Ibrare Tuft, an awful nut.
able ..to apply at least Part of it in Heyward Badwall: Patrick Keller,
a ticket seller, . 'Muriel! Jeffrey;the form of a straight rutragen
• a
d-
ered that. productiop,ef Burley will
increase-not only in new sectio
where the soils are not so well
adapted to it. but' also in sections
where it is already wel 'establish-
{ ed and where the soils are suit-We. therelore, have . practically
aisle. When low prices come, theno experimental information as to
the suitatlity of the soils in you; new section with. less well-adopted'b 
mosey for Burley Tobacca. I can:1-'13" anc.I where the various prate
however, espeat information, of a laces connected with the produc-
tion of the crop are not so wellgeneral nature more or less well
understood prohaly will fare much- known. obtained from observe:
tons of the growth *of the tree on leas favorably'-than the other see-
various soils as to the sorlaeorieli- lion. You farmers. I believe. are
wise in considering trying' Burleypons required for successful pro-
duction .4 Burley tobacco.
The production of high quality
Burley tobacco requires continuous
and fairly rapid . growth of the
crop from the time growth begins
after setting until maturity. Such
to coetrol, and which have not
been sa badly eroded in the past
that they are 'too poor for 'crop-'
ping. Some of these uplands in
your Comity -are, somewhat sandy
or gravelly Phosically this should Agronomist-Soil Technology
be an advancage. On the average P"
these-soits will, be less fertile than I
those ui thq sjsghtly undillating
part of kneociounty and- will re-
e more intention-tr manuring 
fertilizing but. when this is ; Two practice debates were sched-
might be interested in talking to
him- His local address in your
city is Box 73, College Station.-
Yotirs very truly.
.. P. E. Kiarraicer.
Almo High School,
blizatiop ebout•the same yield may • done, they should be more ostis- , uled with the Kirksey speakers for-factory. for Burley tobacco. - 'be obtained on the two soils but Weditesday at AImo and on Friday
the quality, on the average. is • Wherever grown in the convey, afternoon at 2 o'clock were are to
much poorer on the. inferior soil, since it isaao important that Bur- pay, the Faxon debaters a return
In, somewhat dry years. quality i ley-tobacco''inoke an eyen,--extd at ',i engagement. We also hope to
In_ar.be__1=17...g0Cod 011 thie soil but t least fairly -lipid -growth. It_wish have Murray'. High return our de-
during rattly years. quakey is like-Ito emphasize that the crop be bates of two weeks ago, at an early
ly to be quite poor and rr.uth more ! liberally manured and fertilized .date.
, difficuityels to be expected with i Where available, farm Manure ap- Athletics •
,‘ vaelosse--Itief diseases thant-orothe spited at the rate of 15 ia,•20 tens- 'Monday night of last "Week we
other soil. '' per acre is very desimble. '''••In ad- lost a- very fast basketball game. -,-c-The soils in .the better part of dined. 300 to 400 . of ordins. to Faxon io the County, tourna-
Calloway county are almost level . ary 20 -̀'‘ superphosp equiv.-. ment. We were scheduled to meet
to stighff, undulating in - topog-'alent .amoulits of other hates Kaxon Wednesday" night of
raphy, The under layers of ad •fatiQuid be applied pef-. arr., if Week _on our home floor.
these soda are nere or .lese come broadcast. - or_ _200 to 300 pounds if'' Friday night of last week we
pact and such soils are' net con- -applied alopg_the row. The`turn-  won a 24:19 victory Over Aurpra
siderect well adapted to' Burley tog under of- a heavy sod more or High School shut dropped a very
tobacco, 'With proper. attention to -less takes the race' et the manure ejose.seteand- team game e , them b
• . nutrient • . !apply: I .bejieve yield but the . e' •,- 'applitation... . . a 6-5 score. N,, o -
4_
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Callawa'y Soils' Adaptability for
White Burley Tobacco Discussed by
Agronomist of Experiment Station
Mr. Joe T. Lovett, 51/4 LA• but quality will
- Editor. Ledger SE Times ' vary from fair to woo depending
Professor Kinney has referred to considerably on seasonable con-
ditions. These ere epesideredme youe letter of •February .12 in
which yost ask for information on Your best dark tobaeca soils, except
soils for White Burley tooacco.,Mest ;time perhaps those almost level
of the work of the Everungni 'Which are gray to almost white in,
Station on Burley "tobaccO has color .in the surface soil are not
been ciene on soils in the Blue- considered so- good. But both the
grass region because prockotlianlit. afirx...440 -..1110 Physical- -require--
this tobacco in the State is con- meets tar the rww tehhteos are
centrated here. Burley tobacco, considerably different.
howeVer—bg grown. at ,rhe c9fere it may be that-
outlying soil eoperiment field near more' favorable market position cf
Campbellsville__ In TvLor. county I Burley tobacco will make the pap-
about 30 .miles south of the south- duction of this type more 'profit-
western border of ahe Bluegrass able even on sods inferior tor it
region and it was grown at an ex- than of the other type of tobsie- fertilizer after the plans- t. Samantha Slade, a poor old maid,pertsnent new soUta flopitt....- 11... g.scg
Those who worked at the hos-
pital as nurses and CO4*S from the
selling room were: Ophelia Mar-
ira Helen Maupin, Ruth Curd, Lit-
tle Melton,. Margaret Oglesby, Ruby
Stone. Nola Wipeheeter, Zara
Woods, Annie B. Ellison, Maynelle
McLeod. Carrie Bizzell, Lillian
Thorn, Una Wyatt, and Nell
Worthing, Mrs. Lucy Coleman
worked at the mess hall.
The T. W. C. had so many orders
to fill that it, was necessary to
work on Sunday.
Included in the kind of gar-
mentss that have been released to
the Red Cross were mostly bed
eletleing.- -gawps-and pajamas for
both adults' arret chttdren. Aisle
men's shirts. overalls, • short s,
women's dresses, slips,, tageterwear,
brassiere., smocks, children's
dreesee underwear and infant
dresses and diapers.
From January 29 to February le
the women at ttje sewing room
worked 8144 hours. During that
-Liate-ike-eisseings
the flood people 200 women andgirls' dresses, 18 children's dresses,
If/Z men's shirts, 120 women's
gowns, 348 child's underwear, 41
Paialallm. 182 baby clothing,
12 desek,odseners. 8 nurses' uni-
forms. .,117 Mee* 306 women's un-
derwear, 40 boy's overalls, 14 men's
overalts. S Mastas jackets and 79
pairs pillow cases. '
About 10.316 yards of material
have been 'shipped to the sewing
center during the tiood period, and
540 spools of thread.
The sewing ,center now has 65
employed on its timesheet.
All the help that the' -sewmg
center has given has been super-
taiga-by .Miss Elaine Ahart, super-
visor. and Mrs. Mason McKeel,
timekeeper. Whiz> have also worked
every day -ana every houg that the
sewing center operated. They su-
pervisd the work and kept a record
of each hour that each worker
worked, the job for her to do. the
rate p,. pay per hour and the
ameant she earned during the two
weeks. They aleo worked outside
at the office and kitchen. extra.
T in Christian count/ Where mtut decide for himself. Obei0U21- In the teethe" where productionher cheering niece, Brooksie : genthe znpareinant station ootaineaan.1.17 the chance that this will he 
a grass-legume Sod is consider-
,of Burley tobacco is well establish- Burkeers Paula )4aleek, a Bolshe-inveettgatlons for n time. The true is much greater ,1p a yew IkE yak, Pear line Rowland; PUIUed better for Burley tgpseco thansoils, however, at both these loca- such as the past when prices were ur Pearl. a ragtime girl, Claudinea straight clover or lespedeva sod
The beneficial
tions are of limeetteo origin and high for Burley, than When .Pefe, es -are eons/dumbly iihHerent from at are low. and, it is to be consid- effect of the grass. 
Bell
Phillips.
Honer in, part no doubt is due to Use,:
The hone: rat for the last sixphysleala effect on keeping the soil
loose and mellow during the sea- 
weeks. is a, follows:
First grede: Billie !met: Linsey.Goa. It should be even more im-
Rubye Dell Bizzel, Rebecca Rob-portant to have such a sod when
ens,Glenda Herndon- secondBurley is grown on land somewhat  -grade: ' Freda Robertson; third_compact and not so desirable for
grade: Dorothy Mat Roberts. L. G.the crop.
• . Tubbs. Edward Allen, Thomas• Finally it is the practice in the 'Roberts: fourth grade: Nell Clen-well established Burley secludIs denon, eliarlene Lynn, Mar's. Sueto make the land fertile and set Rose, Mary Elizabeth Valentine;the plants thick. 14 to 18 itiches fifth grade. Katy Rose Linn. Jenneapart in rbaa 3.5 to 4.0 -feet-apart. V. Jenkins:- sixth grade: MydellThis is desirable as it helps to get Roberts. Eulos Puckett, Sally Annthe light:' chaffy tobacco desired. McMillen. Rhoda Nell Lee. HazelI do not know whether the above Linn, seventh and eighth grades,
none; ninth grade: Heyward Bed-
well Mamie Nell Rowland, Nell
Suiter, sophomores, none: juniors:
Frances Sutter:. senior: Kathleen
Brown.
The chapel program for next
Friday will be givetr by , the first
and se:Q.0nd grades under the direc-
tion of 1.t17 Story.
Hospital News IPatient,s. admitted to the WdliainMason Memorial Hospital during
the pest week: Baby Peggy Sue
Wyatt. Paducah; Bradshaw ga-ll... Philippi; Arthur Cooper,
Vanceburg. Baby Belliye.Rose Hole
comb 'Paducah. Barney Hall. Mos-
cow; L: C Hayes icol.), „Murray;
Mrs. Thomas Williams, Murray:
Joe Maurice •Miller, Kevil; Mrs.
Ira Waters. Paducah, Mrs. Omer
Wells, Murray:
Miss Mary Elizabeth' Edwards,
Palueah: Mrs. W. D. Sykes..Mur-
reg'i-Mrs. Robert 0. Elder, Padu-
cahe Neal-Wooden Wyatt, 'Padu-
ealiPMrs. Dillie Wyatt, Paducah;
Dr. Hugh K. LOng, Dennison. Ohio:
Eddie Wat,.s,n perry. Vans, Tenn,:
Clyde' . Fraley. Wrigley; Jack
Cacniveli Jr., Paducah; Billie Sue.
Fox, Murray,• 
Patients 'discharged during the 
pastweek. Mrs. Will Allert„-Mur-
ray; Mrs- Jessie Patten, Paducah;
Gerald. Ray Patten, Paducah: Mrs.
W. 'W.-- Witsdn. Murray: .Annette
Wilson, Murray; Mrs. Dillie Wyatt.
Paducah: Samuel J. Booker, Mur-
ray; R. Z. Stewart. Brandon; Mary
Elizabeth Thurrnond, Mueray; Billie
Marshall. iisckman: Herman Yin-
cent_Mayto ld: OsairPhippe. Bard-
:Weil; Guy Hoadstey. Vansebury:
!rows Padticatir Mrs.
Will Perdue. Murray: Mrs. Narcissa
&me-Paducah: Eddie Wat fier-
Prfri-s. Tenn.; Floyd-
Greenfield. Tenn.; Walter McMan-
us, Hickory: Toy Eskridge, Fall of
Ruff. - ' . _ . • .
Delmer Rifle, 'Garrison; Curtis
1-1'"'"Y)- -Mrs. Thomas
Villiamo, Murray; -Bettye -Rose
Hdleumb, Paducah; Mrs. Will Edd
Carington. Murray; Baby CovIng-
aaai. Murray; Mrs. A.rie Vanite.
Redden: L. C. Hayes, (col.) Mur-
•oe. Mrs. Frank Lancaster. Paau-
' eat); BabY-flaneaiffer. Paducah;
',Mrs. Omer Wella, Murray.
e'er 
e
893,400 Pounds of Tobacco Sold on
Our Floor this Season at $79,093.21
An Average of $8.85
-------Onr-argertelret have' been conch/Pent, -high and above -other
independent floor sales.
t"areful hadiing,Nifith ev,ery eflost made toward se-
curing th possible price for you.
have War.fn thetory'inIchich to twice care-of ytitir 1s-scco;5equipped .with the best of.noti-glare stylightN. r ea'
Inside Driveway ... Good Slee
s
ping Quarters ... Free Stalls...
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
worth something to 
-
'7Alg seiblig tobacco• - e re our 
BRING YOUR TOBACCO HERE 
We Solicit Your Business on the Basis of Exper-
ience of Handling Tobacco
Grower's Loose Leaf Floor
"Mu-iray's Leading Floor"
EAST OF RAILROAD - OPPOSITE DEPOI
JACK FARMER, Manager — 
4
I ‘'N.:13..-teet:844vNe„ing
Iho Teereieeg Work Center has-
a.*. n a regulir godmbther to the
o mod stricken' people. All the
...armenes __made for the •last four
..-eeks, 'lava been turned over to
• he fleod
The .7' W. -C. filled -orders for
si emergency hospital, kitchen
. end IlleSs hell. Some days Abe
T. W C. filled 25 Red Cross ordecs.
I One worrier, made 30 garments In
; raeoday. included-in them noes-
, "cents were ehirts. lakennere,
..and aproa .
Several the Workers' have
.vorketi-12 hours ,a2...dig—tor the
Red, Cro!-z._ out' they were willing
wheel don':. ot persons would ask
!eraaclothine wherr all they had
Kali on their back and that was
Nt...0 has made everythint
e boon called upon to make
NU/ one thing has been requested
•f the praieat, that was mot
';ranlet 
When asked fee Maltmteers to
to the re:el-gen:1 e hospital ."
hurts the're were 'More thlin
enough to suppin.', the . de .inand
frusaletle sewing, kady to go and
work ros,gill or.--gteaUffieht -thy, int-
CC.
it.
Basketball Comes Naturally to Sons
of 'Squire and Mrs. Edd B. Adams...
4,. 
Fifth to Play at Kirksey ling farm to his father. --
the Quintet years ago. Fred played two years
Next was Fled. a star of eightHigh is Now Member of
fer the Eaglets and is now playing
on the. Calloway county independ-
ent team. He farms with his
faTthettdir  was Toni, who played on
the team three years ago and
helped win and keep the Callo-
way county trophy. Tom mar-
ried Miss /Fanny Billington and
they and their little claimants . Wet
on the Coldwater-Backusburg road.
Dick was the fourth and played
on lair years arida the previous
year's Kirksey quints which won
the Regional tournaments andwent
to the state meet at Lexington.
Dick became ineligible on account
of age and is farming with his
Letker„ofter_ COOlDiatillit his school 
work.
Thit present member of the team
Is J. B., who is just 19 and in
his second year at Kirksey high.
Those who have' seen J. B. in ac-
tion this year have praised his
work highly and rate his as 
oneheof the most important cogs in t
Eagles' machine. Ip the Lynn
Grove same in thc_sounty tourna-
ment last week, J. B. was high
scorer for his, team with 19. ,
The. youngster. Rayburn, his
already amply demonstrated the
family knack forbasketball-and it
one be long until he too is in
the blue uniform of the Eagles.
Rayburn is in his second year at
Coldwatee and though he has never
played basketball he handles- the
oval like a veteran. The 'Squire
says he guesses Rayburn will be
a guard. too.
General VanVoorhis Specially
Praises Camp Murray's Flood Work
.
It would be strange indeed if
Kirksey high school were to put
a basketball team on the floor
without an Adams in the line-up.
Almeet since the inception of bas-
ketball among the high wheels of
CaUoway county there has been a
sun of 'Sqsiire and Mrs. Ed& Adams
on the Kirksey learn-and the
end is not yet in sight, for which
Kirksi. should be thankful for
the Adonis boys have played lead-
ing roles in the -consistent success
of-the Eagles for the past ten
years.
Without exception. the Adams
have been guards and while
•--htrve-- out atways---ted
team-mates in scoring, as guards
rarely do, they have been mighty
factors in the success of the Kirk-
sey team.
The Adams family consists of
'Squire and his good wife. seven
SIAIS and four daughters. Hill, the
older son, came along before bas-
ketball had its hey-day in Callo-
way county schools, but the Squire
maintains he is the best athlete of
the lot. Hill went to schOol at
Coldwater, before it was a junior
high school. He is now a driver
on a milk route and also chauffere,
the youngsters of' that section to
and from school in. -a Calloway
county school buts '
The first basketball player was
Harry. now past 27, who played
on the Kirksey teamsof 19213-27-
28. Harry. was a running guard
and was chosen ore ikie_all-Wert
Kentucky team. He married Miss r- The Adams boys retain their in-
Stubblefield and they, with their terest in basketball and you'll find
two children, live on an Oidjoin- - 'meet eh of them at every gamegame
played around in their vicinity.,
Thomas L. Hughes
to Visit in City
Thomas L Hughes. native Cello-
way countiare is expected to ar-
rive here the' latter' pelt of this
week from Brussels, Belgium, on a
leave of absence.
Mr Hughes, who is prominently
related in Calloway county is com-
mercial attache of the American
0,1Ineoassy _et .Brussels. '
Hughes has spent a number
of years in Europe as a tobacco ex-
pert before receiving this appoint-
ment and has represented a num-
ber of the. 'leading American to-bacco...exporting companies there.
He' is Oewarded as one of the best,
informed men- in the United States
on the foreign Markets for tobacco.
On Monday evening, March 8,
Mr. Hughes will address the Louis-
ville Foreign Trade Club. •
- Prior to his-serviee with the Bu-
reau he was engaged in the tobacco
'business in the United States and
as foreign representative for var-
ious-tobacco litterests, traveling eir.
tenstvely in "Europe investigating
marketing conditions. In 1922 he
was appointed a specialist in the
Foodstuffs Division of the Bureau
and spent the following two years
in Europe on special investiga-
tions. He resigned and again en-
tered private business as represen-
tative of various American inter-
ests • with headquarters at Brus-
seIs.
Inr1932 he wag appointed Trade
Commissioner For 'thee Commerce
Department at Brussels and the
next year .was assigned as Corn-
Attac'he at Vienna. In
19ti4,_ he awe _appointed- -Como
mercial Attache al Bruise's. He re-
cently returned to the United
States to confer with officials' at
Washington- prior to visiting the
district offices to inform business,
interests of conditions in Belgitien
and the prospects,. for # American
business in that- country!
NAMES 00IFITED
The names_ of Mrs. Guy Rudd
cl adr.;. Henry Rudd were omit-
ted from the' list ot_ names thet
appeared in last seeeks Ledger &
Tidies ho. Motor women who sent
cookies and peaches from tire Lynn
Geor M. E. Church to the mess
hall for the flood relief people.
Mrs. Raymond Workman's name
was ommitted from the list ot
women who offered-their wort in
the mess hall.
• Seventoothr,eis: GaAJaUn Count5
(4;ca *0111!MI, aliasid*d a ,bunquei
when extension work was reported
in detail.
-----------
Wadley_ 4 1 ellre -ni
hers so. lkaointe furnished cia
tested see owe trf plant one
-
GLASS
You will find a full
line of all sizes of. -
WINDOW GLASS
- - -at - --
Murray Paint and
Wallpaper. Co-.
•"'se
Fort )(moo Ky.
February It 4087
MEMOANDUM TO: All Officers
and Ermines* Tort Knox District,
'The devotion' to duty of the
Commissioned and enroll per-
s-onnel of the Civilian Conserva-
tion -Corps in this District during
the recent flood emergency Corps
in this District during the recent
flood emergency was such as to
merit the highest praise. The co-
operation of the technical services
also was indispensible in ac-
complishing the mission and was
The result of great seal and per!
boner saarifice and effort on their
„posit to those directly under my
command. It is a neg. pleasure to
know that through these' trying
days, neither the most exacting
toil. nor the most exhausting hours,
nor the imminence of danger avail-
_ed hi stay you Irani-Una -lull
execetion at .your duty.
While personal devotion to duty
may. of cvourse, be looked for
•andexpected in. astarganization ..at
this type. it is none the less grati-
fying to a commander to find so
unmistakably the evidence of it in
a time of stress. Andeit is equal-
ly gratifyirfg to me to be able to
praise the individual initiative of
the personnel and the continued'
functioning as a team of the vari-
ous companies during. _ the
weeks, for the are qualities that
prove the mettle of an organization
in a. crisis.
Although. there it little to -choose
between the performance cd. the_
companies in the flood area-. Telrffr
that some special mention is due
the Commissioned and enrolled
personnel of Company 3560, Padu-
cah, Kentucky, and the part of
Company 1517. 'Murray, Kentucky,
which worked in southeastern Pa-
ducah. and the Fort 'Knox District
Detachment at 'Rickman and vi-
cinity. The unremitting efforts of
these commands to ward off seem-
ingly inevitable destruction ,result-
ed in the saving of countless lives
and inestimable iffoperty.
It is a pleasure to commend the
entire Fort .Knox District for its
part in Western Kentucky rescue
and salvage work-- - -- •
Daniel Van Voorhis,
Brigadier General, U. S. Army,
Commanding.
-•—• - - — --
And if yoy'll look real clestlY, you
might see the 'Squire, too. Some-
how or- other the 'Squire, along.'
with Jim Washer and some of the
ether interested dads- in that sec-
tion just happened to be close to
Lexington last year when the
tittles were in the state tourna-
ment and we wouldn't be sur-
prised if there Ma another im-
portant farm meeting going on in
the Bluegrass capital along about
the middle of March this year.
Former Physician
Visits Murray
-tlAyaiGion- --Murray--prosident---ef-
I the College of Medical Evangelists,
.with Dr. Mason, former associate of
,Dr. Evans here, and students of
the college now associated with
county Hospital, Los Angeles,
Calif...and Dr. William McPherson,
Loma Linda, Calif., and chief
deah otehe college, visited in Mur-
ray- the past week end. They at- _
tended the congress of Medical
t. 
lly
pathologist of the Los Angeles
Presidents and Deans of the United
States hi Chicago. After visiting
the hospital here, Drs. Smith, Ed.
.Fisher and Katherine Fisher, they
returned to' California Monday.
with the progress of Murray and
vicinity since leaving here some
25 years ago to begin the presi-
dency of- the medical college in
Cabfb
"Especial  
Dr Newton D. Evans, former
Dr. Evans was well anpressed .
do 1 notice,the roads
and bridges --of today as com-
pared with the days.. when I
practiced medicine in Calloway,'
stated Dr Evans. "I think Mur-
ray has a very beautiful college
and I am well pleased with the
great progress Murray has made,"
said he, befdre 'leaving for the
West. ..
The western doctor also viewed
the area swept by the recent flood
on their trip here.
Metropolis Thanks Two
Callawayans for Aid
Metropolis, Ill.
Feb. 19, 1937
We the citizens of Metropolis,
wish to extend our hearty appre-
ciation and thanks to two of the
citizens of.ilturray_Ky_ who were
stranded in our - town, and whit
worked so heroically, during' the
flood. —
Charles N. Parkeromd•Albert W.
Parker enlisted their services from
January 18-to February 5, ahd Per-
try O'Neal, enlisted January 21 to
.Februay 17. as cooks in the kitchen
of the Methodiet Church feeding
refugees. The city of Metropolis
was .blessed -won two kitchens les- -- - -
tabtiished for feeding the refugees:
. Albert W. Parker worked ahree.
days and nights without sleep, but
despite the, lack of sleep, hard
work and sad news these men
made many friends. Words can-
not express perk thanks to them.
but their good works will long be
remembered.
We also 'wish to senitsour sincere
sympathy to Mr. Charles N.- Par-
1ker -aad--reletives- in -their recent
loss of a- deer one, •
„Yours truly,
Atherta Metcalf .
•
e Higher Prices Here? and
YES, if. You WAIT! 
NO, if You ACT NOW!
4 We still have several All Wool Suits left at
$16.95
BUT, the37'w.O7 tr-stiong. They'll be sey-
eras dollars higher in a few days. -
Many HYDE PARK'S at . . .
$24.50
which is the depression price for these
suits. BUT, the next ones will be up.
Frankly Folks, we can't control the rising
Prices. Added costs of materials-a-nd labor
are responsible.
We ad-vise and with all sincerity . . .
If you can't buy today, use our Lay-away
plan. ACT NOW!
Corn- Austin_Co.
Wh4hFC Mr41 radt
•
— • -
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Cedar Crest News —
Mrs. Joe Jackson and Delbert
Ray are visitors In the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Harris', until
they can return to their 'home in
Paducah.
Thanks. "Old Glory". I'll be
around when there's news to justi-
fy. You, too, get up long, newsy
letters and you never forget to
urge readers to read passages of
scripture. Fine indeed!
Lex Isllard recently visited Fre
Jones for a few days at Shady
Hill.
The Bev, Blankenship Idled his
*
regular appointment here at
11 __ o'clock last- Sunday. A--good-
congregation was in attendance.
Mrs. Burnie Jones and Mrs. Her-
man Jones of Wildersville, Tenn.,
spent Saturday with their sister,
Mrs. Ed Jones. who is ill with a
severe case of lumbago. Her many
- - -friends-handshrretelhare---Tterat-TIF
learn of her illness for she is
ever ready for a cheery "Howdy"
and willing to be of service to all
whet come her way or to visit in
herhhome. May she soon be on
her way to recovery.
Friends and relatives gathered at
the home of Charlie Smith's Sat-
urday night for a candy-making.
The evening was featured by con-
versation and sharing in candy-
making. Those enjoying the oc-
casion were Mr. and Mrs. Euel
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Neale,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Jones, Wild-
ersville, Tenn., Mrs. Joe Jackson.
of Paducah, Mrs. Ethel Harris,
Miss Audry Harris, Miss Ellen
Neale. Wayne Jones. Lax LITfarsh-
Talmadge Sims, Lake Puckett, Al-
ford Jones, James Harris, Mr.
Chadwick. Donald Harris, Bobby
Jo Jones, and the hosts, Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Neale,
Mr. and Mrs -Bryan Neale, and
Rev. Blankenship were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
, B. Neale and family.
let In less than two menthe J. L.
shloresstorthy and family were again
bereaved by the death of their
son. Jack, 30 years old, from a
long illness. On December 28,
their 14-year-old son was killed by
a hit and run driver. This aged
couple have the 'deepest sympathy
of old friends in this community,
their former home. Funeral ser-
vices for Jack were held from the
Brcioks' Chapel church Tuesday,
February VI The Rev. L. Z. Hur-
ley was in charge of the services.
-- Interment was in the clturch ceme-
tery. • He leaves a little son, his
Wife, his parents and brothers and
sisters-Weekly Reader.
'FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning subject: "The Open Win-
dow of the Pitched Tent." Evening
subject: "Half Way-Christians."
Sunday school classes will meet
in the rooms occupied before the
b;sement began to be used as an
emergency hospital. At the time
this announcement is being writ-
ten the W P.A, workers are hard
at work removing everything
connected with the hospital. This
will be completed and the building
prepared for occupancy by the per-
manent departments and classes.
'Dr. Hugh McElrath superintendent.
Training Union meets as it did
before the building was occupied
by the Red Cross as an emergency
hospital. R. W. Churchill, director.
Mid-week meeting Wednesday
evening at 7;15. Immediately fol-
lowing this rr seting is the Worker's
Council for all interested in the
Sunday school work. _
Now that we have had ,the Joy
of being helpers to our friends,
driven as many of them weres,hoy
high waters, inken of whom have re-
turned to their homes to rebuild
their fortunes, in which  undertak-
ing we shall often think of them
and wish for them the largest mea-
sure of success, and the smile of
good health from the God of all
mercies. Let us turn our attention
and effort toward getting all our
people back in their uSual place in
the work of-our church in all its
departments and activities. The
join us in worshippingof
e  Ottit!ehcEPaod;_teis extends
to all who may o
heaven, earth, storm, flood, and the
God of all our mercies-Sam P.
Martin Pastor.
.IN MEMORIAM
It is with genuine sorrow that we
recall . the tragic passing. a year
ago. of Dorothy Del Rhodes. En
elehed by nature with a vivid per-
sonality 'and marked halellectual
hibilitys-Dorothy Del was qualified
for leadership wherever placed.
likeous. wholesome attitude and ahe brought to every relationship a
zest for life and happtnctss.
We shall always remember her
plendid work as a student. her
beautiful character, and her lead-
ership. We count it a privilege. to
have been astociated with her and
we shall ever cherish her memory
and strive to emulate her noble
virtues.
• "To live in hearts we leave be-
hind is. not to die."-.Faculty and
Students of Lynn Grove Sehool.
Better curing and grading of
are chhdited by George
Shipp. Christian counly, th
banging him littgbar Nice. tor.tlii'
crop.
MANY TESTS USED
FOR DETERMINING
QUALITY OF EGGS
Things to Look for When
Breaking Out Eggs.
Most people decide whether an
egg Is gooil or bad by Its odor. Some
discriminate further between eggs
*Q1) the way they "break out.* The
grocer nakes his decision on egg
quality by what he sees when he
fends them egelnat a light He dis-
tinguishes between fresh, eggs r
old ones try the size of the air apace
In the Wont end. The larger the
air cell the older the egg Th. grip-
cu also throes out eggs thin show
meat sputa or internal discolora•
lions.
But the hotel chef uses all these
apn others vait_
eggs in pairs- T. make an attrac-
tive plate of ham and egga to sell at
80 cents to $12:1, the two yolks nmst
be nearly the mine culor. Ile knows
that the altructiveness of food if
00b of the hest ,Mh1 of reining
business to his estalillsliment.
Eggs Should Look Alike
When the wailer sings out "Twit
up, with their eyes open," the chef
wants to be able to send nui two
eggs as nearly anise as possible. Ile
As alike alt this when _the shell
Is on.
doesn't want eggs wIth•deep yellow
or reddish yellow yolks, for besides
being unuttracth e In appearance he
knows they are likely to have
strong flavor, Eggs with whitisn
yolks are just air displeasing. What
the chef really hopes fee when he
cracks the egg la one with , light
lemon-yellow yolk, plenty of (lick
white, and a slightly tart taste. Pre-
miums are puld for such eggs be-
cause they can be served to the
most discriminating patrons with
the expectation of "repent" orders.
Perhaps the most exerting test
of an egg le Its appearance after
poechIng. An egg should stand up
welt and should hold together. Be-
cause the white of a high gratify
egg Is thicker and stands op higher
on the yolk there Is very little white
lost In the water. Every chef or
cook knows this. They know also
there will be no big pieces of white
floating around when a quality esti
Is poached. %Vitt) an ordinary egg,
as much as 25 percent of the white
may be lost In the cooking.
Other Quality Teats Made
In the Research Laboratories of
the Purina Mills several additions)
tests have iieen ievised for check-
ing egg quality, lireaknge strength
of the shell El tested with a specially
constructed apparatus. Ihie while
Is drawn from the egg by !aeons of
a small glass pipette and both the
thick and thin white Measured in
a graduated cylinder.
- As unlike as this when cooked.
Yolks are measured for both
eadeliattaihss. The yolk-
a good egg Is firm and Mande up
well. Stale eggs or eggs of poor
quality contain yolks that flatten
out, break easily, and are not arm.
Quality egg yolks have a wholesome,
slightly acid or hal flavor. A stale
egg has a flat taste.
'Control Feeding' Recommended
But a more Important problem
from the poultrvman's and consum-
er's point of views Is how Lo produce
eggs that measure up to these tests
-how so build eggs that look good.
stand up weft ".^ coote.i, have
a tart, dettclo4 taste. - •"'w ?^'"giitt
wort food value than ordinal eggs.
Feeding for "Controtted Interiors"
Is the answer both science -and prac-
tical poultry raisers give. Through
• control plan of feeding, hens can
be made to produce exactly the kind
of eggs the housewife wants.
In the Purina Research- [Alberti-
torles,au ailin-one lasing mash that
-gives "controlleo Interiors" tins
been developed. Herm fed on this
complete feed produce uniformly
high-quality eggs, each with an ii
variable vitintiln and food shine
conten).. Uniformity of yolk color.
thick whites, and correct taste _re
all features of eggs produced on this
control reedit:1g program. More
about thls plan of producing "con-
trolled Interiors" of eggs can tie
learned at tiny sturesselling (elector
board feeds.
It ye to Re Cleielifiede
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Murray Route 5
There are six cases of measles
in the time of Mrs. Alice Fitts.
They are Mrs. Dee Holcomb and
daughter. Dorothy of Ohio; Ruby,
Mayman and Beauton 'Fitts and lit-
tle Alice Larue McKenny.
Raymond Henry, Mrs. Dell
Adams and daughter, Rudell, are
ill with measles.
Baby Lucy Ann. 9-months-old
daughIer of Mr. and Mrs. Cullen
ForresU, is improving from a re-
cent illness of pneumonia.
Aaron Pairs son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ofus, was sick. with a cold and
asthma last week.
J. M. Farris is quite.- nr.--
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. McCutcheon
have returned_ to Evansville, Ind.
They had been here since the
flood.
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Parker
and daughtf
o., Herbert Bramlet of Alton,
Ill., returned to their homes last
Wednesday after attending the
burial services of their sister-in-
law. Mrs. Chas. Parker.
Chas. Parker and HollisAdams
went to St. Louis, Mo., Sunday on
business.
Parker visited his sister,'
Mrs: Wilburn Clayton, and family
last week end, near Clayton's Store
in Tennessee. ,
First Baptist Thanks
Workers for Help
The Red Cross emergency hospi-
tal is being removed from the base-
ment 'of -the First Baptal Church
this week. The good work of the
Red Cross and the Health Board
,has been of the finest kind to many
people in their hour of great 'need.
The First.Raptist Church speaks
this word air deserved appreciation
for the workers of the Red Cross,
the Board of Health and these vol-
unteers of our own city. who have
given so unstintingly of time, ef-
fort and means to complete the
work of caring for our many friends
who suffered great losses in num-
bers of ways, ministering to their
braken-bodiesrelarnaged spirits and
their hunger. The membets of the
First Baptist Church are very
grateful that they possessed a
building which could be used so
profitably in such a far reaching
work. All the workers of every
agency at work were as unselfish,
untiring and as anxious to serve.as
any whom we 'have ever known,
and they demonstrated as a whole
a strength of character and purpose
that was equalled only by their
splendid courtesy. Now that this
work is at least done for the pres-
ent, let the entire membership turn
their attention very einaeatly to all
the work of the church.-Sam P.
Martin, Pastor.
Livestock
EAST ST. LOUIS, III., Feb 24-
Hogs: 11,000; 3,000 direct; show
mostly Sc to 10c lower than aver-
age Tuesday; top 10.15 sparingly;
bulk 180-280 lbs. 10.00*710.10; 170
lb. weights around 9.90; 140-160
lbs. 9.004i 9.80; few 9.85; comparable
100-130 lbs. pigs 6.750•8.65; light
southern pigs down to 5.50; sows
9.40h9.65.
Cattle 3,200; calves 1,500; steers
in liberal supply, majority in me-
dium flesh; indications trading will
be slow: mixed yearlings and heif-
ers opening steady to city butchers;
packers not operating early; mar-
Murray Leaders Help Care for Refugees
S. Pleasant Grove I
- Mr .and Mrs. Keith Veasley of
Paris. Tenn., visited last week with
their mother and sister. Mrs. Ruby
Radford and Mrs. Ellie Paschall,
Taking a leading part at Murray, Ky., in the care of refu-
gees from Paducah are (left to right) Mayor F. H. Graham, H.
E. Suydan, area director of file Red Cross; Mn, B. Melugin, exec-
utive secretary of the Calloway County Red Cross: State Senator
T. 0. Turner, chairman of the county Red Cross, and L J. Hor-
ton, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce.
-5taff Photos by Elllutt
Photo Courtesy of Commercial-Appeal
Agricultural Conservation Program
• •and their families. Max Doncan
of Puryear accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. Veasley. Is Urged by County Agent Cochran
Misses Mary Frances and Dor- •
othy Nell Carraway of Kelly the afternoon with Faxon earning
School district, spent a few days' Every one. who signed a work not use their Soil building_ allOW- out ors top. Lynn Grove and 'Kirk-ance.
sey played the first game of the
MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL
high for the payments made on
should go to the office of the the program. The farmers who
County Agent and prepare his helped make the program arid the
work sheet at once.
Twenty-one -meetings were held
last week to explain this program
and attendance averaged 42-with a
range of 10 t..34 150. Every one'
should understand this program
before the crop is planted. Ways
of better cooperation has been pro-
;tided , this year and Calloway
county farmers should earn. She
additional $23,500 lost to the coun-
ty. last year because farmers aid
Some _comp—Win about the cost evening with Kirksey win
of wed arid materials being too-- Murray and Concord battled in
the second game Monday night
with Cmcord defeating the Tigers
by one Point,
agricultural -leaders of the nation On Tuesday night Concord met
felt that 'a-payment -of- one-third to the Hazel- fihe and the Redbirds
three-fourths the cost would be won over the Lions. The second
the proper payment to make. Some tilt was between Kirksey and
are out of line now and others Faxon with Kirksey emerging as
will be before ,the year, is over but the victor. Saturday night the
the sudden increase in seed prices finals were played with Kirksey
cannot be kept up with in these and Concord participating in, the
payments. If . the seeds continue finals. The Kirksey Eagles won,
to stay at a high price payments therefore they were winers of the
will be adjusted likewise in years tourney. Faxon downed the Hazel
to come.
_ _la. a
By Clara Walerop
The county basketball tourna-
ment was held in the High School
gym Monday. Tuesday, and 'Sat-
urday of last week. The Training
School and Hazel started the ball
rollidg. ,Hazel won. Almo and
Faxon played (lie second game of
PAGE THREE
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Cole's Camp Ground
Several persons in our neighbor.
hood are ill this week. Mrs.-
Drinkard's 'daughter-in-law has
pneumonia. ,Pht Rogers has the
measles. There are several cases
of mumps in this vicinity.
Robert Crouse had a fine horse
to die Saturday.
There has been quite a lot of
maying taking place here lately-
Cherlie Adams moved to the Mack
Allen place. Howard Lee, Calvin
Adame ' Truman Oliv*r, Parvin
Adams, Hoyt Adams, Mrs. Ella
Adams, Mrs. Suns `Aryip,.sact
-Ruby Fay Oliver all assisted - in
to 
icelpi: 
Li
gksethye.m move.
Mrs. zzie Crouse n movedas  
Mrs, Robert, Edwards and Mrs.  
Moore were business visitors in
Murray Saturday. _
Robert Crouse's daughter and
Mr. Moore's two daughters have
obtained work at the. Murray
Hosiery Mill..
A very large crowd was in Mur-
ray Fourth Monday. Quite a bit
of livestock was sold and swapperishhish-r h  
I guess I had better go or there:
won't .be room for the Cedar ...• . -
Knob news and John Tompson
and I get a kick out of reading
the letter each wipe-Rose.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
"We are members one of an-
other" wrote Paul. yet what
we find in America today: capital
vs. labor, white vs.' black. Pro-
testant vs. Catholic. Pnesbytetian
vs. Lutheran. producer vs. con-
sumer, farmer vs. city, dweller.
When the ,members a a body do
not coordinate or ooperate the
disease is called Motor Ataxia.
"Our Disease-Motor Ataxia" will
be the theme of the sermon at the
Presbyterian service which will be
held in the High School at U. a.
m. on, -Sunday. ,Sunday -school
will be held at 10 a. m. You are
invited! •..
Bruce B. Maguire, Pastor ' _
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Lord's Day: Bible study- at .10;
preaching at 10:50 and 7 o'clock.
Wedneedar Ladies' Bible class
at 2 payer meeting at 7
p. rya. • -
'George Bernard Shaw, when •
asked: "What Is tte matter with
Christianity," replied, "The. only
trouble is that it has never been
tried." Perhaps Mr. Shaw was
thinking of the people as a while.
Certainly, there are many genuine'
Christians and, if it should ever •
to pa that the population-its
a whole decides to give Christiani-
ty -a- chance, this- will be a better
world.
Regular attendance upon all ser-
vices is a pretty good test of one's
loyalty to Christ. Loyalty tar
Chriht will save the souL-C.. L
Francis, Minister.
luninary to the championship fray.
Supt. M. 0. Wrather presented-
Kirksey with two beautiful tro-
phies, one which they will always
keep and one which will go- to the
winners next year.
The girls' quartet of Murray
40 -
Tech at Murray. (High School High sang at the First ChristianRoy -Stewart, football coach of
Murray State, announced today the
Racehorses will play six home
games next seassn with three
away.
The signink of a 2-year contract
between the 'Kentucky Bluebloods
and the Wisconsin' State College,
of Superior, *is.. closed the sched-
ule. Murray wilt play there Sep-
tember • 18 in 1938.
Prospects for. a winning season
next fall could be better, but
Coach Stewart has not- startect
singing the blues as yet, sincesev-
ket not established on cow stuff: eral like)), new team members en-
saessige bulls steady. - top 6.25,_ had gone there the previous week. rolled _for' the second semester.
vealers 25c lower, top 9.50; few Their children. Mrs. Beulah Loy- These boys, by going to school this
mixed yearlings and heifers 0.85 ier, Hubert Deering and Capitols summer,' will be eligible Ato par-
GS 8.25; nominal range slaughter Deering have positions in Detroit, ticipate next fall. The freshman
steers 6.00“12.25; slaughter heifers
6.004t 10.50.
P. T. A. Meeting March 3
The March meeting of the- Par-
ent Teachers Association will be
held on Wednesday, March 3 There
will be'several important things to
discuss, as the February meeting
was omitted. A very interesting
program has been planned. It is
as follows:
'''cr,friiitgf-Slitgftrigriect -by- ille
and_accompanied by Miss Graves.
Music presented- by the music de-
-pattment.
"It's Up to Us," a drametiretion
by._ students of the eighth grade,
directed by Miss Huie.
Business session conducted by
the president„ .W. B. Moser. -
Discussion of plans for Home
Economics shower to be held at
the April meeting.
Election of delegates to attend
the spring conference to be held
at Cadiz in March.
CARD OF THANKS-We with
to extend our sincere thanks to
the many friends, neighbors and
relatives-who were so helpful and
sympathetic to us during the ex-
tended illness and death of our
husband and father Mr. Newt
Futrelle. Also express our thanks
to Drs. Jones, Will and Rob Mason. Sundae, but Mrs. Dunn was pres-
and Mr. J. H. Churchill and sons. ent ahd assisted in, the Sunday
for their sympathetic help, also school.
than those that furnished the, Sm. Mack Jenkins of Murray.
music, and than Bros. R. F. last week referTecrin his-- Ledger
Gregory and J. H. Thurman for ai Times report to the great ea-
their crawling- words. We also tician, Babson (who is a "live
wish to thank the Murray Hosiery for'rhurch and Sunday School at-
Mill employees for the floral of- tendance") said that he wanted to
tering: May the spirt of Him, who t set a good example for his chil-
malls salaa...asaa-aransisimigairm..siso.--betwg-
all things, be your guide in all.
thldga-Itbs: ..Xamit-,VniseUe, and
last week with their sister, Mrs. sheet for 1936 is automatically in
Goeble ScarbrOugh. and family. the -1937 program. Every one else
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cooper and
son Earl, and Mr. and Mrs. Brent 
wishing to take part this year.
Cooper visited their sister and
aunt, Mrs. Thompson Adams, and
family, near Puryear, last Sun-
neYv
Since the flood some are won-
dering about "Ma" Little of Padu-
cah, a lonely widow whose friends
there built her a nice brick stand
on Tenth and Broadway where
she sold lunches, fruits, candy. and
ice cream and net her many
friends. Previously she had pushed
a wagon ,for several years on the
streets of Paducah. selling peanuts,
let cretin's and etc. A very trmteet-
ing sketch of her work in that city
was given in January issue of
The Christian Herald in whiter
she gave God the credit for her
success and spoke in high terms of
her many faithful friends.
Jamees Hugh Grogan. son of „Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Grogan, and Miss
Pauline Grogan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oat Grogan. are reported
to have measles. They attend Hazel
titan school:
Miss July Gunter is able to site: -
tip after an attack of pneumonia.
bliss. Alice Ellis had a very pain-
:lid case of mumps last 'week.
Mrs. Brent Cooper left Monday
to spend a few days with her sis-
ter. Mrs. Parnell Arnett. who has
measles at ther home near South
Howard schoolhouse.
Luther Deering left Saturday for
Detroit to jein Mrs. Deering who
ehlidren. •
Sixliome Games Listed
For 1937-Grid Season
Day). •
Friday, Oct. 8. 8 p. m., Ouachita
College at Arkadelphia, Ark.
Friday, Oct. 15, 8 p. m., Middle
Tennessee at Murray.
Saturday; October 23, 2 p. m.,
Mississippi College at Murray.
(Homecoming)
Friday, -October 29. 8 p. m., Union
University at Dyersburg, Tenn.
Friday, November 5, 2 p. m.,
West Tennessee at Murray.
Friday. November 12. 2 p. m.,
Marehend at Murray.
Saturday, Nov. 20. 2 p. m., WES-
TERN AT BOWLING GREEN. -
Friday,' Not'. 2, Wisconsin State
College at Murray, 2. p. m.
hence the parents are temporarily squad of last year had an unbeaten
score sheet. ' 
College Orchestra
moving there. . for. Spring SessionMr. and Mrs. Sylvester. Paschall Coach Stewart intimated that
have announced the arrival of a this schedule will be anything but
son, Which gives Mr. and Mrs. a set-u0. to be played in Under the -direction of Prof.
Barney Paschall the title of grand- Arkadelphia, Ark.. October II, lest Price Doyle. the Murray College
parents and Mrs. Nanny Jones of only to Murray last season, beat- orchestra has reorganized for the
Murray. the honor of being a ing the Little Nineteen champions, spring semester. The personnel
great grandmother. Illinois Wesleyan, and drubbing by follows:
In- last week's issue of the Led- 35-0 Mississippi College who "raz- Violins: Josiah Darnell, Usher
ger & Times, the death of Miss zle-dazzled" the Racehorses into Abell. Gwen Berry Whitfield, Va-
Becky Paschall, age 56. who passed submission. The Tigers with be out ginialee Thomson. Bill Hoppe,
away at her homealear North Fort fsr revenge and with tHe game on Josephine Franklin. Van Valentine,
slarriei Sirosh,Thede Winch Marywas silusliiitenieith,sEsithlesahtheguassmil hisiiihispashed-Ahleaate•--
ived more years at the Middle Tennessee is unbeaten 4,-Islizabeth Cress. E. B. organ, Williams. fiatiiel Ezell, and Claud
Gaston Taylor, Harriet Holland, Cunningham for working so faith-same home than_Striyone else in the SIAA since 1934 when Murray
Ellen Brown. Helen Hire, fully to-get his tobacco down andHenry county, -Tenn, as she had won 12-0. The Blue Raicters will Mary
speot her entire lift at that home. be in quest of their third consecu- Herbert Drennon, Nancy Lester, for having it delivered.
,where she_was.borp. Elder Char- tive SIAA championship, and will Harry D.
lie Wilson of Murray conducted have practically-the- Violas: Datha bale, Joe Beach,entire team CARD OF THANKS-We wish
the funeral services, that beat Murray back. They lost Virginia Sullivan. to express our appreciation to ourCellos: John Travis. Bonnie Wal-Several persons from this COM- only Hass 'oft the first team. 
MargaretRogers. Mar- many kind friends during the ill-munity have lately visited Padu- Murray is thankful for one thing. ker. Ruthness and death of our beloved wife
cah. Among these were Mc. and One of the "Hitt Parade" gradu- shall. Ralph amuse. 
FlBud RBill Orr.  ule, ran- and mother. Also we want toMrs. Ivan Guthrie and son, C. R. ated. _ But it turned out ,to be the Basses: 
Kendall. Harlan Inglis. thank Dr. Smith for his kind et-Paschall and daughters. Misses Vi- one that did not play against Mur- ces da tention and his untiring effort toFreneh Horns: Keith Whetstone,ola arid Ethel May; Miss Estelle ray, as .:Misaissippi College was
Hayes, Marvin Miles, James Wars. thloinsh.the Homecoming tilt. from
ren Erwin. Make Erwin. Mr. and Murray. Coach Stanley Robinson
°Mrs...Ellis Paschall, 'Mr. and Mrs.' will again bring his Choctaws to
Shannon Ellis. Mr. and" Mrs. T. W. Thoroughbred territory for the
Guthrie, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan El- HOmeaosning game October 25,
-ha -arid-- eitildren, Oren, Harvey, , -wise grivis--the 'Breda
Polly. Shannon, and Brent Langs- such a scrap -last year.' and who
ton. • have suddenly come out of the eel-
On account of Bro K. G. Dunn lam' -under the tutelage of Ellis
having influniza. he did not fill Johnson, ' tell visit the Murray
his appointment at Pleasant Grove stadium' November 12. Western
will play 'host to Murray Novem-
ber 20 for their annual "grudge'
game. West Tennessee will play
at Murray Noyembes- while the
Racehorses ,and union University
will. metal in Dyersburg, Term.,
The aChedule follows: - -
"Friday, Oct 1, $ p. m., Tenheasee
Ruth Elaine Crawford, Allen Cash, restore her hiiiith- :7-Anci '69"11: I t'e-aa'r,,4.;.„;.. ,„„
do we-went --M-thank one friends -- ----.-------/-• /-.n breaking eggsCharles Farmer. - --- - - r - 
'arid relatives for the beautiful
iRbotuht}lrevfthiady iirto etaanm' in"i7- a4dmiesurdareer. - 
-,. Oboes: Arthur Colaiannl, Bill
floral offerings.-Charlie Par k er a 
We at first thought "Mud Split-
Carrier.
: I-lax-Wood Tilt,on. Lena
the flood, but we were glad toBassoons: Albert Seay, Clara K
'
and daughter, Doris June. ,
ter- had been washed away duringFrances Mitchell.
note his letter in last week's issuer.„A"  To Convene 
-,-
ch-Lhe Ledger ar Times.•
CraWford. 
Mrs. RUdy Bucy and son, Bob-
Trombones: Morris Carter, Billy - o.
n. April. 14 15 16 by Joe, have the mumps. - -. 1 /
-"Grasshopper"Marion, LeRoy Off 
Th
erman. :
e Kentucky Education Associ-
•
s Trumpetes Louis Lemieux, Joe
English; Paul Antibus. ation will convene April 14. 15, 113 CARD OF THANKS • • We
and 17 in Louisville. Tae head- wish to take this method to thankTuba: Floyd McClure.
quarters for Murray State _cullers' our many friends and neighborsPercussion: Letcher Melton. .__ .. have not been establaid yet, but for 'their help. kindness, and urn-
Prof. E. H. Stith, head of the Pathy shown us during the illness
,.
. Slaughtering, 150 hogs a yeahhtlie ,Murray College extension depart- and death of our dear husbandSti-St. Joseph Academy, in Daviess --= -ment. stated today that, in all and father. may .aig be blessed tocounty, has found .meat-cutting probability. the Kentucky Hotel be at- your serwlice in a tinie of
Clarinets: _ Ed West. Sanford at Louisville, Ky.,
Davis.
Church last Sunday. Their selec-
tion was "0 Jesus Sweet", an A.
Capella number.
The P. T. A. will meet Wednes-
day, March 3, at 3 p. ris. Since
the February meeting was omitted,
all members are urged to come as'
important business will be discuss-
ed. A very interesting program
has been• planned.
 •
CARD OF THANKS-The fam-
ily of Mrs.. pia Clark wish to
thank their many- friends for their
kindnesses during the Illness and
death of their mother. Especially
they wish to thank Rev. A. V.
Havens, the choir: and neighbors
for their spiritual aid, as well as
their _floral offerings.-Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Grogan, Miss Flos-
sie Clark, Mr. and Mrs. 'Gerald
Ford and son.
CARD OF THANKS-Mr. J. Er:
Tucker of Kirksey who has been
confined to his bed for the past
two months, wishes to thank .his,
friends, and neighbors for the
many -kind deeds they have' shown
him. Most especially does. he wish
tbalkirAimar--Radfairel,- 0. C.
a. .
'IS THERE ANY USE PRAYING?"
•
At Stroudsburg, Pa., in 1898, a
minister prayed that God would
strike the brewery at East Strouds-
burg with lightning. The next day,
the brewery was struck with light-
rting and was destroyed. The
brewer, hearing-of the prayer, sued
the preacher for dainages. The
county court dismissed the case.
The brewer was among the faith-
ful, the court among the skeptics.
Who was right? Did God answer
that prayer? Does God answer apy
prayers? If so, what kind does
he answer?
WHAT-Discusalion-"PRAYER-
THBRE ANY USE PRAYING?"
WHERE- Westminster Fellow-
ship Meeting. Home of Bruce B.
Maguire, Presbyterian minister.
Butterworth Apartments. . -ses_sh.e.,S."-Z--heesse•-- • _—WHEN-Thursday evening, Fe -. -• -
ruary 18, 7:00-8:00.
WHO-YOU ARE INVITED.
Coming meetings of. the Fellow-
ship: "Yang and- . Yin", "Tea
Leaves". -
frroptilliairs
Mrs. Elcie Hendon is on the:eick
list with the mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell of _
the Elm Grove community. spent
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Linville,
Lonnie Hargis and sons &livered
their tobacco Friday.
Several persons of this com-
munity attended funeral services
for Tom Henry of New Concord
demonstrations helpful. _ 
• of Louisville will be the location41;alarata-per-ensioser--seharett-4- ' - ""Ttif NI311-ay's repterenialives on 'ac-
..
found, some wings _ at worship attendance, but wide awalia.s-pno.:..... seusAL-Wardia-assiktpAississisate-fcoune•-ot the growslett condlennewer; ' SURday.--Jleignedthg- to ete-t-ino- eimerehes inie•-asiekaie-be-eikeelir tees s -ribelenikkrift ur bt?3"-P11114016 t-mrPferi v11I-Inr11.11 lit- lb* BMW??..Ilittcs. there Is a great need Of according:toldr. -Babson. • limestone crushing antliprfient. • Hotel.
need MaL,goii_bless
you Ts our prayer-Mrs. George W.
Morris ANTI e4N1ktren Mr. r' „."".
Hardy, .S
Hatthe,ifForisoLipiy-reg-76.—Tar--:-.
-- "-4--,--
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If you base visitors of whom
your are not a:throned, piesase
, report them for this column.
Mr Beales mother and sister. Mrs_
Jack Fools. and Miss Lola Clayton
Beale. Mr. Beale is an-executive
in the Memphis office of the Home
Owners Loan Corporation. -
Mrs. Joen H. Nunn. Nashville.; Robert Banks. who hu been
Tenn. visited Wends in the city! spending several monthsoin Fort
over the Week-end. Mrs. Nunn. Myers. Florida, is at home for a
who was formerly WM Winona stool time.
Burrows. was married ta-sololus' Roseo-Staippenent jai received.Harris Nunn, of Nathvilia. on No-- , large 2-year No. I, all varieties.vember 13. Mr Nunn, a former-szst.. we \deliver. Phone 364. mar_
student at the United__States rayNursery.
tary Academy at West Point. has , 'Miss Jane Veal, who is a strident
Conn Barnett, a Sinittolinghos
student of Western State TeatMers
College, Bowling Green, Ky , spent
the week-end with his parents.
Esq and Mrs Lee Barnett. Almo
Mr and. Mrs. V B. Gardner. of
Lynn Grove, were in Murray Tues-
day afternoon.•the feet. time -Ms.
Gardner was able to be out after
a 10 days Illness of influenza. Mr.
Gardner. who was for more than
20 %ears one. of Murray's moat pop,
ular barbers, returned to the farm
a few years ago and is making an
excellent success of it near Lynn
Grove.
Miss Lottie Kens:ail ,leave
for Lexington. Ky., today to assist
Dr. Barber. of that city, who has
a private eye. ear. -nose and throat-
.ttame. - - • -
an important l'°'"Ical with the in St. Mary's of the Won as Indo My Lady. If its a coat or salt
Foxall-Moon Drug Co., in' Nash- ana. spent the week end with her you are looking for. vie have then
vllle. parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Veal.
.X tsisnop hs, rettovePecr from JosepT rry. Memphis. spent the
influenza and is able to be at his-Week end with his parents, Jr.
place Of business. and Mrs. B. ,F. Berry.
Little Miss Bettie Yancey Guy Irvin, Hardin. was a busi-Is ill .
at home with chicken pox. ness visitor in the city Fourth
Mrs. J. A. Creekmur. who a few Monday.
-•ei.
.
Estelle Smith of St. 1-'14: Id°. Um automobile des:attent in thewas in Murray ...over the week-end state capitol, spent the week end'vishingsthetr uncles. T L. and A. G. at hOme. Her mother. Mrs. , Love• Smith. Howard Crotchett of the Williams. returned .with her to
CCC campp returned, with them to
accept a position in St Louis with
a transfer company. Mr. Criachett
has been; . an ambulance -driVer • at
the camp 'for thessiiisf-liiree'y -
and his many friends hate very
much to have him leave, but wish
him the best of luck In :the fu-
ture.
For flats see our line of millinery.
In straws and felts. We feature
the latest. Murray Garment Co.
Dr. and Mrs. Will H. Mason at-
tended the funeral of Mre A. A.
.Oliver in Paris, Tenn- -Wednesday
afternoon. Mrs_ Oliver was the
lathe seasop's. best col
as. Murray Garment Co.
Bobby Die/ Grogan. who is
student in the Western State
Teachers College at Bowling Green,
has recovered from an attack of
uenza at _the home of hisopar-
eMs. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Grogan,
Frankfort to, spend several -weeks,
Misses Stotz. Id:Stale Sett, .Keri7
dall of the Hospital nUrsing
st_aff.: qelit the fle.i...W.edneida_y.
Tenh,--visiting With
mthe ,: . •
We are tack from market with a
etc line of Ladies' wear. Set
to appreciate them. Murray
Garment co.
Houston Dinning, former coach
and teacher at New Concord high
school, visited old friends here
and in the county over the week
end. Mr. Dinning is now teaching
in the Reidland high 'school, Mc-
wife of Dr. A. A. Oliver onomscracken.  county . 
. nent Paris physician. . Mrs.._ Fred Acker., • sidie of .. .the
The Re  Winchester, lager _Paellscalt.:postaaaster.
- Of the Benton Baptist Chureh. and the Keys-Houston clinic-host:4UL
little daughter. were visitors in Miss Pattie Barnett. secretary of
Murray Monday. afternoon. The the African American Tobacco Co..
Rev. Winchester is the son Of -Mr spent,- the week end with . her
and Mrs. Berry Winchester Of this father.' Irvan L. Bacneti and tarn-
-county. - 
County Agent and Mrs.. Jahn T.
- c9.C.kr_*_nsarxdistisUso
end with Mr. Cochran's .niother.
Mrs. John W. Cochran. in Marton.
Ky. Friday evening 
the dinner guests of Mr. •and Mrs.
Dan Kelly. in Madisonville.... •
Mr and Mrs. W"Al MOore Beale.
Memphis. spent the week end with
n Sweaters and Blouses we haveweeks ago suffered a broken arm
when she fell dawn incomplete out-done ourselves by bringing yea near' New Coneord.
stair steps. is slowly 
recovering.,the finest group of popular priced Dr. R. T. Welfe who has been
Mrs H T Waldrop returned 
for spring. Any comeivable type confined to his' home' for three. . from Frankfort for a short stay at from eareervativo-te the extreme wmirsowith influeara,- was able
itosrll; hoine last week_ Is being shown in ear go to his(office on Monday., A tel-
Hubert Selith and sister. MISS 
line. At Murray Garment Co. ephone -eat) -to Omaha on Monday-
evening' found that ha--was recup-
-
erating nicely now.
Mrs. Genie Mitchell of Paducah,
ielhe. guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Strader. Mrs. Mitchell holds a pits.,
sitiorisin .the boys department • at
- if.- Mason spent -Tuesday
r -bee- -daughter.
Mist Patricia Mason.
Pat G. Morris, who is vice ergots
dent of the.' Northern Trust Co. in
Chicago; was with influenza
more than a week. Relatives and
friends here are glad to learn of his,
recovery.
frnm n .
Mrs. Guy Farley is rec,poverniz
a aitaok. of acute-
citis at her home east Of Murray.
Mrs. Farley was able to sit up for
the first time. Stinda • after bein
confined to her bed .for two weeks
with a _
Dr. Ora - K. Mason visited' her
daughter: Patricia7 who . is in
school-- at . Ward-Belmont, Nash-
ville. Monday. .
Mr. Jim Ed Tucker remains quite
-,111 it his home northeast of Kirks
see.,
who. is-a :attest_
at the Strader home on North Fifth
streets will spend the week-end in
Alt
MY,
them
Millie Lou _Morgan returned to
.heine.....Saturshois near kLitkosy
after spending a week with her
grand ,parents Mr andsians Floyd
Mr and Mrs- Jess .Eggner and
baby, James Buddy, spent Sunday
and Monday with Mr and Mrs. J.
E T.,sker.
Mr and Mrs. Reginald Butter-
worth and Mrs. Mary Butterworth
spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs
Johnnie Walker.
Prof Price Doyle and Prof. Wil-
liam H. Fox will leave next Tues-
days-foe Columbia, South Carolina,
to attend a meeting of the outhern I
Association of Music Teachers.
M. T. Morris is confined to his
home on North Fourth street with I
Mr. and Mrs. Dilly Wyatt, Padu-
cah. are the parents of a baby
daughter. Peggy Sue. berm
daY -11113rning at the Mason Mein-
.or ial Piospital.
LawsonsRadford of near Kirksey
is so: iously ill at his home.
Cherry- of Tart Main. -. • Isadticah,,, . .
My Lady. if its a oast or pig , Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Workman
you are looking for. we have Ilea have opened their home on !forth
In the season's best esileisi and Sixth.
styles Man-ay Gamiest Co. . - If dresses we are featuring
'Gayer Prints. In all their beattiy 
 %:-.e re are so many listenssting eat
The Confidence of Over 1500 Farmers ,
Who Have Sold Their :Tobacco
at the -
MURRAY LOOSE LEAF -
AMR
BECAUSE.HER.E ARE THE FACTS
___CIF_OUR_SALES!
Wednesday's Sales of 22,830 pounds
brought $1,544.40
•
• •
Season's Sale of 783,904 pounds brought
S60,789.58
• • •
Season's Floor Average of 87.58
• • •
h pound of tobacco is:handled by ex-
_ peannuaii 414-ela seRflit,he )1ightfilh4Prieelsr krittle-tior
grade,' are obtained. We are opFrating thi.sfloor
with thir intentio/ls- of attempting to satify-e‘,
farMer 'ti•--ttn'thooses•t6-Sell over this floor. •
_
tiAt.etery honest means to see-ur for, you
the highest!'posib1i. price for YOUR tolitice.
Murray Loose Leaf Floor.
BUNNIE FARRIS, Manager
1 SOUTH FIFTH STREET' • - NF AR SQUARE
-.MOM
i .rings-.-a vivid variety for -a glen-
ens spring season. See them at
Murray Garment Co. s ..
I .Miss--Mary Jane Farmer, of Tal-
se2-01sta., has. been making 'an in-
definite visit with friends and fels
ativesslre-Murray since .her 'at-filial'
I last 'Wednesday. "-• . .•
I Mrs. Will Perdue has Iseen dis-
I charged tram the Mason Memorial1i Hospital fallowing a several weeks-
- illness of pneumonia. •
Judge A. Barnes of Benton. has
-been-in-Bentun 'at-the bedside Of
his grandson, the small child of
Mn, and Mrs. Riley Kelly. wha 1.-i
suffering from pneumearia: 'Judge-
Barnet- said 'that the chiiit'wasido-
ing better Wednesday morning. ' .
I 7 T. 0. Baucum arid sows' T. O., Jr.,
apd -Carl, were among the sight,
_Seers, in -Padocrils Sails:ley. ---
-Little-fitims-btarttra7MeGoric'who
has been -staying- with., Mrs.. 'I'.
Baucum, and' attending the training'
-schatalestdatted her -parents, in Pa-
ducah Sunday. _. - . •
--Chins( Mtn I is.strianaser dl the
Capitol Theatre siza_s_in Paducah...on
business Tuesday, ' -
7-1drs._ 'Omer - Welk undertvent an
_operation for • removal of tonsils
at the Mason Memorial Hospital
laat week. •
Charley Chin and -family tn.
specter- the flood situation 'in" Pa-
Iducati Sunrhy .
I Dr. F. E. Call ford. Dentist. First
N;u1s.Bank Bldg. Tel. I-92-J. - U.1
Mrs. GarlaedoSS---,-.6-- r...—
I'm sending this letter down Sat-
urday.'
Steamboat George padlin' across
the Deleware,,river, trying to beat
the record of the Robert E. Lee.
Well, we will. You must all come.
-"Eagle"
Clinic Hospital-Notes
R. B. Fitts. Paducah, , was dis-
charged Saturday following treat-
Earnest Harper, Paducah, was
discharged Sunday.
Henry Lawrence, Murray, was
discharged this week following
A. McNeely, 14:01tal C,"0/14 IP/lb
re-admitted Sunday for treatment
Master Billie Joe Crass, son of
HAZEL NEWS
Mrs. R. B. Chrisman of Henry,
Tenn., was in Hazel one day last
week to visit her mother. Mrs.
Amanda Mason, and sister Mrs.
Bertha Maddox.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandon and
family and their visitors, Mr. and
Mrs. Haney Rail, and family,
motored over to Paducah last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E, Littleton left
Monday morning fur St. Louis,
Mo., where they will buy their
spring goods for the firm J. E. Lit-
tleton and Company.
and chi
foods- attideElellaa. vette iss &tondo-.,1
Friday.
Craud White spent the week ,end
'5
Mrs. Denham's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. W: Alderson, were in IV-
ducah Sunday -afternoon.
John Adair and daughter of Se-
dalia, Ky.. spent Saturday night
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. N.
White's.
Mrs. Hettie Ezelle of Mayfield is
in Hazel this week, visiting in the
homes. of Mrs. Homer Marshall
and Mrs. Minnie Marshall Wilker-
son's,
Mts. Grace .3Vilcox returned
home Monday night from Paris.
Tenn., where she has been visiting
her cousin, Mrs. Pearl White Pitts.
Miss Cornelia George of Paducah.
Is Visiting her aunt, Mrs. Grace
Wean, in South Hazel.'
ss. /diss Lola Paschall of Puryear,
-Tenn., visited irr-- the home of
W. D. Kelly and family over the
Or. W. 14. Mason, Murray, was in
Hazel Monday.
H. I. Neely and Lester Wilson
were in Murray Monday afternoon.
0. B. Turnbow was a Paris
visitor Monday afternoon.
Owen Brandon, J. M. Marshall,
0. B. Turnbow, and D. N. White
were Paducah visitors Tuesday
afternoon.
a.,
who came to Murray for the tuner-
1 of her mother, Mrs. W. W.
Hales has returned home.
Mr and Mrs. Dick Hagan of
Elizabethtown, Ky. .arrived Tues-
day to visit Mrs. W. H. Graves
and Miss Margaret Graves.
Mr. mid Mrs. Ben Hood and
daughter of Columbus:" Ky.. spent
the week end with relatives here.
Titrs.TPnrterts Tectivering
from the influenza.
Dr. did-Mrs. J. H. Richmond are
in New Orleans. La., this week
where Dr. Richmond delivered an
address.
Mrs. Ruy Tyree, who has been'
critically ill, is better.-
Mrs Bud Farris, of Tr -City is
critically ill at the Clinic Hospital.
A 'etingplebe line`isf Spring Sults.
Blouses had Dresses in the latest
popular aluldea, styles and task-
ions now an display at Farmer a
Hart. See them lefty!
r Stella Gossip
Mr, Lizzie Turner and Ralph
Morgan who have been "under - Use
weather", are reported improved.
Nt'as in to see Herman 'Cathey
-hid -the -flu-.
mumps-. then -a relapse. Ns.* lhe
- improving. 'If --every --body- io
ralleway county was like Fiermart
Cathey. padlock jail-houses and
criminal courts should be. done
away . with. Fact is. this is the.
best. moral neighborhood I know
of.
Harmon tanner passed 'here re-
441141#141- -front- Paducah - putting
mud-soaked auto to his garage at
Five Points.
-stit.,tsli cloudy: rainy - weather hei
almost played havoc with all courts
traiselturches, Attendance during.
the three trionths is pitful to con-
template. But by and by "she-
will :shine forth again, fair as the
Concord. was discharged Thursday
tot-Sawing treatment.
The Rev. W. Prichard was'dis-
charged last week.
Charles Hopkins, Dexter, was. ad-
mitted Thursday for treatment.
Master G. T. Brandon, "Small son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Brandon
near Almoo.underwent an opera-
tion for the removal of his appen-
dix Saturday -and--isaloing
Vernon Jackson, Murray, uzg.tet
.went an 'appendix operation Bid
urday.
Mrs. Sherwood Potts. near Harris
Grove,: Underwent an operation far
the redioval of her appendix Sat-
urday.
Master Leon Henry Small, son of
Mrs. Tom - Henry near Concord.
was admitted Sunday- for treat,
ment of pneumonia.
Roy. Howard, Jackson, Ky., was
admitted Sunday for treatment.
Garrett Campbell. Padueah. was
adinitted this week jar treatment.
James Lee Calhoun, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Horner Calhoun near Pot-
tertown underwent an appendix
operation Monday.
. Earl- 'Potter. -Nashfortsr-Kys-swoos
admitted Monday for - treatment.
Eldon Cherry, Kenton, Ky., was
admitted -Monday for treatment.
Kenneth Smith. Union Hall. RV-.
was admitterr Tuesday for treat-
ment, "
Leo Kirk, Fordsville, Ky., was
admitted Monday for treatment
• Curtis-Triplett Omar._ Ky was
admitted Monday 'for treatment.
Rex -Brown ii---tinder treatment- t • ...,••••
this week for injuries received in
tsar - aretdent"--
W. M. Bright, Fancy Farm, Ky.,
was admitted Monday for treat-
Jack Sykes, Marlow. Ky., was ad-'
tnitted for treatment.
Athtir Flippo is under treatment
for an injured leg.
moon 'bright as the sun. 'and vic- 13.131 I
•
torious as an arm.), won banners. e nstitute Sugar__
hauling gravel and sand through 
Creek Baptist ChurchThe highway force has been
here for the past several years by
Motor truck from the -Morgan
MICH 5-7, 1937
FRIDAof NIGHT"pit" and Iron Bridge river. A
greari=arnount has been hauled. o-
ss a a. ne-Introductory Sermon
even "-Piths the city of Murray, .
sot... W. Lawrence. -
This week, weak places • have been son_ -
8:00 a. Tit -Address-4.. D. Wil-
segrasf'eled and worked by the
SATURDAY
-nunntainers..' 
Hurrah,
 for rnnaleL ' 10:00 a. m.-Stewardship of LireSte-uld all electric etibties be -
B. R. Winchester.operated by the Government? No!
_ 11:00 a. -m -Baptist Churches arePow.-r from Boulder' Dam. Coutee
and N,,rris Dam-and Muscle Shoals 
,the +True Churches of Christ in
Hen-and-others and the dim that swill -'6ca'ne and 
History-L.
 V'
n-.
be- above Pine Bluff' not below, s°n.
Fred Barber of Murray, was a
guest in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
E. M. Mason's Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and - Mrs. Audrey Simmons
and Mrs. Robbie Milstead spent
Tuesday in Memphis, Tenn.
Dr. R. M. Mason, Murray. was
in Hazel Sunday afternoon to visit
his mother. Mrs. Amanda Mason.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks had as her
guests last Thursday. Mrs. Porter
White, Mrs. Cliff Doran, and son,
Dallas, and.,,,Misi Henderson, all
of Murray.
Otho White who had pneumonia
recently, is much better and able
to be up.
' Mrs. E. D. Miller and grand-
daughter. Emily, spent one day
last week in Mayfield, visiting
relatives and friends.
Mr. ansrldrs....A. H. McLeod. son,
A. H. Jr.. Claud, Clate -and Anne
Lee Wilson were Paducah visitors
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Smith of
Paris and Mr. and Le
Brown of near Mayfield, were here
Saturday night and Sunday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. A. Wilson and tarn-
ily.
- Mr. -and,---les.---Jack White and
son Jerry% left 'Monday night for
Nashville. Tenn., where Mr. White
has accepted work.
Mrs,-. Mary Wilson, son Claud.
Mr _and _Mrs. R. Cooper, and H.
E. Brandon motored over to Pa-
ducah Tuesday afternoon.
Homer Pentecost of Murray was
'in Razet Tuesday. . •
Mr:' thid Mrs. C. A. Denham,: had
as-thetr dimmer guests last Mon-
day, Waltet Jones of Paducah, and
-Miss-Arerna-V ' - -
Mrs. C. D. Paschall is confined to
her home with illness.
Mrs. B. E. Holifield and daugh-
ter,. Anna Mai. of Paducah, are
guests in the home of Mrs. Holi-
field's sisters, Mrs. Grace Wilcox
and Miss Verna White.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Denham and,
-government property - . would
automotically put "Light & Poslier"
off -fh-e- maps Unless the latter
reduced the price 50 per cent.
.11 i;71.1-See a man corning down
the_ ri)ad in a blue '', and red
I auto' truck. that's Bee
Cochran, livestock dealer. Catus
But ter worth says Cawhorre';
Bee, can take a shoat or 150 pound
1:15 p. m -Does Hebrews 6:4-6
Teach Falling from Grace?-Sam
P. Martin.
2:15 p m.-What Does a Sur-
rendered Lite a God- Mean, an Can
Man Live. /t7-R. 'F. Gregory.
„7:15 p. m.--What Important Bib!
boctrines Would Not be Preached
if There Were No Baptists?-F, T
Rogers.
 -SUNDAY --- --
10:00 a; rn.-Suaday School-J. J.
Roberts.-
II:00 a. m.--Sermop by the Pas-
tor-J. H. Thurman. •
The public, is invited to corn'
and hear these discussions-Con:
rin\ttee,
rCiairg,ylutizd her.
Cunninahara over the-Week-end- en
filer was' -to Paducah to -Visit t1
brother, W. M*Mitchall. on Nor:
Harahan. which street Vas. in the ;
slosti or surrounded- by the-wao •
I hidley- jotinson WaS cone i nes
• room - this week en account 0,
Bryan Tolley, was a business '
',,r in Paducah and CaSta Wed,,-
" afternoon. .
SIddd .Farriashaisheert  1,.;
-", bed for the past feW days s
(rippled leg.----
Albert Johnson, of Paris. Tenn
ont Sunday and 4ov:fay '. :
..: other. Willie 16"....SOhnson, ( ! _
Third 5trceT7-. -.
, Mrs. Thomas Williams was titeat-
I et the Mason Memorial Hospital
- 74"- week lots-a-rapider 1;gte- '
Mrs. Sledd Farris, who has' beer
sfreed Us her -' fur -thr s .
. s weeks flu, is some hr
mi.-, and Mrs, Jim -Seeder,
- M. Overby, Mrs Gertie I, .
• d -*re. ' Reghiald - Diet-era oi to
, ;wilt Saturdsy in Paducah. .
i „Roare--shipment just' resolved,
large t -3-ear No. I, 'all . .variette!..
'!"te. We 'deliver. Phone, 364. Mur-
ray Nursery.
1 "Riftit, 15tiett-, .-s9z:u..ot W...atut _Mr r.i,It • A.-nhell. Is ceinTined • , 1t.Willi: aitelitiVer"";'s •
Fully Charted for
like a case of Legerdemain.
--Yeso-stald--Glory". I allow you
one cat and one dog. But listen
young lady., that's the limit'.
-jots by Joe" 'column surely did
cap the climax in last week's Led-,
ger & Times. •
"Uncle George" Washington's
hi_rthelay was' Monday. February
=, therefore no...ralgselo-mall, So.
signs are becoming popular
for advertising in Siam.
lig I
Battery Radio Owife
We are now eqUipped to' eitur,kyntir Radio
BattPries  -Ike:have_newc-ttargi-ng-4441ii-priviTt bititt
'specially for radio batteries; anti- will givp ..be,
1,i'st of service. -
_Wilt furnish you a- serVice b;Ittery while
yours is being charged for a ".
small fee.
All Two-Vylt Batteries 35c
JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE
_ .COMPANY._
rth Fifth Streel. ." \l-
Mrs. Lois Waterfield returned
tIsihe visited her son, Harry Leeome recently from Clinton. where
Waterfield, and family. ..
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Brandon and
family. Who have been living with
Mr:- and Mn, Joe Charlton, siLe
moving to Hazel and will. occupy
The Grogae place in west Hazel.
S. S. Garrett, salesman of Mc-
Kenzie. That, was in Hazel Mon-
day on business.
Cloys' Hutchens, of Detroit, was
called home Morid.ay on business.
Mrs. Joe Dunn, who has been
making her home in kfazel foe „the
past few months, has gone up near
Puryear. Tenn., where she will
make her home with her sister,
Mrs. John Adams.
Mrs.- Claud White and little
daughter, Bennie Whittle", spent
a few days last week in Paris,
visiting her grandmother. Mrs.
Lizzie Wlptnell,
Mrs. Maude Valentine ret
to her herne after -a short visit-
with her sister, Mrs. Otho White,
in north Hazel.
Mrs. J. L. Dunn and daughter.
Itebeeca Ann„ left for their home
in Detroit. Mich., after spending_
several weelsa in Hazel visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Mr. and Mrs, Jake Mayer were
in .Mayfield one day first of the
week to visit their son, Dr. Jacob
Mayer. • and Mrs. Mayer:
Miss Ruby Bailey is confined to
her room with an attack of flu.
Mr. and. Mrs. John Herron and
family of Trezevant, Tenn.. were
- • ̂
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. Es Herron. - -
Mrs. William Maddox and daugh-
ter. Barbara Jean, of Murray, are
visiting in the home of Mrs. Bertha
Maddox this week.
Mrs. Charlie Allbritten onto hes
been suffering with an attack Pf
flu is much better at this writing.
Havens To Preach
on Problents:Of Evil —
"The Problem Of- Evil," will be
the .serrnen of K. V. Havens, min-
ister of the First Christian Church,
at the, morning worship service, ti
next Sunday. "It is difficult," 14.
Havens said, -ter some people to
believe in a good God when they
see about them, pain and misery,
floods, sudden death, injustice and
-inhumanity, povettr--IffIVIRIon,
famine and war. Down the cen-
turies it has been' the hardest ques-
tion man has had to meet, the
heaviest burden he has had to
'tear, the most difficult problem of
his existence. Its good world,
why should there be any evil?
Epicurus writing some twenty-two
centuries ago well states the dl'
lemma for all time; if God wishes
-to -prevent evil-but cannot thep
is impotent; if he could. but will
not, he is malevelento if he has
both the powers and the will,
whence then is evil? This ser-
mon,- Mr. Ravens stated, "will at-
tempt to offer a solution to 'The
Problem, 'of Evil."'
Special music will be presented
by the Chorous Choir of trained
voices, directed - by Everett Crane.
The service will begin at 10:45.
"Around -The World," is the title
-of the pictures which will, be
shown at the Sunday night church
service, beginning at 7:30;
The Sunday School will meet
Sunday morning at 9:30, led by -
Superintendent George Hart.
The Jugior Christian Endeavor
Society will mee-itt-111:30. Sunday
evening.
The Young People's Society'ro7
Christian Endeavor will meet at
Sunday evening. .
Begh  • g Tuesday night, March "
2. a school of,missions'vrill be con-
ducted each evening, at 7:15, for
the remainder of the week.
RELEASED TO HOSPITAL • --
James Hutchens, Harel_iihe had
jTsIin trie-,c2ailty jail pend-
ing -investigation was released in
custody of his on, Cloys•Hittchens,
who returned -"from Detroit yester-
day
Hutchens was taken to the Ma-
son hospital for treatment, where
his condition this morning was re-
ported as improved.
Lots of Plans
Complete and modern, by
---41se--best and
ienced architects in America
pre yours for the mere ask-
ing at Murray Lumber Co. .
We can furnish blueprints
and complete specifications,
provide complete and ac-
curate estimates for any job
"4i-sprr or strain -
Remember theft this ser-
vice is FREE and we are al=
ways glad discuss your
building problems with you
without obligation.
START
/vte.
• •
bis me e-now king your
Stir n be here. Right
plans or a 'home of your o t1/2-or to
modernize yourown home.
You don't drive a 1910 model car.
.
Then wit. y live in-a 1 91,0 model home?
. Get started now, w41(ts -
range for your Government Insured
Mortgage Loan. This new 'kind of pay-
ment plan makes it as easy to own or -it-- -
modernize yourhome as to pay Tent.
COME
-
 IN TODAY AND LET'S '
TALK IT OVER
• •
Murray Lumber Co.
llicol.Porated
Depot Street •
_ gesso.-
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Thursday. February 25-
The Magazine club will meet
ith Mrs. Clues. Titre. Hour 2:30
P . ness and.;rofessional
At. Worneria -F.kun will have a Dutcha supper in the privatesdining room
si ske Collegiate Inn. Mrs. Annie
)II4 Hughes. Mrs. M. G. Cekman, Mrs. • • • •
Dick Hagan, Mrs. A. F. Yancey. Mrs. Floyd.Oriffin is Ilemend
Tea guests were: •Mrs. A. M. at Bridge Flirty. -
Wolfson, Miss Carrie Mrs.
Solon Higgins,. Mrs. Bruce Maguire,
rAlrii.• Mary Meeoy Hall, Mrs. Rob
Mason.
 iF
illOCLIM CALENDAR Hand-made tea towels and other
kitchen accessories were presented
I to her at this time.
Twelve members and one guest,
Mrs. Waylon Rayburn, Were pres-
ent,
"racsar is in Charge of the program.
'Hour, 6:30 p. m.
-
Thursday morning bridge club
with Mrs. Rue Beale,
Friday, February 28
Mrs. B. 0. Langston will
tam. her bridge club.
Saturday. February 27
The Alpha Department at Mrs.
A. fr. Austin's. Hosts: Mrs. Austin,
islrs_ -C-S-Luw.ra. Mrs.- Fa D. Mel-
len, Mrs. 4.-•T, Parker. Hour 2:30
p.m. . ,. 
.41
- -Monday, March '1
Carl Saricipuripresent day Peet
who has won renown, will be at
1the College auditorium Hour: 8
p. m. Adults 50c, children 25c.
. Tuesdir.- MireA-11
M. E. Missionary' Society at the
- church. "flour 230. p. rra - - --
enter-
Mrs. Wells Purdom will open
'her home to the Delta Department.
Hosts: Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs.
liarry Breath. Mrs. Wells Purdom.
jiour: 7:30 p. m.
Inas Lizada Sue McGehee
to Give Recital Tuesday.
Miss Linda Su_em_egqi_cc,,so-
prano. Will be presented in recital
in the college auditorium Tuesday
evening. March 2 at 8:15 -o'clock.
She will. be assisted by PhilaNOW-
ard as pianist with Margaret_Mers
shall as accompanist. The 'program
follows: 
Care Selve (Afalanta)-liandel.
Nymphs and Strepherds-Purreit
Ave Maria-Cherubini.
.Qp. 2, -Tito. I B„tho.._n
My Sweet Repose-Schubert.
The Violet-Mozart.
I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble
Halls-Balfe
Novellette, Op. 21, No.
mann.
The Swan-Pahngren.
Autumn-Chaminade.
Les oiseaux dons la eharmille-- Miss Mavis Miller is ActiveOffenbach.
In Paris B. & P. W. ClubHeart's Ease-Willeby
There are Fairies at the Bottom
of Our tarden-Lehmann.
Swans-Kramer.
A Birthday-Woodman.
• • • • •
1--Schu-
" Miss Madge Patterson and Miss
Edwina Hinton were co-hosts at a
bridge party Saturday afternoon in
honor of Mrs. Floyd Griffin, a res
cent bride.
The home of Mrs. Harry Sledd
was opened for the lovely„ 'social
ev.ont 
The high - score .prize went to
Miss Jo Robertson and the consol-
ation prize to Miss Martha Nelle
Wells. Mrs. Griffin received a
pretty bridal gift from the hosts.
A salad plate was served.
.1144taztati- weete-Mrs,---F-ioyel Grif-
fin, Miss LaNelle Siress, Miss Jo
Robertson, Miss Isabelle Waldrop,
Miss Winifred Keys, Mrs. Frank
Perry or iviaytteld, Miss Marilyn
Mason, Mrs. 'Bill Swann, Miss Ma-
ry Jane Farmer of Tulsa, Okla.,
Miss Jane Seay, Miss Murrelle
Hartsfield, Miss Margaret Overby,
Miss Eleanor Gatlin, Miss Mary
Moore Windsor, Miss Christine
Johnson, Miss Sue Purdom.
• • • •
The ParisBusiness and Profes-
sional Women's Club had a Dutch-
supper at ShernSvelas Monday
night. Miss Mavis Miller was
chairman of the program corre
rnittee.
* • • •
Mr. Anid, Mrs. Freed Ceases
Mussfr Plias Jeanne Harrison
. _
seller, tbe new novel of Chinese .AMr. and Mrs. Freed Cotharn were• youth. . hdsts to a surprise birthday party
The Spiritual Life Group met at Don't miss Mrs. Russell Blebs- Monday evening in honor of Missthe church on Tuesday afternoon. ker's review at Westminster Pet- Jeanne Harrison at their home.
Miss Alice Waters had charge of iowssip Thursday-"night 7 to 8 . The honoree received many love-the service. - o'clock' at the home ef Bruce B. ly gifts.-a • . • • • 
Thisbe present included Miss
Mrs. Joe Baker entertained the MaSrudierrits are invited. Louise Shackleford. Don McCord,
Wednesday'. March 3
The W e d nos d a y Book and Thimble Club at her Miss Frances Hinton Slecida Genebridge club. - nine .on 'Wednesday afternoon. • 4, • •- • Patterson, Chas. M. Baker, Miss
A number of beautiful patterns Fourth Birthday AnniversaryTbunder. March 4 Marjorie &sorsa Miss Clara Wal-The Garden Department will of crochet and knitting were dis- Celebrated drop, Hal K. Kingins, Garnett Hoodmeet at- the home of Mrs. Fred played. Joises, Miss Mayme Ryan, MissMrs. Eugene Shipley was host atGingles. Assisting her as hosts are The host served a delectable Jeanne - Harrison.a birthday peetir..-Ttraday after-Mrs. Broach, Mrs. .Win, Pile- salad plate.
noon In honor of her son. Dan, atdom. and Mrs. W. H. Maseu. Hauer •••• Present were: ,Mrs. Herbert
her hornestwo miles east of Mtir-2:30 p. m. ' Dunn. Mrs. Carman Graham, Mrs.
FridarMareb. 5 .1Witter Farmer, Mrs. Charlie Hale, reY7
Genies Were--- played and each
little guest brought a gift for She
-honoree.
"Happy Birthday To You"' was
sung while She -canciliessonsthe.-eake
were blown out „by Den.' --
Refreshments were served. Miss
Estelle Houston assisted the host
in serving. 
.
Present were Masters William
McElratla, Buddy ,Valentine, Dallas
T. Doran, William Thomas Parker.
Jimmy Love, Pat Shackleford. Hal
and Dan .Shipley. Those tending
gUts.were gone Newton .1
Louis Kelly, and Pat Parker.
The Training Sclhool Mothers'.
Club in .the fifth grade room. Hour:
2:311 
IlIonday. March 8
_.Tbk._,Mellit__Belle Rays Cireie ift
the_hornd Of Mrs. Roy Fainter. As-
sisting' hosts: 'Mrs. John Farmer
and Mrs. ,Garnett Joins. Hour:
730, p. rn.
Tuesday, March 9
A A. U. W. meeting. Hour: 7:30
m.
Wednesday. March 10,,_
isa MAO_ Shipley will .enter,
-and4-Cheaft-Clue.
EMI pr m.
Thursday, March' 
General busi*ss meeting -Pf the
Woman's CIO:.
. • . • _ 7:-
Birthdae Club Meets With
Mrs. Robert Jesse
Members -.of the Birthday Club
met with Mrs. Robert Jones,' Mon-
day evenhsg. February' 72, at six
o'clock:7-
Due_to the illness of Mrs. Rudy
Tvree, Mra Clete Farmer was in
charge-a the menu and with her
corn:nine* had 'planned a most
delectable dinner which was
serated on small tables in the liv-
ing and dining rosens.-__ _ _ - -
It, was W Mrs Jones' that the
first handkerchief shower was
given, this date marking the first
ritThivorsaey of thrac+ub.
M. E. Misaissary Society hiates
Mrs. J. T. Cochran's circle, No.
3, had an all day quilting on Tues-
day- at o4'-
Stott,
A brief program was given by I
Mrs. Leslie Putnam and Mrs. G.
C. Ashcraft.
Most of the day was spent at
quilting. A measuring contest of-
fered fun.
,M the noon hour a covered dish
luncheon served buffet style was
most delightful.
Present were Mrs. W.0!. !decoy.
Mrs. Mary Hall, Mra..G00;
Mrs. Jim Dulaney :Mrs. G. Et:. Scott.
Mre Ethel Bowden, Mrs. S. B.
Tandy, Mrs. W. W. Holland, Mrs.
R. V. Whitnah, Mrs. J T. Coch-
ran.
Mrs. E. B. Housfon, Mrs: G. C.
Ashcraft. Mrs. Fred James, Miss
Shipley. Mts. Bryan Tolley, Mrs.
Leslie Putnam.
Mrs. Joe $as.er.
Mrs. Dewey Jones, Mrs. Carfol
Lassiter, Mrs. Luther Jackson, Mrs.
Bryan Shelton, Mrs. Viron Beard,
Mrs. Olbe -Chambers, Mrs. Herman
Ross.
Bridge-Tea as Given For
Mrs. Russell Biemker
Miss Margaret Graves and Mrs.
John Rowlett were joint hosts for
a bridge-tea on Wednesday after-
noon in compliment to „Mrs. Rus-
isell__Blenakey who will -leave  _Bann
to make her home in New York
City. '
The attractive new home of the
Rowletts, which was opened for
the occasion, radiated freshness
'and good taste.
In the contract contest the award
for high score was won by Mrs.
Harry Sledd and for second high
by Mrs. 0. D. Edmonds. The
honoree was presented a lovely
going away gift. -
A plate luncheon was served at
the conclusion of the game.
:Guests for bridge were: Mts.
-Russell Blernker. Mrs. G. D. Ed-
monds, Mrs. Walter Blackburn
Mrs. -E. S. Diuguid Jr. •
Mrs.--Marry Sledd. Mrs. C. la
Sharborough, Mrs: Clifford -Melu-
1.-gin. Mrs. W. J. Caplinger. Mrs. J.H. Branch, Mrs. Tom Rowlett.' .Mrs. Robert Hisle: Mrs. Vernon
5.
We're Going to Move . . . So-
We're Clearing All Winter Items!
a'Merchants have bought huge new stocks in order to put
On a "fire sale" after kneeing a fire in their store. Usually when
jooSeal at alnitt in a fire sale it was always the vests that had
sinned We suppose Paducah will have a huge collection of
"Flood 'Salesatas Cineinneti, Louisville, *la Memphis whcaesa I -
se:. would do a Ihndoffice businiass supplying merchandise-le
stork "flood Sales."
The Regal will move-into its new location about March
ln and we doiff waists to take any of our old stock along. There's
n(4' 
a"IveSchr--4214110ktoilaiaii/..•hIri.hhhh-0•51;4.beess drasticEly
lreTtreetT.
wani to Install a brand new Easter stock mad 'a brand
new store:. so honestly, we're putting ridielelously low prices
on all of this merchandise_
Dresses
We have a rack of
dresscs ranging from
$4.95 to $16.95 that
are 'wanted styles.
PriCed
t 
$ A0.-
1.49flee 
Dresses
Only one rack of
really smart frocks
that hadn't been seen
and ir number of new
spring numbers. Val-
ues fiorn $5.95 to
$116.95e 2
To
clear IP
at • 9
WINTER COATS
Alulintek of winter coats in,
eluding values from $9:95 to
$16.95. To sell immediately-
..at .95
Ho Lt it re these for "Sale" prices without having a
flood!
Regal Dress Shop
NAtioNAL litilLL BUILDING • Mita r.4 OIL fr
•
I.* ..0
Popular Young Semple Weds
Of interest to their many-friends
here is the marriage of Miss
Lucille Cream, daughter of Mr.
Roy Greene Mayfield. Ky. to Mr.
Jack Dew -also of Mayfield, Ky.
The Single ring 'ceremony was
,solemnized in_ Fulton, Ky.. Febru-
ary 7, at the home of Elia S., A.
IVIeDade.
The bride was lovely in an en-
semble of aquamarine blue crepe
with grey accessories. They were
ifeeompanied by the following
friends: Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
van, 'Mr. and Mrs. William Cres-
son. Mr. and Mrs. Ss B. Scoggins.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. knox. Misses
Polly and Helen Grebes, sisters of
the bride. and Messrs. Mace Reeves
and Joe Robb.
Mrs. Dew Was graduated from
Almnligh School in the class of
1929, and later._ attended Murray
State College where she was a
junior. She is now connected with
the Merit Clothing Company. Mr.
Dew, a graduate of Springfield
High School, holds a responsible
ens_ ition with the Evans Dru.
tortpany.
Miss Ruth Agnes Carter
Eneertatos With Dinner
Miss Ruth Agnes Carter enter-
tained with a . dinner on Sunday,
February 14, in honor of her
grandfather, Mr. I. T. Crawford.
on his 70th birthday.
Those included wets as follows:
at Mrs. Marie Crawford. Mr. and
Mrs. Wade Crawford and sons, Ben
and Gene: Miss Effie Watson, Mr.
agS Mrs. I. T. Crawford, Mr. and
Mrs. Humphreys Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Ivan Carter and son, Charles
Thomds: Misses Ruth Agnes and
Marianna CO40. , - '
'5 • 'V • •
B. & P. W. Meet To tat
Emma Sue Gibson.
"The Cuchville Hop" and "Danc-
ing Bear" eleventh grade, Rebecca
Farmer and Robert Cherry, chair-
men.
Dance, Janette Farmer, Naomi
Lee Whitnell.
"Harlem Nigh _Club", - twelfth
grade, Mary Elizabeth Bennett and
Charles Stamps, chairmen.
An admission of 10c was charged
and more than $40 was cleared.
The proceede will-aid- the sensors
in their plans.
Popular Couple Wed
A wedding of interest is that of
Miss Reba Mae Hale, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale, to Mr.
Ed Frank Kirk:lion of Mrs. Kate
Diuguid Kirk.
The ring ceremony was
by Roe ,--4:-.-34,-fie.sper.-ir,
First -Christian Church parlor on
Saturday at 6 p. m. "Their attend-
ants were Miss Gracie Nell Jones
and Mr. Charles Miller.
The bride. a pretty blonde with
a beanneg personality, looked love-
ly in her wedding ensemble of
blue and grey. Miss Jones wore a
becoming spring suit in blue with
matching accessories.
Both the bride and groom' grad-
uated_ frena-Murray High School-
and have had three years at biers
ray Stale College. At both insti-
tutions. they were popular and /rut-
standing in the campus activities.
At present Mrs. Kira holds a
position in the law office of Nat
R. Hughes and Mr. Kirk, a 'young
man with sterling qualities. i* con-
necte11 with E. S. Diuguid .& Son
Furniture Store.
They returned Tuesday from a
motor trip to Memphis and will
live at the Diuguid home on West
Main.
The Thursday bridge club had a
Dutch luncheon at the herne of
Mrs. Zelna Carter on last Thurs-
day.
Contract was played in the
morning and at the -Moon how
the delectable covered dishes, were
enjoyed.
Present wane iitrer,.Gem Mort
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mrs. Is J.
Horne. Mrs. Way Ion Rayburn, Mrs.
Wells Overby. Mrs. Rue Beale. Mrs,
Foreman Graham, Mrs. Zelna
Carter.
' ---
Mr.' and Mrs. Gingles Wallis
entertained with a hamburger
supper "at their home on Friday
evening. After supper contract
was enjoyed.
Included were: Mr. and 'Mrs.
Waylon Rayburn, Mr. and Mrs. L.
J. Hortin, Mr. and Mrs. Burgess
Parker Jr.. Mr: and Mrs. Thomas
Banks Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Wells
Overlay. -
The regular dinner meeting of
the Business and Professional
Women's club will be held at 6:30
tonight in the private dining room
of the Collegiate Inn, Mrs. Faith
Doran. president of the club, will
be in charge.
Miscellaneous Shower Fee.
Mrs. E. F. Kirk
A pret-ty miscellaneous shower
was given by Miss Gracie Nelle
Jones at her home on North Fifth
street- Wednesday night was in
compliment to Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk,
a recent bride. Mrs. Kirk was the
former Reba Mae Hale.---a-
Miss Jones' home Was tastefully
decorated around a white candle
motif. Refreshments were served
by caridle light to 21 guests who
rought nurnereus presents to the
bride.
The guests -were, .besides the
guest of- honor, Mrs. Kate lcirk.
Mrs. Will Whitnell, Mrs. ChaFley
Hale, Miss Mary Martha Overby,
Miss Kathleen Robertson. Miss
Marelle Hartsheld, Miss Margaret
Overby. Miss Mary 'Jane Farmer.
Tulsa, Okla. .
Miss Jane Melitgln, Miss MarthaAfter the ceperhony, the wedding Nell Wells. Miss Lalielle Siress,party returned to the home of Mr. Miss Opal Johnson, Miss Ola Maeand Mrs. Cletus Sullivan where a Farmer,- Miss Winifrgd....r.orst Missdelightful supper was served, Dorothy Mae Robertson, Mils JaneMr. and Mrs. Dew will be at
home-to their many iriefffiaPiir
South s_Seetani--strect, -Mayfield,
Ky., until March 15.
It was "Gone with {he
then "Drums Along the Mohawk",
and now it's "Yang And Via".
Everybody is talking about-
"Yang and Yin; the third_ best
.1..Awards for high scores went to
Mrs. Nat R.rettrirtie§ first, and Miss
Suzanne Snook econd. The 'hon.
l
oree was presented with a lovely
gift. -
After the game a pretty parts
plate was served.
Guests were:
Mrs. T. H. Stokes, Mrs. Harry
Sleddalars. E. S Diuguiel, Jr..- Miss
Suzanne Snook, Mrs. Joe Lovett,
Mee, George Hart, Mew. Heir John-
son of Chicago. Mies Mary Coie-
'man, Mrs. Kenneth Wells rat May-
o-field, Mrs. Hans; ,Walters of At-
e- hints- A. -Mrs.. Fran Albert Stub-
blefield. Mrs. .Nat 'Ryan Hughes,
Mrs. A F'. Yancey, Mrs. Vernon
Stubblefield. Jr., Mrs. -Cliffordd
'login, Mrs. C. - t. Sherberough.
Mrs. , Ereatt Gardner Mrs- C. S.
Lowitry;Var..,..To4,4*wa.taa. NI"
Mrs. T. 411. Stokes Continues
to be 'retell.
Outstanding among the axial
courtesies of the week was the af-
ternoon bridgr party given by
Mrs. John W. FrOst of Louisville,
and Md.,C..A. Bishop a the Bishop
home and coMplimenting Mrs. T,
H. Stokes, on Saturday.
• This'7,WZ.,-""--.:_..gestiew oral ,noted
in the bridge accessories.
ley thitterworth, Mrs. Calista _But.
terworth Yones, and the hostess.
• • • •
Training School Presents
Stunt Night ,
•Traiqing School "stunt night"
was a success at Murray State Col-
lege Friday, February 19, at 7:30
pin.
- 'The varied program was clever
and original. The ..program fol-
••
Selections by Training School
Orchestra, conducted by Bill Car-
nntiuneements, Mt:- Cannon
raham, principal.
Shadow DairCT "The Hula",
seventh grade, Ray Waggoner,
chairman.
Reaciing.- ne'Goblins", Clara Ja
-Funny Faces of Our __Valentine
Party". eighth 'grade.; Charles Clark
chairman. --
' Musit; Training School Orches-
tras- - •
-1-411-Chocalate Drops and Snow-
balls", ninth grade, Oliver Hood.
Chairman. .
"Prankish 4"Artericans Abroad",
sixth and seventh grades, .Larry
Doyle, chairman.
-Wise Horse of Troy" and "The
Dilemina", tenth grade. Martha
Lotillays and'Bot bielugin, chair-
Men.
'd"CtS1nff5tf T' 
1
Recital from members of his classes
on Thursday, March 4. at 8:15 p.
m. in the college auditorium. Fol-
lowing are the students who will
perform in the recital:
Flutes: Harwood Tilton, Lena
Entrees Mitchell; oboes: Arthur
Colaianni, William Carrier; clari-
nets: Edward K. West, Sanford L.
Davis; French horns: Keith %abet-
stime, Allen Cash, Charles Farmer,
Ruth Crawford; bassoons: Albert
'Sesy, -nem- CrawforCrawford;tubli Zib-
met Ruhl; piano: Gilbert Colaianni;
trumpet: Louis Luriaux; trombone:
Morris Carter,
-
Elden, Class Holds All
Day Quilting Party
An all day quilting perry, start-
ing at 1 p. m. and ending at 10
0. Di. was held at the borne of Miss
eine "City Wyman on orth Six-
teenth street, last Thursday. Those
attending were members of the Fl-
deli. Chios of First Baptist church.
A feature of the meeting was
the pot luck supper to which
everyone brought a different dish.
When the table was set, the re-
sulting Profusion of ditties seemed
sufficient for a King's banquet.
Thaw who attended were: Mrs.
roatd Dill, Mrs. McClain. Mrs. Bea-
man, Mrs. Rufus Saunders.- Miss
Lillian Hollowell, Mrs. Conrad
_Jones. Mrs. Polly Keys, Mrs. C. 'H.
Jones, Mrs. W. H. Lemons; Mrs. T.
L. Smith.
Mrs. Jabe Outland, Mrs.,- Perry
•Thornton, Mut. Annie Jones,' Mrs.
Charles Currier. Mrs..' Henry Gat-
lin, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. F. M. Per-
due, Mrs, Hattie -Bonchirarit, Mrs.
W. T. Sledd Sr., Mrs. Ira Fox, Mrs.
A. W. Willard, and .Miss Wyman.
•_ • • • •
Hendrick -Ed werds
Marriage
Announcement has been made of
the marrtage of Miss Janie Hen-
drick and Raymond Edwards,
which toek plate at Metropolis,
Ill, Saturday. January 16.
The popular young couple were
attended by Miss Clyzell Lass/ale
and Otis Falwell, friends of both
Use' bride and groom,
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Milus Hendrick She was
prettily attired in black with
matching accessories.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fieldon Edwards of Brandon,
lie is employed at the saw mill at
Murray.
The young cotiple have many
friends who wish them happiness
and success through life.
. They will make their home hear
Murray. •
Mrs. lirrett Gardner Malestabas
'yr /Ws. Jack Frost .
-Mow --Jadr-Prest
Horne Department Holds
February Meet
Mrs. Ed Farmer and her daugh-
ters. Mrs. William Purdom, Mrs.
Robert Broach and . Mrs. Fred
James were hostss-•to the February
meeting of the Home Department,
at the home of Mrs. Broach Thurs-
day the eighteenth.
The business session Was brief.
Only routine matters - and a dis-
cussion of the project to provide
materials that the women ..refu-
gees at the centers have a little
sewing to, do. Members_ of this
club were asked to help.
.The program of'- great interest
to. homemakers, was an- intersting
paper by Mrs. Mecoy on "Present
Day Trends in Interior Decorating"
and ,- Mrs... Sexton's article on
"Safety and Efficiency in - the
Home". emphasized by personal
experienee .of home hazards.
During the social hour refresh-
ments with the George Washing-
ton motif were served to the 28
members present.
a ass • s
Forgotten- Guests
Three names were inadvertently
ommitted- from the guest list of
the post-nuetial shower of Mrs.
Reginald Botterworth earsied in
last Week's Ledger & Times. Those
omitted, but sets° Attend_ the
shower were Mrs. Aubrey Farmer,
Miss Hoela „Lea_g„.1 aristaaliss Neal.
gTis 71) Conduct Ensemble
Recital Next Thursday Night
Prof. Franklie P. highs,. of the4-
mtrsic department of Murray State
College, will conduct an Ensemble
of Louerville, Ky., Mrs. Errett
Gardner entertained Tuesday even:
Mg at Collegiate Inn with a bridge
patty. Five tables enjoyed the
game High score prize was won
by Miss Frances Sexton, with Mrs.
Frost .receiving a guest prize. At
the close of the game delightful
refreshments were served.
Those present were: Mrs. Jack
Frost, Louisville, Ky.; Miss Suz-
anne Snook, Mrs. E. J. Verde,. Mrs,
J. W. Igolf, Miss laty Rudolph.
Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mrs.,E, S. Diu-
gold Jr., Mrs. R. R. ifeicsin. Miss
Tennfe Breckenridge, Mrs. George
Hart,
Mrs. Frank Albert Shibblefield,
Mrs. P. W. Ordway, Mrs. Jack
1,LtipsLosik...Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs.
John Miller. Mrs. Wells Overbey,
Mrs. Rue L. Beale, Mrs. Joe Lovett,
,
ton. Miss Frances Sexton, and Mrs.
Gardner.
nett, Miss Kate Townley, Med
Ethel Fondaw, Mrs. James Shelton,
Miss Bathe Mae Lax, Miss Grace
McNeely.
' Mrs. Calista Butterworth Jones,
Miss Erin Wilson, Miss Mary
Singleton, Miss Uldine Willough-
by, Mrs. Rudy Tyree, Mrs. J. W.
Tommy, Mrs. John Ryan, Mrs.
John Farmer, Mrs. Tom Turner
Jr., Mrs. Chas. Sexton, Miss Berle
Ilether..., _ma& Christina_ Maillys
and Mrs. Johnnie Parker.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Sunday, February 211, 1937 • as
The pastor and the board/of
stewards desire to thank the
hers and friends of the church Air
their cooperation in. making
le to meet all oh Lions for" 
the first quarter at the quarterly
conference last Tuesday night. We NI
hope in the future to run our
church on a business basis. Thank
you.
At the morning hour the pastor
will preach "The Love of
Christ Constraineth Us". At the
evening hour the subject will be.
"Some One Things in Life". Come
and worship with us if you have
no church home.
Mt. Caine Hale insists VIM
.Church-school begins at half past
nine iaclock, so please be on time.
Oar children and young people
meet at 8:45 p. m.
Please bear in mind -that our
revival begins on Sunday, June 0,
with the Rev. Howard Canis assist-
ing in the meeting.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
Weasan's MlarJonary 'Society Of
Hazel M. E. Church Meets
The Methodist Woman's Mission-
ary Society of Hazel met for: its
regular monthly meeting Wednes-
day, February 17, at the church.
Twelve members were present.
The regular Piegrain, "Bringing
World Health", was given.
Hymn, "Wonderful Words of
Life".
Prayer and Meditation, Mrs. W.
B. Scruggs.
"Christian Missions and World
Peace", and "Health Work in
Wesley Houses" were discussed by
Mrs. K. O. Dunn. Mrs. lialph Ed-
wards, Mrs. W. E. Dick, Mrs. T. S.
Herron, Mrs_ Alice Jones, and Miss
Jewell Hill.
After the program a short busi-
ness session was held, after Which
Mrs. George Elbert Freeman dis-
missed the meeting with prayer.
Surprise Shower Given
MVS. John Grogan
•
Mrs. John - Grogan, a recent bride.
was complimented last Thursday
evening with a miscellaneous
shower at the home of Mrs. John-
nie Parker, Mrs. Grogan was ask-
ed to come .over and bring her
knitting. Upon opening the doer
she was quite surprised and
pleased over tags room full of
friends surrounding a table piled
high with beautiful and Useful
'gifts. Each "guest was given a
-book and was requested to write
advice on how to hold a' husband
and also give a favorite recipe. --
' A delightful dessert plate Was
served by Mrs. Parker, Mrs_ John
Mis Jessie Nix, and Mrs.'
Rudy Tyree.
The guest list included:- MrS.
John Grogan, Miss Clarice Grogan,
Misi Jessie- Nix, -Mrs. John Whit:-
Individuality ...
,
We are experkit'. at devising
neir means to -bring out your
individual_ -chasms.-
-OPERATORS-
Demus Futrell
Maybelle Scoby Miller
La Vanite Beauty
t. 
Shop
PHONE 199
Peoples Savings Bank
SPECIAL: DINNER
Noon anciTvening
Every. Sunday
6 till 8:30
Deluxe Chicken, Lamb
and- t'atmtry Ham
Dinners at ?Se
TWO for $1.00
•
New National Hotel
Elizabeth DST-, st
'1VItirrav• •
nother Kind of
Emergency
We have all heltrtirough the emergency
• of, the greatest flood in the history of the Ohio
Valley, which has iffected all of us ... untold
suffering, loss of life and destruction of prop-
erty.
But there is another kind of emergency you -
meet 011. the road almost every day. It is that
of SKIDDING on a slick or icy' road.
• -
There is ltot-a-dayin the state of-Kentucky
when some serious accident, often fatal, is .not
due to skidding.
A new tire would have avoided such a dis-
aster. How foolish it is for you to run such a
risk in orderto-sAvd A 'few -41511Tfr-_ _
Keep.  Informed Onef
Grunow Radios
Ranging in prices as
low as "/
• $29.95
"lf%e.
.
‘$29.95Complete 
 
with bl
Let Us Service
GENERAL TIRES
Give You-
is I' "%al broWal
tap" st
° 
'q• s_
-10011C°
olow
1V4iy- not see us today -about a new set!
GENERAL TIRES?. They nave that qx-Ptra•
- margin of safety so _essential to all motorists.
The tread that stTYPs you when ypu want to
stop, and will last you for miles when you want
•"•• to run.
REMEMBER, that' GENERAL TIRES-are
the quality tires that are sold at competitive.
prices. We will give you a -generous trade-in
allowance o'n'Ybileold tires.
Don't wait any longer. Let us put you on
knew set of GENERAL TIRIS torlay!
•
Your Car With . . .
DIAMOND OILS AND GREASES
You get Best Service With D-X Lubricating Motor Fuel
Super - Service Station
--OF
Jackson Purchase Oil _Co.
EAST MAIN STRir,TT 
MURRAY, K.N1 ( k
(
•
4r.
•
S.
•
•••••••..--
-
-
-•.
See. us for ONION SETS, SEED POTATOES and
CABBAGE PLANTS
Bring us your Hams, Eggs, Bacon and
Shelled Corn -
ELLIOTT & BLALOCK
PAGE SIX
7.1"1,:siataaleileafar.
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Commercial-Appeal Notes Flood Aid
Given by Mason Memorial Hospital
The Mr- rno!iis Colnmercial-Ap- as a nurses home. Miss Mirgaret
peal. of Tuesday morning, February Metzner is head nurse of the floor
23. carries a splendid recognition and M. W. Hickock is in charge of
of the services rendered. during the the X-ray department.
flood emergency by tir Mason Dr. Mason has just returned from
Memorial Hospital of Murray,. _his work at Mayo's Clinic in Ro-
• The article is featured by• a i-ehestrer. Minn.,' and is. considered
four-column cut. showing _the. nely:,...hy ...pie_ Mayes m_ .crie_ of the_ _fore
3350;000.00 ^hospital building. Dr most surgeons in .the Mid-South.
Will H. Mason explaining to Dr. .The hospital has a' negro unit. in
R. D. Fisher 11;!'e operation of ai a - separate. section from the. white.
Piece of the latest equipment and with Di-. . Theodore' Howard In
• A. Rusiken superintendent of I charge.
the institution.
Under a double column' head I
'New $2.515.004 Tfosni..t.al Aidsin I
culterist, His wide and - Variefrejr-
periences have given him a- rich
knowledge and insight to Aerican
backgr-ound and needs. - • ,
Mr. Waits is a graduate 'Of John-
son Bible College, and has Md.. oil-
ditional training at the -C-ollegnol
Missions.
--- Mrs. Watts has been at Lotuttbe/-
and Munieka where she has had 
(
many varied experiences. She is
a registered nurse. a graduate of
the Chicago General Hospital/and 
mailer of three boys.
Methodist District
Meet _To Be Held
A Paris District Missionary insti-
tute will be held at First Metho-
Care of Refugees at Murray" the tit Christian Church dist church, Paris, Tenn., on Fri: 1
Ccmrnercial-Appeal carried the fel- I day. March 5. The .guest speaker ,
lowing article under the pictures! I Mr. and MiS. David L.. Watts. will be Dr. 1-1. P. Myers, general
Mt!IUtAY to Airrca. TIOW on stir-
the facilities of the new $250.000 lough, will be in Murray, March
William Mason Memorial Hospital. 2-7, ands will conduct a school of
Murray cared for many Ohio, Val-
ley and TelifieSfaxe-- River refugees
during -the peak of the recent
flood.
-S. A. Rusjker. superintendent of
the hospital. said approximately, 40
patients werr-,:being -cared for' in
the hospital at present. whiletnear
a hundred were housed during the
crest.
The new hospital is a threestory
building with 104 rooms and can eulturist,-and she as a nurse. teach-'. . _be Made to .acCommodate 150 pa- er and industrialist. He-had already
dents. it was 'built following a spent one term on the field while
disastrous tire in 1935. by .William she 'was finishing her tediication
Mason in honor of Ns grandfather, and preparation for missionary
William Mason. The organizatiqn service..
has a religious ieffiliatiost with the , Mr. -Watts has been stationed at
illkeenth Day Adventists, but all four- of the •Sik- missimi 'stations
denominatians are cared for at the which churches of Disciples ofChrist support in Africa. through.  Lunch will be served at tho here Tuesday that Mr. and Mrs." Dr. Mason .iis'-'11eipcf,gurgeon and The Unitted' Christian missionary church by the ladies of the local Adolphus Bucy .have been appoint- I 
and traiiiinischool students on the
organization. I campus as part of the "Ttibercu-Ins one of the most modernly $ociety. Lotumbe he was in ed joint managers of the book losis Survey" Of Calloway 'countyequipped operating moths. in the charge of the evangelistic work, a store and sub post office of,.Trxas south, -Every instrument is of the great part of_ which was the train- Ways of . canning beefsteak. Christian Unieersity,latest design.. Dr. Mason is assist- ing- of native preachers. At Bo- -chicken, sausage and liver were Mrs. Huey.. employed at Ryan'sed in Operating by Dr. C H Smith, lenge he supervised lir saw mill, demonstrated to homemakers at Store, reported that although sheOthers on the sniff are Dr. Ora the brick making. aridAler phases ..Stanford. Lincoln county did not know the exact-date that'Kraus' Mallon, wife of the head of Industrial work.- - At 'COestrilhat-•  they would be leaving Murray. the.surgeon; Ed Fisher, house phyn- ville he was engaged in evangelis-  departure would be sometime dur-
__
elan; Dr. Catherine Fisher, who . tic and educational' work, and-el- ing the week or so.
,bad-charge- rif The trip, she announced, wouldThe. hospital employs - 35 to thieve:Igen:M, and has carried on be Made Iv auto and, trailer. Mr.nurses and the third floor is used the work begun by a trained agri- Huey is now at work readying
Itospital:
Missionaries-To
Baucum Praised for -
Testimony at Capitol
T. 0. Baucum. general 'slant
ager of the Jackson Purchase
Oil co.. who testified- last week
for the petroleum marketers of
Kentucky. before* U. S. Sen-
ate committee i Washington,
holding hearings on the "hut
nil" )s,Il .was warmly suaised
The Weather Kirk sey Houses, Feeds Refugees
last Thursday.
In Hospitable Kentucky TraditionOne year ago
February 18. 1938, high was 29 4" 
with Icw ,,at 12 below zero. This Entire Community Turns
was the cAdest ...since January 18, Out to Aid First Paducah
1930. when the mercury reached a Flood Victims
low of 20 below. • Temperature the I
past week has been steady .until
this 'Morning when the northltes)
for the impression he made on witi'd began lowering the mercury
the Committee by Paul Wa-dliek.-"lv-d "ill el tempttire letlawIng
secretary sef•- the National-- Oil
Marketers _AssoCiatiOni. h
headquarters in Washington.
_The sincerity of the compli-
ment is. aussuo by !hie-la&
that it was contained ins let-
ter Watten triy Mr. Hadlick to
G. W. Givens, an oil distributor
of Henderson, Ky.
Mr. Hadlick's letter, . wrote
Ms C..,,,1 , 
"The red-headed "flood ref-
ugee" Baucum that Kentucky
sent down here did a bang-up
job of representing the state. He"
single-handedly wrote his own
brief, presented It in correct
legal style and' withstood effurts
of Senator Connally to embar-
rass-- him on cross-examination.
My hat is off to Mr.. Etaucum
.for the splendid way in which •
• he -presented the case and
handled turiseIL---
an almost spring atmosphere. Pre-
cipitation for the past week has
been .35 inches.
Temperature as retorded by
aovernment Weather -Recoil:ter
"Shorty" Arnold:
-Week 'February 18-34th:
Date Hi: Low
Thursday 18 36
Friday. 19 , 57 30
a.
"And lo! Abou Ben Adam's name
led all the rest."
did little Kirksey's. _
When refugees began pouting
into Cdfloway county. at thet
height of thelleod, and all Pad
cah seemed to b/•-atteaming Sou
away from the rivel^-tand when
trertsportatiort, ,housing Itrat gen-
erta_ red taoe  clogged up their-1Rn-
gress, Kirksey cut through official
business and took 40 of the first
refugees without waiting.
With the complete cooperation
person tr, town, the Kirk-
my Methodist church was fitted
as a dormitory, and three meals
a day were served in the domestic
science laboratories of the school.
Extra beds were brought, and bed-
ding for them. Books were brought
for the adults, and numerous toys
sari] rad* . ZU
Sunday. 21
Monday, 22
Tuesday, 23
Wednesday. 24
58
51
47
48
f-iec-reartr). Omer Visiting speaker.'
of the day will be Rev. F. H.
Peeples* president of the confer- I
_AL the ..ileat__risilan once board of missions; Rev. W.-P.1
Church, each night at 7:15. • Maxedon. conference missionary
Mr. and Mrs. Watts 'are stationed secretary, Ind Rev. J. D. Canaday
at Monieka. Belgian,Congo. in the of the board of education,
heart of equatorial Africa, Mr. The meeting will open at 10
Watts is now in America on his cielOek with devotions_ conducted
third furlough. having first gone by Rev. J. Meek Jenkins of Mur-
to Africa in 1922. ray. Others from within the dis-
- He and his- wife have worked trict who will"be on the program
-for ten years. 'he as art are- -Rer. E. _R - Roach- of Murray
evangelist, industrialist and agri. and Mrs. G. C. McLarin Of Paris.
The -presiding elder. Rev. Howell
R. Taylor, will preside.
All ̀ church leaders of the Paris
district -are invited to attend.
especially....thoser--who have .Charge.
PHONL. 375 WE DELIVER
1 pound VANILLA WAFERS  15c
2-pound box CRACKERS  15c
Quart PEANUT BUTTER 
3 cans CORN
3 cans TOMATOES 
3 cans MACKEREL 
10 pounds PURE CANE SUGAR 
50 lbs. best grade PURE LARD
10 pounds MEAL
25c
25c
25c
25c
52c
$7.25
28c
2 pounds FANCY EVAPORATED PEACHES 25c,
1 pound MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE  28c
3 pounds SNOWDRIFT  60c
6 Armour's POTTED MEAT  25c
4-tie BRPOMS  25c
• - 
•
.,....,EMMMomommyk
2 lbs. Veal Chops  35c
- Beefsteak, peurtd- .  20e-
- 2 liii. Sausage . 35c
Pork Ham, half or whole, lb. --  20c
--Pork Shoulder, half or whole, lb. ,  18c •
} Beef Chuck Roast, lb. 15c
-Beef Rib Roast, lb.  11c
Mutton, lb.,  10c and 12Vic
Lard, lb. .• . . . „  15c
ryers, dressed!, lb: 27c 
ens, 1.(1‘.  -27c
Salt Butts, lb.   14c
FRESH FRUITS FRESH OYSTERS
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickenst,Eggs and Hides
WE 'BUY- RAGS and SCRAP IRON
Shroat Bros.
_ MEAT MARKET
Fres- Delileory
_ 
Phone .214,,
•••••••••
-.heir touring home to make the
CORN WANTED-good dry white trip. Room is beiri provided to en-able there to take with thkrit. aor yellow co .en Market price. W. number of pieces °illuminat-i:L. Broach. Tel. 2692 . tfe A sister. accordjrig to.rotrz. Huey,
FOR RENT-8-roornhcuse virit now a resident of Abilene.h
tub and shower bat , furnace Many Murray friends have already
i,i 
heat. Call Tom Bailey. ff c begun bidding the Bucys fare-
 
well,. 
indicating that they will be
.1,ER0041S MADE for 15 ee_fgs Per inissed.by many-MurraY-reaidents:Broom. _East- Main St. at Rail-
road Crossing. Square Deal Broom '
•Shop. Murray, Ky.  Lionel C. Carter,
AUTO. LOANS-strictly confiden- 
Gilbertsville,, • ieSbtial. Your car' or truck only se- .
eurity,..am endorsers. Ipityments re- Funeral services for Lionel C.duced. N.' A_ (Asher) Klapp, .5a1-- Carter, 30. of *Gilbertsville, were NVatch forS. 8th. St., Murray Agt., Gnerafity held Friday -afternoon from the'Finance :Co.. .Paducah:- .. tic Gilbertsville Baptist church With
RAWLEIGH f a ino u s everyday HAND BILLthe Rev. L. - B. Henson'- in chargeof the rites. Mr. Carter died Wed-' household necessities in increas-
ill"ern'aixt ClIgh 111-11n this 7- ri'nefsedacti.o.nFewbrhivarcliy 
17 
frimoinparaedliehlaids . fromportunity supplying consumers.
No matter what you have done health for some time. -
Mr. Crrter was superviser of the
N.Y.A. center at Benton. Thirteen
girls' -anti two boys of Henn:in- at- t telling of the BEST
Dept. KYB-I8IdE, Freeport. Ilf Itp tended the services in a body to , DEAL • pay: last respects to one taley es-
FOB,. SALE-Five fillies, from 2 teemed for his kindness and con- •
to-4 • yrs. old, native bred, saddle sideration toward them in the ;„13iffe3ent from anybroke. One 2 -yr. old saddle- horse, v.---Jele-svhictr made him belofiedibr
All gentle. J. Herman Robinson, all.who knew him. thing ever offeredPuryear,T nn, I• -.F25p Besides scores of friends, he; •- - - 
FOR REfir-modern 3-room apart-
ment. unfurnished. Phone 414.
Mrs. t D4reett Padgett. West Pop-
Aar street. ' ltc
during the months of February and
March in an attempt to lower the
higher tuberculosis death rate In
Kentucky by early discovery and
treatment. •
Following examination of the en-
tire student body through skin
tests, the positive reactors will
undergo thorough chest and 'ling
x-rays to determine the intensity
of infection- in each indivdual case.
Recommendation to students and
parents for' treatments and care
made if the -chest plates
signify danger' of -communication
or of serious -consequences
,•••
BROKEN BACK
- Wees-- Cook, --66; -New" Concord,
was taken to Mason hospital Wed-
nesday saffering with a broken
back. He was injured when a tree"
fell on him near his home, Wed-
nesday. .
in the past here is your chance:,
Should start earning $25 weekly,-
" increase every- month. Rivirtaigh'i,
ClIASSIIIFACE
Murray. Residents
To Move To Texasof the miasicinary interests. This
institute is one of the eight which Abilene. Texas will be enrichedare being held in' the several di,- scan by one of Murray's welltricts of the Memphis Conference, known families. Word reached
33
25
32
28
Tuberculin Test at
College Postponed
Dr- Hugh Houston, college phy-
sician„..has announced the' thrter-
culin testing of all students Ion
the campus mill be delayed. for
approximately two weeks on ac-
count of the demand for the ser-
vices of Dr. John B. Floyd, direc-
tor of tuberculosis of the state de-
partment of health, and his staff
of nurses in flood stricken aheas.
Through the office cf Dr. Hous-
ton.• Dr. Floyd and* his staff are
scheduled to examine all college
WANTED-L-McNess man in hearby
terrie.cy„ $8.00 to $12.00 daily.
.*See or write.. to' J. H. Henley,
.Hazer, Ky., Rdute1. • MIlm. 
Alf.15---OF THANKS-We wish I COME IN AND SEE
to express our heartfelt thanks to
everyone who assisted in. any way
during. the illness and death of our
.clarling wife, mother, daughter, and
sister. Especially do .we thank
Dr. Smith, J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Rev. L. V. Henson. and the _ . . • -.. .
donors of the -beautiful flowers.-
Chas. N. Parker. Doris ..June Par- LSMITH.-
ker, Mr. and Mrs. W., A. Adams
and children. PHONE-.204
clo
T. L. SMITH
,leaves to mourn his passing his Beautiful DISHES!
widow and two children and 
otherse relatives. •
He was a faithful member of the Only $5.00 in trade
.Baptist _church at - Gilbertsville - gets a 10-piece set, orwhere he Made" his home.
Interment was in a cemetery $15.00 a 30-piece set.
near Gilbertsville.
•
FOR RENT-furnished bed room.
Mrs. Sam Robinson. South Fourth
Street.
FOR BALE-residence, 6 roornt
and bath. tinne...-e heat large lot,
north Sixth street, Murray. In-
quire Ledger & Times office. Itp
FOR SALE--at a real bargain if.
sold at_ once; one let 70;c15(i. in one
block of College: nice shade trees,
--Corner-4M viatk-
-See Gtr -Letrethr-Soutit 12th St. 'Up
FOR it EN T-fin'nished garage
:apartment. tiot water. near . the
bo' liege campus J. Glasgow. Ite
FOR -SALE-Practically new Din-
ing Room Suit., Call 418-J. It,
LOST-yellow:Persian cat. fern -
Notify Mrs S. F. Holcomb, ‘,S••
Main street It
FOR SALE-First Claiis Kobe
ci are -b-S,--1W-CiliTe'-irtgaiii 7
-Cables_ .iirage.
FOR 'SALE-House Tent. 19•‹'
feet. including • poles. rope. .,•..
pegs. in first class condittqn. idea.
-Maier '
an offee-Irbargliiiiiir $50. 'See'
Ella Elkins. _ Iti,
LOST-two liVer and white pouts',
bird Large male, meidluh.
t 'size female.* Name, and addres
n 
-
codi -Return and receive ze-
I Ward. H Dunn. It,_ • • • -
BABY CHICKS--The rusA
-,,on be here. Discount wir
vofie. Drop a card before M.,,
1-t, Tell when. Wha' Breed. hoe.
:any We will, have them whir
. ou -want them' at $8.50. Murray
, Hatchery, Murray, Ky.
THEM
•
HAMS WANTED
Highest Market Prices
.colley 8r- Caisson__ FOOD MARKET
Chum Salmon  10c
Peaches, Del Monte, 2 cans for . 35c
Tomato- Juice, 20-oz. can
Brook's or Campbell's1.3 for . 25c
Wax Paper, 30-ft. rolls, 6 rolls for . 27c
Tobacco, 3 R. J. R. or Country Gent. 25c
Brooms, 4-tie  25c
tOOkies, 1-pound bags  20c
No. 2 Tubs, heavy galvanized  65c
Pancake Flour, 20-oz. Manhattan  10c
Soda, Arm and Hammer, 3 for . . . . 10c
Heinz Catchup, large size  -  20c
Coffee, that good Pingdinger,1-11y; 14c
Jello, any flavor, 2 for  15c
Toilet Tissue, 1000 sheets, 6 rolls for 25c
TOILET TISSUE, Charmain, fine quality. 5 for 26c
COUNTRY SAUSAGE, we will Wave
100 pounds (while it lasts) pound .. 25c
BAC-ON, in half-pound eelophane pkgs. lb. 33c
POR RENT-dugieuLarilVneP , -wt DELivEct PHQNE 17-reclIiirint1 bath North 14th St ,
..sattr-la3,3116be1*Itnintr;
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
OF PARTNERSHIP
for the children.
A walk , was built from the
church to the school ,and a crew
of men under W.P.A. forman De:
voe Reed completed two sanitary_
toilets for the flOod victims in
the. remarkable time at two _hours.
Besides superintending the toilet
Construction Reed managed to find
cut .._&Cient, _w_ciod_lor the
stoves. Under Homer Lassiter, gen-
eral chairman, worked Ed Under-
cm-Pi-busing chairman, Miss Erwin,
home _ eConontiCs teacher, as dieti-
cian, and Mrs. C. L. Ross, Mrs.
Besse Jones, Mrs. J. V. Stark, and
Mrs. Bess Oingles in charge _of
clothing and sanitation.
When the refugees had been
taken to permanent centers at
Dover, Teisn., all excess supplies,
amounting to almost a truckload,
and $50 in cash were brought to
the Red Cross headquarters in
Murray.
CARD OF THANK... -We wish
to express our appreciation for the
kindness shown us by our firends,
relatives. Dr. Houston, the Rev.
G. C. Fain and the Rev. 'Roach
during the sickness and death of
our wife and mother; for the
seisoritui floral_ofteringe and at
deeds of kindness.-W. W. Ha
.and children.
fr
Pugh and Jones Corporation _
Doing Business. at Murray. Ky.,
under Trade Style
The Bien Franklin Stores .
Notice of Dissolution
Persons. Firms, and Corporations
take notice:
That the Pugh and Jones Corp-
oration doing business at Murray,.
Kentucky under the trade style of
"The Ben Franklin Sktosas:'- has disf
solved itself as such corporation
and cicised its business and is
winding up its affaits Is such corp-
oration and all its assets have been
sold to Jones, Pugh and Jones, a
partnership. and .said Jones. Pugh
and Junes will continue the same
business pnder-the trade style and
name of *The Ben Franklin
Stores."
Feb. 23, 1937 ,
Pugh and Jones'
(Signed) C. W. Pugh, President
(Signed) 'Everett Jones. Sec'y.
SWANN'S GROCERY
24-PHONES-25
20-oz. glass Bright Honey, comb . . 30c
Extracted   25c
Extra Fancytiiiporated Apideklb. 15c
.. 2 lbs. Evaporated Peaches --- 25c
-No. 2 cans Cherries, 2 cans for . . . . 25c
No. 2 1-2 size cans Del Monte PEACHES 18c
No. 2 HOMINY, 3 cans  25c
3 cans CORN or TOMATOES  25c
- 3 pounds LIMA BEANS  25c
WHITE JOWL MEAT, lb.  14c
24 lbs. GUARANTEED FLOUR  85c
48 lbs. KENTUCKY PRIDE FLOUR  $1.88
GALLON STALEY'S GOLDEN SYRUP  58c
WHITE  60c
1 lb. HERSHEY'S or BAKER'S COCOA ... 15c
2 lbs. FOODCRAFT COCOA  14c
EXTRA FANCY RICE, pound  Sc
-GALLON COOKING APPLES  20c
DOZEN WINESAP APPLES  15c
- 50-lb. can SWIFT'S PURE LARD  , $7.20
Bowl FREE with Snow King Baking Powder 25c
Large Juicy ORANGES, dozen  30c
Fresh Supply 0. K. Coffee, lb.  20c
Bourbon Santos COFFEE, lb.  15c•
2 lbs. PURE COFFEE, Grain or Ground 
. 
 25c
Miracle Whip SALAD DRESSING, pt.'25c; qt, 40c
Alta k
5r.r
OG
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
1 C 
LYON'S BEST FLOUR, 24-113. sack  99c
RECIPE BAKING POWDER, 19-oz. can . . lc
SALE Total  $1.00
COFFEE C. Club, 27c French, 112., 22c JEWEL 3-11,,sack 53c
RICE EXTRA FANCY BLUE ROSE 6 Pounds 25'
Del Monte or C. Club Sifted
PEAS 2 No. 2 cans  27c2 No. 1 cans  19c STANDARD PACK 3 No. 2 cans
PINEAPPLE Standard Pack2 No. 2 1-2 cans
BACON FANCY SLICED
33c C. Club PINEAPPLE JUICE 15c
2 No. 2 cans Li
Pound 29`
MEAT DRY SALT Pound 14c
MATCHES FINEST BRAND 6" Boxes 16`
C. Club MILK, 3 tall cans
or 6 small cans  20c
C. Club Green ASPARAGUS-
Full No. 2 can  19
Van Camp MACKEREL,
cans
Wesco Soda CRACKERS,
2-pound bok - 1-Sc
C. Club, 2-113. box .7 agic
LIFEBUOY SOAP, 4 bars 25e
RINSO, large pkg. 21c
Small pkg.  8c
DOG FOOD, Don or Bozo,
Four 16-oz. cans  19c
Mary Lou Dill PICKLES,
Quart jar  17c
Half gallon jar  29c
-CAReNrillr:3rArykET--
11, -  • 25c
Our Mother's COCOA,
15c2-pound box  
PORK and BEANS or RED
BEANS, 4 16-oz. cans. 25c
PRE HOG LAA1) BULK I Pounds 29`
ARMOURS WHITE LABEL BACON Pound
FANCY SUGAR CUREQ-HALF OR WHOLE
27`
PURE PORK SAUSAGE
BACON SQUARES
WINES-AP APPLES
SPINACH
We know it's good 
We make it 
2 Pounds 35c
HUNTER'S 3 to 5-lb., pieces Pound
POUND
4 Pounds
20`
25:
Sc
RADISHES 2 Bunches (or
FERRY'S SEEDS FOR SEASON 1937 and ONION SETS-
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t1 nA a year In Calloway,
V Marshall, Graves, Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere inCl 
'50the State of Kentucky.
••••
Afl a year to any address
v""Nfother than above.
NEWTORRITRELL 1
DIES FRIDAY NIGHT
Native of Trtgr Costisty. -Uncle
Newt" Respected Citizen
-Here- 32-- Years
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK •
—HONOR ROLL
Correspondents sea lees! saver.
Weirs wlso yet Ilsefr e•pr
Monday:—
Jasper Newton "Uncle Newt"
Futrell. 71 years old, one of the
highest respec ed elderly citizens
on me cast side of Calloway, coun-
Murray lilk Products Co.
Dees Bank of Hazel
ty, died liaddesily Friday night at
his"t(onre three miles east of Mur-
ray of heart' failure. Mr. Futra//
had not been in the best of health .
for the past five years.
Death came about 10 o'cioeit.
just after Mr. Futrell had retired,
complaining of being tired. He
suffered • severely from suffocation
when his heart began to fail.
A .native of Trigg county, -Mr.
and Mrs. Futrell moved to Callo-
way county 32 years ago and made
their life in this same el:immunity
where both were highly regarded
and t*sriected.
Besides his widow, he is sur-
Nitwit, by. a daughter, Miss Mavis
Futrelha son, Dorris • and one
brother,' -Clillom Futrell, of Model.
Mr. Futrell hiellriany relatives in
Stewart county.
A.• large crowd attended the
funeral services conducted et the
Elm Grove Baptist church gag-
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. The
services were conducted by the
Rev. J. H. Thurman and the Rev.
R. F. Gregory. A special song
was sung by John key. Burial
Was in the Elm Grove cemetery.
Mr. Futrell- was a member of the
-Christian Union church, at Model,
but preferred to be buried in his
adopted -ctiterty.
The pallbearers were Coleman
Anderson, J. Smith, Jake Out-
Murray, Kentucky; Thursday Afternoon February 25, 1937
liichmondAddresses U. S. Senate
Committee on Education Measure-
SUPPORTS MIEagle . 
.- Cedar Knob News
—Cssisa---Xissmture--C45.-
Kirksey Kinklets
Regal Dress Shop
T. 0. Turner
Midway News
Lynn Grove Hi News
Cedar Crest News
Dexter News.
Mr. and Mrs.
soh Bobbie of
Sunday guests
Frank Starks.
' Miss Geqeva Whitlow of Almo,
spent Thursday and Friday of last
week with Miss Hazel Andrus.
Mr. and Mrs. krrett Caldwell of
Tennessee, spent the week end
with Mrs. Rhoda Caldwell. '•
Mrs.' Violet Harrison of St,
Louis, spent the week end with
her wan, Covington Meyers who has
been ill for the past week,- with
pneumonia. He is improying at
this writing.
Miss -Maud Woodall'. went to
Murray Monday on business.
Miss Otine CifWvell and Miss
Eugenia Woodall siPerft-Saturday in
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Rosco McDaniel of
Blakely sht Sunday wfth
.and Mrs, McDaniel.
Mrs. ,„:Jessie Jackson and chil-
Frank Hargis and
Providence, Were
of Mr. and Mrs.
land. H. H. Wicker, Willie Hatcher dren/Of East Dexter, spent Fri-
end John Key. . dap with Mr. and Mrs. EtIgene
 -  Woodall.
A poultry flock of 127 pullets./
belonging to French Rickard. Clark 
Horace Smiths step-mother died
county, has had 90 per cent pro- 
at his home here Sunday morning
duction for three months. 
of pneumonia. She was 80 years.
old. Her home was in Paducah
but had been out -here waiting forChiropractic; The seignee,Ilist
wakes people weR sad
happy.
DR. W. C.,CiAKLEY
SOO West Mel Murray
Wed. 42 Fri. P.-511,
Thom & Sat.
—the flood to recede.—C.. A.
Approximately - 1,006 Warren
county women eooperated with the
home agent, in providing food for
4,250 flood refugees.
CUSTOME
WHO are the men who do business with the Peo-ples Savings Bank? Who are the business
in-houses who bank here? They represent
dustry and type of business in Murray.
-
•
FURNISHING stores, filling stations, drug stores*butcher shops, chain stores all bank  at Peoples
Savings. So do lawVers, farmers, doctors, insur-
ance agents, real estate dealers. We have
dren who deposit from a nickel to a dollar a week,.
and we have men whose weekly deposit runs into
Four figures.
every
nNE of the things we like best in our commercial
y department is to see the SMILES on the faces
of our customers. Three years ago or so most of
them looked worried. Now business is striding
ahead once more and deposits and loans reflect it.
Peoples Springs Bank
Ob.
4
 eff
Highlights of Dr. Richmond's Address
A governmental service recognized as an obligation  ibuilig_I,AFFERING_STATE—times of distress should be considered no less a responsibility in times
of normal prosperity.
• • •
Why should not our •tKentueky) people expect federal aid
for the education of our children when Kentucky pays more money
into the federal treasury 'than any other state in the Union, save
three.
• • •
It has been said that if the states now offering a"restricted
and a meager educational program would get their fiscal affairs in
order they would be able to take care of their educational needs
without federal aid. This criticism is unwarranted and unsupported.
• . •
Sirrely it is. of vital concern of government -local, state ,and
federal-Ao aid in the format training that will ivssen'crime, incifease
wealth` and reduce governmental relief.
• • • •
Federal aid to education is nothing new; the government has
been playing with it for three-quarters of a century; the time has
now come for it to work at it for all the children rather than for the
relatively favored few.
• • • •
I am an ardent and consistent supporter of the "New Deal",
and I heartily subscribe to its humanitarian policies, which have ter
their purpose the improvement of the moral, social, and financial
welfare of our people.
Kirksey Wins County Net Tourney
3rd Year in Row; Sets Record Score
The -Kirksey Eagles won the Cal-
loway- county basketball tourna-
ment for the third year in row
Saturday night - at literray High
gym, beating the Concord Redbirds
by 45-20. a record score for the
finals of a county' tournament.
Though they were overwhelmed
by the taller and more experienced
Eagles, the hard-fighting young-
sters from Concord 'won hearty
parise from the fans by their—Mr-
sistent fight, which never faltered
even when Kirksey was leading
by a wide . margin and had the
game in the bag without fall. '
Washer and Copeland got in a
scoring duel among themselves, the
fbrmer setting a new high mark
for individual points with 27 and
the latter 'following with 22. Much
credit for the Kirksey-.. victory,
however, goes 'to Adams, Pierce
and Billington who constantly fed
the ball to their scoring aces, re-
maining out of the limelight but
none the less just as much factors
in the victory of their team.
In the consolation. Faxon de-
feated Hazel 26-20. The' boys
from the northeast part of the
county were never behind though
Hazel had the score knotted 'at 6-6
just before the half and crawled
to 15-17 shortly after the final
stanza wipened. Faxon then put
on steam and won going-away. A
remarkable feature of this game
was that the 20 points scored by
Hazel was evenly . divided among
the, five players.
Kirksey was not long in getting
a commanding lead on the Red
Birds. At the end 'of the - first
quarter the Eagles were out in
front by 12-4 and in the second
period, counted 10 times while Con-
cord was held blank. giving Kirk-
sey a 22-4 lead at the half. 'The
Eagles busted the basket for 20
points in the third period while
Concord was marking up four but
in the final canto the Birds match-
ed the champs, 12-12. Washer
scored 13 field baskets and Cope-
land 10. The-Concord team fought
so well under its, handicap that i
would be difficuIrto pink an out-
Standing per/Ormer. 'racy, the-
season's star -10r the Birds, voi So
thoroughly covered he never got a
'decent 'sh-Ot at the netting. Little
Allbritten, the smalles youngster
on the floor, played a great game
and caged three baskets in the
final half.
Kirksey was awarded' the tourn-
ament trophy and get a leg on
the Ledger & Times trophy which
will be permanently awarded - to
the team first winning the county
tournament three times. The Red
Birds were presented the run-
ner-up's emblem. Presentations
were mide-by M. 0. Wrather, sup-
PUBLIC SALE
'Household and kitchen fur-
niture, farming tools incltid- _ 
ing disc harrow, wagon, 1
I,COW, buggy, lot of corn and
hay. Date of sale
SATURDAY MARCH 6th
at 10 o'clock
2 miles west" of Wadesboro
on the M_ayfield road.
Terms -ansounced at mile
erintendent- of the county schools.
Scores:
Kirksey. 54 Pos. Concord, 20'
Copeland, 22 F Allbritten, 6
Pierce, 2 • -F McCage, 4'
Washer, 27 C Henderson
Adams 2 G Patterson
Billington, I :G Bticy, 4
Subs, Kirksey, Wilson; Concord,
Yarbrough,- Evans, 2; Smith. 4.
Faxon, 26 Pos. Hazel. '24
Folwell. 9 F J. Lainti, 4
Brandon.R '36.arborough, 4
Barnett, 5 Lamb, 4
Gantt, 4 G Paschall, 4
Donelson. 2 G Tucker, 4
Subs, Hazel, Hicks.
Resolutions
BY
MY COUNCIL. CITY TIF
MURRAY, KENTUCKr
WHEREAS. W. S. Swann had
been, for more than three years
prior to his death. on•-Senuary 16,
1937, Mayor of the City of Murray.
a community in which he spent
the whole of his adolescent and
adult life and for which he held a
deep, genuine arid unabashed a.f-
fection; and
WHEREAS, as such officer he
gave of himself, his time, attention
and strength in onstinted measure
at a time when he could ill afford
to do so, thereby achieving an ad-
ministration of the City's business
which, as an example of devotion
to duty, of constant vigilance in
behalf of the City's best interest,
and of prompt, forceful, able and
unselfish handling of public af-
fairs, has been and is _outstanding
and unsurpassed:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RE-
SOLVED by the Board of Council
of the City of Murray that in the
death of Mr. Swann the City gov-
ernment has suffered the irrepar-
able loss of an efficient and cap-
able chief officer whose career
as established a high, a very
high, record of vigoroes, honor-
able and high-minded performance
Lic.....thity, and at in his
eath the . eort of
t a true andloyal friend.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED
that this .1loarr1oLon1y'as a pub-
lic body bat as representatives of
the people-of the City, express, and
it does hereby express, its deep re-
gret and sense Of loss at the pass-
ing of this vital and enduring per-
sonality, this loyal, untiring and
extremely able public servalit, this
true and faithful friend'.
BE IT ALSO RESOLVED' that
these resolutions be spread upon
the.-minutes of the Board and made
to appear in the local public press.
and that a copy of same be de-
livered to the family, of Mr. Swann
as a token of this" Board's con-
sideration and respect.
Adopted by unanimous vote of
the whole Board of Council, Febru-
ary 19, 1937.
C. B. GROGAN, City Clerk
F. H. GRAHAM. Mayor
Woman's Ailments
Mrs Bertha Dodson of
105 E. 16th St_ Chat/s-
now, Tenn , said,: "I
could scarcely eat. slept
yypooelyat night and, drry tired 
day 
aftert, y.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Fre-
saiptIon 'taken as a tonic
thew Rained ,__
'1-468..411biloy rasserdWarilgikary, aears..50tair lio.elold"i1-00- Limas 1411111the mthCil:Ptliniing c7gtftil'impanliriee, 11121""t isJack Creason & sad lyr &calms eerravilere
cedes Dz. Moots cane- Beatio. X. It practically, impossible for a„stAige
SCHOOLS HELP
Harrison-Black-t let c he r
Legislation Would Appor-
tion Federal Taxes
to Schools
MURRAY COLLEGE HEAD
MAKES CLOSING SPEECH
"A plea to Congress for federal
aid to education is no new experi-
ence for me", said Dr. James H.
Richmond before the Education
Committee of the United States
Senate, Monday, February 15. Dr.
Richmond was chosen to make
the closing arguments on 'the Har-
rison-Black-Fletcher bill now be-
fore the committee.
Dr. Richmond pointed out that
during the depression he had been
instrumental in acquiring federal
asistance ,to prevent "an almost
complete collapse of many of our
school systems."
"These aids to the- schools." Dr-.
Richmond told the Senators. "grew
out of 'the depression. I submit to
you that a government service rec-
ognized as an Obligation in times
of. distress should be considered no
less a responsibility in times of
normal prosperity."
An abstract of Dr. Richmond's
speech follows:
Mr. Chairman and----tientlernen - of
of the Committee:
--T• Welcome the opportunity and
privilege of appearing before this
Committee 'to speak „iti, behalf of
the measure now ender cohsidera-
tion. A plea to Congress for red-
eral aid to education is no new
experience for me. More than
three years ago, I had the respons-
ibility as Chairman of an Emerg-
ency Educatienal Committee of
placing before the Administration
leaders, and the Congress, facts
pertaining to the distressing condi-
tion of our schools in many parts
of the nation, condition', ,resulting
from the ravages of the depres-
sion. Our plea for help was
heeded and, as a result of this
emergency aid-, a measure of edu-
cational support, meager thoiigh it
was at times, prevented an almost
complete collapse of -many of Oilf
school systernt. In addition to this
particular type of school' relief,
substantial aid was given and is
still being extended in, the matter
of school house construction. Many
budding programs imperatively
needed could not have been Urider-
taken by responsible school author-
ities had the federal government
not made available in the form of
loans or grants the . necessary
money for construction. These
aids to the-schools grew out of the
depression I submit to you,
gentlemen; ' tfidt a governmental
service recognized as an obliga-
tion in times of distress should
be considered -no less a respons-
ibility in times of normal pros-
perity. As a matter ot fact, it
frequently takes the stern uses of
adversity to reveal to the govern-
ment its inherent obligations to the
People. _
My, remarks on this occasion will
not only reflect my personal views
in the matter of federal aid to,
education as an established policy
of government. but Vvill be- In-har-
mony with the thought of the •Cit-
teens of jcentucky—whose •
school children need,-..emd-'in the
jtaginent of an overwhelming ma-
jority of" our people, are entitled
to this aid. Kentucky has•recen
adopted a new school code, full
and complete; has doubled her
state support for education; has
done much more in this field in
the lean years just' behind us than
most other Mates, and as much as
any teat; Union; and yet she is
not able twee' •for'""L' -157-
our people not expect -federal aid
for the education of our children
when Kentucky pays more motley
intg.the federal treasury than any
other state in the Union, save
three' Why should the cltiaens
of my state not exPect this aid,
knowing that Millions of . dollars
of wealth, resting or created withfn
our borders, is separated from us
each passing year? Wealth im-
possible of creation without our
resources, and wealth that finds
its way into the money marts of
the North and East. This wealth'.
cannot be taxed -adequately at its
source._ as Mr. Martin and Mr.
Montgomery have shown you, due
to fe:deral income tax laws, inter-
state .commerce inhibitions, inter-
locking and bewildering directo-
kelowispen ansaimatst rates. end -those meet amazing and
CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
state to cope .with this complicated
problem. What is true of Ken-
tucky is equally true of many
other states. The federal govern-
ment, 'SIM rne feefera? gevernnterre
only, can get and is getting the
--pcetion --of these-taxel. -These
situations_ in my judgment account
in part for the ever widening
circle of federal tax authority. and
by the same token the fast dimin-
ishing._ _cine_of _ittate__  authority_ A
fair share of the taxes just re-
ferred to should revert to • the
schools of the several states as a
manner of common equity. Sub-
stantial portions of these taxes
do find their way back into the
states for roads and docks, for
dams and irriglition projects, for
rivers and harbors. Why not a
fair share of' such taxes for the
children of America? After all,
are they not the basis of our
wealth? Are they not the Amer-
ica of tomorrow?
During this hearing population
trends have been discussed and
the mobility of population has been
considered, It has shown that the
ratio of children to aduts is greater
in the poorer states than in the
abler ,ones, that these- poorer
states are at the same time the
populatidn feeders for thnie sec-
tions of our nation where industry
anci wealth are concentrated. This
important sociological fact, plus
the mobility of our people, gives
emphatic warrant to our conention
that the federal government must
concern itself with the education
of our children. Approximately
one-half the people of California
were born and educated in other
states. The situation in New York
and Michigan are practically the
same, and to a greater or less de-
gree this problem present% itself
to every state in the Union: The
education of the children of Ken-
tucky is of vital concern to the
great state of California, and to
America:' hence the problem can-
not be solved-by any 'single state—
it demands that the federal gov-
ernment join hands with the vari-
ous state and local' governments in
underwriting a sound progragi of
education.
But it has been said that if the
states now offering a restricted and
a meager educational- program
would get their fiscal affairs
order they would -be able to take.
care of their educational needs
ro. Volume CV; No. 8
YOUNG in "Dangerous Number,"
ANN SOTHERN and•---RORERT
now showing at the Capitol Thea-
tre.
without Ikeleral aid. Th:3 criticism
is unwarranted and unsupported.
Some of the states in greatest
need of 'federal aid have, been out-
standing in recent years in im-
proving and increasing their tax
programs. Such improvement can
help, and has helped, but with
great inequalities in wealth exist-
ing between states, the problem of
equality in educational support
can be solved only by the aid of
the federal government. Inequali-
ties in wealth between states are
as much in evidence as such in-
equalities between various sections
of a single state. The poorest
county in Kentucky has only 1-45
the per capita wealth of the rich-
est county in that state. Because
of these inequalities: Kentucky has
been compelled to increase her
slate • support for education in
order that the children living in
the less favored parts of the' state
might have a decent measure of
educational opportunity.
Again, let me say that the- same
type of inequalities exist between
the states—the twelve ablest states
in the Union have three times the
per capita wealth of the twelve
poorest states. When Dr. Mort ap-
peared before your Committee he In Bracken 'bawdy, 750 acres
'Continued on Page Three) were seeded to alfalfa during 1936..
MOTOR LICENSES
DUE MARCH
Kentucky Plates Should TM per
chased goon To Avoid •
•Penalty
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. fl—
Motor vehicles must be licensed by
March 1. -The-1Zr Kiritii-cb --
eral Assembly extended the dat
on which vehicles must be licensee(
from January 1 to March 1 with
I
the understanding that postpone-
ment heretofore granted would
not be made. License plates have
been on sale at the County Court
clerk's office of every county foe
some time. Under the amendect
raw, 1937 plates may be displayed
at any time after December 29;
1936 and until March 1, 1938. -
The fee for all paseoger vehiclej.
designed to accommodate less than
seven_pasengers has been reduced
to 84.50 for the state plus $0.50 for
the county clerk. Truck registra-
tion lees remain the same, except
that trucks- of 3,000 pounds ca-
pacity or less, owned by farmers,
and used exclusively to haul the
farmers' goods, may be licenses
for $4.50. plus the clerk's fee, pro-:.
vided "Farmer's Truck" is painted
in three-inch red letters on each
side of the truck, and an affidavit
is executed stating that the truck
is iagp:r-exclusively for the purpose
of operating a farm. Other truck
license fees vary in amount with
the tonnage capacity.
Twin Heifers Never
Are Cood Milk Cows
N. G. Hill, prominent farmer re-
siding west of Hazel, says that *in
more than' 45 years 55 a farmer 'he
has never seen twin heifers make
good milk cow's.
Mr. Hill avers that without ex-
ception one of the heifers will be
sterile and that the other usually
dies a short time after calving.
Mr. Hill says that if you have
twin heifers, you will do much bet-
ter .to fatten and sell them for veal
rather than to endeavor to keep
them for milk cows.
arlilig! I) y
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To Be Careful! -
• • •
Kite time is almost here. Soon the splendid youngsters of Cal-
loway county will. be enjoying one of the finest arid oldest of inexpen-
sive sports.
BUT, terrible tragedies often happen when flying kites near
electric wires. We urge you to caution your boil' to avoid wires of all
kinds while flying their kiteti. -• '
A Little Precaution May Save a Precious Life!
• • •
This advertisement published in the interest of
public safety and welfare by. ,
KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER CO.
. -
Murray, Kentucky
• • •
A PUBLIC SERVICE FORZOMMUNITY,4710ME
AND INIMVIDUAL
•
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CKY-TRES
ASSOCIATION
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ICINAL EDITORIAL
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Entered at the Postollice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail meelee
Subbetiptidnitater=hi "FirsT Conitresonend Dish Ist and Henry
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. Met
Advertising Rates and Information„ about Canoway County market
furnished upon application.
Let's Label These than not getting off on The wrong
road throuffiLiLoisufficie t a
Streets accurate information. Teday one
ad'ar-has never made the trip
h the before can with a road map findMurray as • reputation; far
lad wide, of being one of t his way from here to the Pacifiche
"most modern ci coast without having to ask aties of its size in t
single question about the route.the United States. And yet in one
particular we are noticeably and , It wouldn't cost mutt in time
fhterantly laekine----We refer tc74'or trouble to. put signs at each
the proper labehr.g of streets for, street censer in Aturray. Even
the benefit of the strangers. • some of the home folks might Otet-
Anyone Who stayers . around the'-"-'' -̀'"'Ilf-find--thernt-verT--usetut•
country, ilirely fir,d, a city of. •Its one item of,, modern civic
convenience that we , completelyMurray's ,Size without the streets- •
hames being. designated by -signs lack- '
of sufficient size and protninence,
'W•ilhOCIt  0rdchn8 the thing. ii6 -',W1itt The., Legion Ithat the stranger may readily find! • • •
anyone whose address he halo Doing
-Without the annoying wads-delaying
neeessity ef Ariqutirtng ut eeetr• Some- constructive work is being
uative he meets,
Almost every day we hear some..
newcomer to Murray imp:hang
where- --1441etrAllnd—inash suit
lives. sWe have to try to tell him
by landmark!, Witten, '-lamiliar •
enought to us, are difficult enough
for the stranger. - •
Everyone remembers what- I
trying thingoitoused-to he to makes
a motor trip before highways were
ntImbered. The hapless tourist
Spent half his time stopping • to _
make , Inquiries --i  •-s• often
-,done- by the -local - post of the
American Legion The Legion is
making progress in Paris. Its
membership is- increasing. contrary
us what was thought would re-
sult after ettaissing tne-benue-
With a goal of 128 Members as-
signed to the local post as a fair
prorate. the personnel is now MO
with an effort bemg made to get
254 ,nsernherooto double the queta.
Those ors the outside looking in
once had the opinion that the
Legion wa. organt-fed as a political
WARNING
TO—
TAXPAYERS
. •
You are hereby warned that Oniy a fvw days
remain until the Penalties go on' your. State and
County taxes.-
AFTER FEBRUARY 28, 1937 . . . .
6 per cent Penalty and 6 per cent Interest
Only a few days remain in which to make
arrangements for yonr taxes, and 'we feel assured
thatztliere will be nck_eXteri5ion of time.'
"The Le. need-, TiiiiiiNtt-furt...liperating and 
everyone tis_wd to pay 1-1:.t, taiatt.: a -1 tt'''ets
possible.
CARL B. KINGINS, Sheriff
objectives. That out of the way,
we see the Legion participating in
various and sundry things. At a
meeting one night recently, for in- o oodertng when they are goal.;
stance, one of the members gave to get their road to Murray
an outline of the efforts of the I brought up to the standards of a
•niodern highway, to connect Mur-
ray and Mayfieldoon the short
route that ha o long been planned
The Coldwater road, to the Grave,
illy line, was taken over by the
state for maintenance several
_and io hethse _than-
average road, but while the
way has been built and graveled
from Mayfield to the Calloway
the 1.,Initgcl States free from foreign line the long-avralled improve
dealornatle entinglemente,.. with* tot-this end is still macula on Wan
drawal- of •• recognition to Soviet prtet ftertn. —
^
Legion in legiflation at this time,
including support of leielslatpri
provide for adequate care for
widows and orphans of soldiers
conscnption of • men, .money and-
materialsin case of anther war;
adequate national
country. on land, se-a and air; care
for men permanently injuhed. in
war: providing fur lawr-to keep
unit, with the -bonny- one of its present or kick., the house pet
whether it be dog or cat.,
• • • • •
Residents of the Stella section are
teopetiveseore sat-
in nulls; collection of all outestand-
tog war debts.
•A-rnerpher declared that the new
universal service law sponsored by
the
of 95-per cent of all profits made,
as a result of war contracts, such
sum tri be turned into the U. S.
treasury for paymene of such war.
The Legion did yoetinin's tervice
an recent flood emergency. Now
it is sponsoring a series of medal
awards to students here in an es-
nuroceinteistoons-"Americanigne:'
_Xes. tIe Mmosp-here ark
cal map for gettrah-Tpurppses Is
evaporatinio 'and the Lett 
showing ltS . sincerity in public
Welfare -Paris Tenn. Parisian.
  ___a_ • s
Mr. Humphreys, the state high'
way commissioner, has this road.
In his plans for construction soon,
e understand, and we trust the
,2,01,1",,..."e_a__tteLooflooriodid-iset-frierke-too-tite-1-- hole
in the department a budget for „it
tie longer put off
JUST JOTS
Ily Joe
The old-fashioned feeler who
was one of- the sheared lambs in
the stock market no* has a son
who plays the pin ball machonces.
• •os • • •
Paris. Ky.. burley ̀ average was
$38.86. No wonder they don't want
us down 'here,to-raise any.
. • _• • . •
Life of a dollar tiillTidtoe
about nine months. We have
trouble making one last nine hours.
W. Ky. Farmers
1fr-43enefit From
'New Soil Program FmosENCE EICE and EDMUND
WWI ta "nailer Dever ef Night."
at the Capitol Theatre Tuesday andWestern Kentucky stands to Wednesday, 
Hazel School News
In.four weeks school will close
for Atte grades and work on a pro-
gram to be presented by them' has
already started. -A
Students entering in subjects in
the ceunty- scholastic tournament
,are reviewing their courses -
popular boor-ntooehools-ressiitted in
Ted Brandon and Ruby' Lee Pink-
ies, being chosen as, winners_ An-
other contest to decide on the best
and best all around
girl has closed with Bob Turnbow
benefit more from the new agricul-
tural censervatioff , program than
any other region in the tinned
States. 450 farmers from 20 wes-
tern osenties were told last week
at the sixth annual short course at
•tt,c Agricultural Exeg,riment Sub-
stion at Princeton.
-The new-trograi•nt ii-dt" gaily .ot-
:et, pay for reducing tobacco and
•-ton. Mit also•Tor applying -Wine-
The contest held to determineoorre and superphosphate and the the most Popular girl and mostgrowing of legumes and grasses.
Through the program fairrhers of
this region will receive help in
liming and phosphating their land
and' establishing fields of clover,
alfalfa. grass and ot
ilwg crops.
and Virginia Minor winning: But when I look at. mother
Baucum Brings Details of Great
Plans to Assist Flood Sufferers
T. 0. Baucum, general manager
of the Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
and chairman of the Jobbers di-
vision of the Kentucky Petroleum
Marketers Association, who last
week testified before a U. S. sen-
ate committee holding hearings on
the -hot oil" bill now in eff
learned many interesting detain
of rehabilitation plans being made
in Washington for the heisefit pt
the flood sufferers,
Mr. Baucum returned from
Washington, last Tuesday on the
same_ -train sostelo. oGover nor
ler, Road Commissioner Robert
Humphreys and other high state
officials who had been in Washing-
ton for a conference with govern-
authorities on re tion
plans and himself discussed the
situation with Congressman Noble
Gregory and other authorities.
The Red Cross and all govern-
ment agencies are co-operating on
generous and far-reaching plans to
aid all those hit by the flood, Mr.
Baucum said.
Among the great things plan-
ned are:
The-Red - Cross 'lb-give-1M. In
cash, to all those who suffered
prpperty damages to homes and
furniture. This to be an outright
gift and to be used for purchasing
Mother's Birthday
They say 'she's growing older
That her hair is silver white
And het shoulders " droep with
burdens
Which have never been too light.
Her dear soft face is furrowed
By the pen of bitter years,
Her heeds, once .whita, now toil
worn
To the--s4raegerha eye Appears.
The new Program will Permit The annual County tournament is Instead of age I see
— - •••••.. w -• o - - Thofeee P Cooper dosduss. _Thank goodness the Gulf int ed what Is tieing done for farmers
m the western'tounties, and what
flood. 
has at last engulfed the
is to be done In the fitture to
help develop -this section of. the
•-Wheii -they-seised tit,t600-.-tworlb te.---This-Experiment-Substeition
, narcotics in Harlan counlj
-.vas the most publicity "Weedy
flarlae" has gotten since 4re.neral
Lsenhardt took the troops there 'us
he 1935 election.
AV.40.71M7.10.7.2XV.V.47101.4, /464,4591MeMbWiry4197.4WAWA,""6416WAW., ,,,,
nOSE yourself with tonic medicines if you want
.to. But if you are really seeking the pleasant-
est form of taking In the essential body-building
vitamins iriTe youF system, drink milk. It contains
all the important vitamins arid is the most econ-
-*mical and best tasting tonic to be had.
Any pure, safe milk will give- you the needed
vitamins -bat- why not secure with this system up--
building a sure safeguard froth any infection b
•eaatiatigglinfifFiLatlittZEIY-----
PASTEURIZED MILK
Pastoiretitolioli Ata k. tor heating of'. betweell
1 12 and 1•41 degreeS.
v-eg.twes_ kills tuberculosis germs. -
1:37 11-egr'e•eis
13 f cit4Trees- kills_ore throat- and told germs.
ptht•ri a irtorfer'o
•
Play Safe by Using Nothing But Sun-
burst Pasteurized Milk
Murray Elk Products Co.
--Telephone 191—
• • ▪ k
. Percy Haley, who reputedly
oielded a strong isiLleence on
oditorial_settitude of the.. Courier-
, Journal, died in Frankfort ', bast
Week.
• • • • o ', 
onstrations 'in grading both darki Two Spondents though about and burley tobacco attracted large. Monday being-"a holiday witn • no, r attendance. Many questions were., rural mail. delivery and got thefr l,asa,..,d Concerning the growing of. newsletters- in on gaurday. - so .1-.4• bilt:ey. Speakers on the farm out.H 0 be sere to make the Hopis!' look considered.conditions good for -
. 4alk*o..:.-.7.-We•. . tt net only- their( 1937. 'with the possible exception; high- Up. -ote -the-- Honor Roll - but of dark tobacco.. . t• r. t: AV.-Medi a special button for • .• --• 
their_o_ldeaughtfulness. - They are so•
: ppde-Earti-e;nis:ars.d tC.ec.1. ar 'Mush cones- Singers to "Gather __
.. .... ,-.. • • .-- - in Murray March It
A few of Our.ritost highly-rated
tontribUtors are Lapsing back into
.he "late" list Please,' let's get
back-on the Honor Roll! Meh and
machines have their and
When toe much copy comes in late
we are•cempletely 'unable to get it
in type and in the paper Thtirs-
day morning. The mail doesn't
wait and we. can't_ delay too long
and make it.. And .do subscribers
like to 'have -theirpaper on tithe!
Maiein Wachs. 'who has just
joined .the Ledger St _Times staff.
prefers:es to be a.-professor at the
game of cards known as bridge
and.. wuilldn't mind making a
.1•Ipurtls" when s_e_werie runs slity
of a - complete table Mervin- says
/se -plays-a- • of trittt-cur,
hertson" and his ownossystem. -the'
latt4-- :being most • Part
wondering. why he_ bisLin theefiesto
place- 'Me. rather imagine time
hangs rather heavily och.the hands
(about Unattached young mail in the'
community, who is hone tee
• t
--.-•opmetet-
d5 t-tr 83 for Marvin we'll as-
- U. he wort steal the
• s itot a-. to wedding
Sit..gers7of Calleway and adjoin-
ing counties Will meet iii-Muiray
Suridoy afternoon, March 14. for
their regular quarterly singing
convention. •
sooThe meetirig Will be called to
ordhe•-•1>tte o'clock by John Key,
well known singer of Calloway
county, who will preside.
:The Calloway - nounty singing
convention has been - meeting in
Mess one Sunday each_ quarter
for the-pest twenty years. is always
welltattei?ded -and much enjoyed.
Singers everywhere are cordially
isvited to attend.
- - -
When You Need
a Laxative
Thousands of men and women
know haw wise it is to take Black-
Draught at the first sign of consu-
-paean. They like the refreshing re-
lief It beings. They know its timely
let bay save them from feeling
badly_ and possibly losing time at.
work from sickness brought on by
-constipation.
lassysigelazoie to take a liuMinnosom-
ohroaily. you can rely on
BLACK-DRAUGHT
A 11000 LAXATiVIL
SPECIAL
SALE-!
USED LIVING ROOM SUITES
One Two-Piece Suite, Slip CovOrS .
One .2-Piece Bed Davenport Suite .
'One 2-fiecelled Davenport Suite
THESE SUITES ARE ALL BARGAINS AND WILL
GO FAST, SO COME EARLY
$9.95
$11.95
-One 3-Piece Bed Davenport Suite  $19.95
  $14.50
CRASS
BASEMPTI FORD .c.ifk RAGE_
1.
oncetun is to tbe the center
of increased studies..' tests and re-
search work: Work started last
Final payments were made lestyear include tests in curing dark month on 94,00 no•imd,s-of Woof,o and In the control of to- sok, eouperat„vely"-by "ion comm.,
of 
datqt tobacco 
to
 shirt! being held this week at Murray The spirit still undaunted,to burley tobacco, trading two Rich., The Lima. won ...their open_ Still young, eternally.acres of. dark-  -weed for one of--Mg match 'by defeating the Train- 7 see the same smile cheeringburley. , _ _
mg School 36-9. In their • next Which rallied- us through ttites,_
motrestrie' Liens were defeated by And urged us on and upward,
Concord, 29-13. . , Alleyini all our fears. •
The only two gfames 'till .ton
schedule are, Aurora _on Tees- 1- I see the . years of service
d.,..Y......01.&-M,...rg.brUatrY 23, and..C•it•• • andopaino
1.11e-opoothisofoilowing nigtit ,. d Optimism
Both games are at Hazels. ' O'er castles built in vain, _
" ' And still her eyes are love-lit •
bac" 'diseases' The st-rawbecrY ty farmers ht 40 cents per pound.crowr.tiorer also is being studied.
Discussions at the two-day ses-
sion included all phases of tobac-
Co growing, curing and grading: gosd order,livestock, hay and pasture produeo. 
Lion and soil conservation. Dem-
Add tho the world can't know,
To us.- her hair of sileei,
Is but a bright hale.o..
• • • -Mrs. Estelle Spiceland
Terraces built in Logan .county • An -outbreak of. hogocholera in
withstood the January floods in fClinton county was stopped by
Vaccination.
!furniture and other articles com-
pletely destreyed by the flood.
The Federal' Government to
make loans up to $500 with char-
acter as the sole security. Such
loans not to bear interest for four
months and then to carry only 3%
and to-be -repaid -over a
long period of time.
The Home Owners Loan Corpo-
ration to ovaive all payments --due
during the flood period without in-
terest for the delay and to extend
further loans for me. rehabilitation
Of" hates daniaged by the tfoed
waters. .
The Works Progress Administra-
tion, of which Harry Hopkins is
jobs in other sections-of the eoon-
try and allot this number of jobs
to the Ohioand Mississippi Val-
flOod areas. Mr. Baucum said
Mr. Hopkins declared that there
would be a job for everyone .who
was deprived of employment by
the flood.
These are just some of the highs
lights -of the flood rehabilitation Liquid, Tablets Headache 30
Salve. Nine itirolks Minutesplans under way by the Govern- Try "Rub-My-Tisra"-World's Best-orient and the Red Cross. liniment
Abscessed Ears Are
Almost An-Epidemic
Numerous • cases of abscessed
ears, thought to be the aftermath
of influenza, have been reported
by Dr. R. M. Mason, In nearly
eveoy case the abscess has had to
be lanced ,according to 1)r. Mason.
A ievere attack of influenza
manifests -its --eleperettere-in-ortawy.-----
ways, authorities may, the mat
common of which has always been
the dreaded influenza-pneuneeda.-..
This is the first time in tatvi-
cinity that the flu has left its vie-. •
_ 10
tires- With abscesses in -the: ma
ve required lancing; . _
w
As Linc9ln county farmers use
approximately 10,000 tons of lime-
stone a ear,_ they plan to get a
pulverizer and have It crushed
locally.
checks
COLDS
and
FEVER
first day
Your Neighbor's Girl
YOUR NEIGHBOR'S: Calitliots WATS. Bei ParcaUtraining her to make a success in life. '.
This girl will prohahly he mistrevr of a home senate day arid
the success of that home will depend to a large degree upon
her skillful management.
tier parents are teaching her to spend money wisely. She
Lets a certain amount each month and she buys all her own
things. She is learning to handle money.
This girl earns some-spends with good judgment and she
has a growing savings account
Of course this girl will have a big advantoge over the BY-
- erag-e girl when the test cameos._
WHAT ABOUT,YOUR GIRLs
DEPOSITS INSURED
BY
The federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
WASHINGTON, 0. C.
S5000 MAXIMUM INSURANCEFOR EACH DEPOSITOR $5000 -
cc
 ASISEInteranhatir
DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky
THANK YOU
Friends of Chevrolet
FOR YOUR
LOYALTY
AND WILLING
PATIENCE
in wcliting for delivery 3f your
new Chevrolet cars and trucks
HEVROLET
• V' •
Deliveries of new Chevrolets
are now being made in
ever-increasing numbers.
Production in the great
Chevrolet plants is increas-
ing with each passing day.
• To more than 100,000 loyal
'buyers who have patiently awaited
delivery of new Chevrolets ordered
weeks ago-and to scores of thou-
sands of other people who are
placing their orders now-our
thanks and our assurance of quick
delivery!
Chevrolet production is rapidly
increasing,. and delivery of your
car will be made soon, if you have
placed your order in past seeks, or
if you place it today!
Moreover, we can assure you
that you will be amply repaid for
an getting a new 41131.0141GEIKA0
rolet,betcpuise it's rise 01114'reemplete _
car-priced so low... and because
it will bring You more value than
you can possibly get anywhere
•eloe at such low
Thank you again for your loyal
friendship-and you will thank us
when you take the wheel of these
better, more modern low-priced
cars and trucks. For quick de-
livery-place your order no*:
CHEVROLZT MOTOR DIVISION
General Motors Sales Corporation
DETROIT, MICHIGAN '
THE ONLY COMPLETE CAR—PRICED SO LOW
MW ritax-counionot. viuvi.IN.Huko ENGINE-NEW ALL-SWINT, AIL-STIR BODIES -NIW DIAMOND CROWN SFIEDLINE STYLING
.-EMIRFICERD SITODAUILIC BRAKES -UNPROVED GLIDING KNIII-ACTION 111D11.-SAFITY PLATS GLASS ALL AROUND-GENUINE FISHIER
No WAFT VINTRIATION -SUM-SAFI SHOCKPROOF STEERING'. "Kn•P-Action and Shockproof Steering on Master De L... model. only.
••••
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.Continued from Page 04)
submitted data for arguments that
answered once and for all the
spurious contention that every
state can guarantite an adequate
educational program if it is will-
ing to get its own ,tax affairs in
order: , 
It has been said by some hailing
from the wealthier, states that their
people would pay more than their
just-shara-of taxes in. support- of
a program of federal aid to edu-
cation. 'Po be more epeelic:.Pt•ASS been :stated that aviser-eaa NewYork has 12% of the nation's
population it now pays 27% of its
federal"taxes. Not New York does
not pay 274- of those taxes; it
C0f-LECT3 211% : Tfle uluma e
purchasers of every dollar's worth
of goods, brought into the port of
New York and the tens of thou-
sands et stockholders scattered
throughout the nation, holders ...of
sbares in corporations whose-tax
returns are made in New York,
PAY THESE TAXES. Those of
us who live in Kentucky pay a
part of them, and frankly, we
want sortie of our tax -.:money back
to aid iii the education of our
children.
Data submitted to this Commit-
tee .have revealed what we already
.1s know:. that there is a direct cor-
relation between education and
crime, between 'education and
wealth, t and educatam and relief.
'After' all. all Wealth, all -social
4. progress, all --economic adearice-
- ment are the results of. trained
intelligence, Surely, it is of vital
concern of governineet-1 o c a I.
state and federal-to 'aid in the
formal- training that will lessen
crime, increase wealth and reduce
governmental relief. • Studies pre-
sented by Dr. Carr and submitted
to you previously during this hear-
ing are meet timely and pertinent.
But the "bogy man" of federal
control is frequently held up to
frighten- us When the matter of
federal support to education *
coodderecliln Th  -.first place,
.there nothing in this bill that
- warralits such a criticism,,in-tiie
secend place, - you gentlemen of
the Committee know, and -I know,
--that'no" rrde. d I 7-Mr/bilk:Gab hQ- -
to control 127.000 school- boards
scattered throughout the length
and breadth 'of -this land; and in
the third _ place, no Congress sent
here by the people, and responsive
to their wishes, would either desire
such control or attempt to 'set it
up in any bureau of the federal
government, It is a matter of his-
tory running back' to the close of
the Civil- .War and extending down
to this, very hoer, that the federal
government has aided, even as it
is now aiding, in the support of
special phases of formal education
-land grant colleges, 'Howard Uni-
versity, vocational education, and
emergency relief for education-
and all of us know that the fed-
eral government has,netther sought
dared to control these pro-
. In . every instance it has
left this control to the .constituted
authOtilies of the respective states.
federal aid to education is
imthing hew; the federal govern-
ment has-been playing with it
after a fashien for 3-4 of a cen-
tury; the tirne\has now come for
It to work at it ter all the children
rather than for relatively' fay-
\()red few.
Another objection ffcquently of-
fered, and equally as fallacious as
When Women
Need Carded
Tf you seem to have lost some Of
your strength you had for your
favorite activities, or for your house-
work ... and care less about your
Meals . . . and suffer severe dis-
comfort at certain times, . . . try
Cardail s
Thousands and thousands Of
wemen say it has helped them.
By increaaing the appetite, Im-
proving digestion. Cardul helps you
to get more nourishment. As strength
returns, unnecessary fIllaCtianil
aches. pains and nervetaallig jinst
SCCISI to go away.
that about federal control, is the
one that says that federal aid to
education is unconstational. If
federal aid is unconstitutional, then
the constitution has been broken
with monotonous consistency for
75 years. The general welfare
clause of the constitution, however,
gives us all the warrant necessary
for federal aid. Certainly, the
Member, of the Constitutional
Convention thought it did.
In closing this brief and informal
argurneatil...sney. I say4 gentlemen
'Ortie Cotnmittee, .that I am an
ardenf and consistent supporter of
the "New Deal", I heartily sub-
scribe to -sits humanitarian polt--
cies,. which have for their pur-
pose the improvement of the moral,
social and financial welfare of our
people. ' I believe that the "ol
s -CWAliging-ayie ing. to the
new"; I feel-that we have entered
an era of "sweeter maneee, purer
laws"; I know that "new occasions
teach new dutini"-; that "time
makes ancient good uncouth"; and
that "we must upward still and on-
ward to keep abreast the truth".
°There is a new purpose and a new
hope in the heart of America-
glorious and challenging are the
years ahead:' This New Dear,
which I sincerely believe is a
"tan deal" for the people of
Agnerica, can not come to full
fruition unless the children of the
land are given a "square deal" in
education. Many states cannot ex-
tend a full measure of educational
sttpport without The aid of the
federal. government Why not ex-
pect this aid? Our peeple are not
only citizens of their respective
state -they are citizens Of Amer-
ica. All Americans whether they
hail from Kentucky or California,
from Texas or New York, have a
common responsibility., a -common
hope, an common destiny. The
boy who stands on an ' isolated
mountain top of the far away
Cu-rnberlands in Kentucky, "with
the long, long thoughts of youth"
must have his chance in this
democracy of ours along with those
whose Iota have been cast in pleas-
tint places. The- federal govern-
meet should, and will, accept its
share of the respongability in the
field. of education, not upon the
basis of .a gratuity, but upon the
-wider `cleelier;'foundation
national well . being .and security.
Every great leader in America
from the foundation of the Reptzb-
lje te this good day has recognized
the --necessity of formal education
for the best functioning of de-
mocracy, -,-Washington, .Madison,
Jefferson, Lincoln,. Wilson aad
Rodsevelt; all have testified to this
faith. How well they knew the
incompatibility of ignorance and
democracy, how fully they appre-
ciated the need for trained citizen-
ship in working out the nation's
destiny. •
3 Freshets in Week
On Clarks River is a
Record,. Ben Pool Says
Ben Pool, well known farmer
who lives on Clarks River south-
west of Murray, says that for the
first time in the 45 years he has
lived on that stream -.three fresh-
ets came in oRe week in the month
of January. -
That was the. week preceding
the record-breaking flood on the
Ohio and Mississippi- rivers and
doubtless .explains why the floods
happened.
The same conditions, of similar
ones occurred on. virtually every
small stream in the whole ' Ohio
Valley, pouring in' the aggregate
such a torrent of waters on the
main , rivers that they could not•
carry them off. 
The flow of the Missisaippi River
just below Cairo in the 'heighth of
The flood was greater than Niagara
Falls.
Eighty Ohio county farmers at-
tended a meeting at Hartford,
where hot and cold water systems
for farrn homes were discussed.
ECIAL-HAT
—WEEK
at
BOONE
--CLEANERS
_ 
HATS CLEANED AND 
_
REISLOCKED FOR  65c
•
Bring us your old hat and let us clean and
block it by factory methods.
That old felt will look will look NEW'af-
tcr we recondition it.
• -
65`NEW RIBBON on each hat cleaned thisweek. ALL FOR 
r-
•
B99np Cleaners
411-10-TS-YfittsTELEPHONE 234 ; is the second time Caivent-Cilyehas
roar ait.. Moir
LiDrawings for District Tourney Here March 4, 5, 6 eut. H. B. Scott,. 
Murray, Comrnander.of
Clinton CCC Company
Hazel
Thursday, 3 P. M.
, Birmingham
Calvert City
Thursday, 4 P. M.
Almo
• Faxott=--'
Friday,2 P. M.
Thursday, 7 P. M.
Saturday. 10 A.
Brewers 4
Kirksey Friday, 3 P. M. s 
Tharsekry, 8 P. M.
Frardin 
Aurora
Thursday, 9 P. M.
Benton
Gilbertaville Friday,
Friday, 9 A.7177
Sharpe 
Lynn-Grove
,friday, 10 A. M.
7:30
Satieday, 11 A. It
Murray  Friaay, 8:30 P.M.
Training School 
Friday, 11 A. M.
New Concord •
Saturdaykli
Lynn Grove ,High
The first six weeks of the last
semester ended last week and the
following people were on ttie honor
roll: -
Seniors: Odine Swann. - Tennie-
Wilson Rogers. Sylvester Wilson,
Reba Mae Miller, and Thelma
Smith. Juniors: Ortis Guthrie,
Fannie Sue Jones, Quinton Simms.
Sophomores: -Evelysrtloatt- Look-
hart, Earl Scherffius, Ruth Cole,
and Preston Cott:late. Preshmeh:
Carolyn Rogers, Mary Sue Miller,
Eugene Smith, Imogene Ffarks,
Jessie Dee Treaa, Faye Murdock,
Edith Orr, and Mable Wilson.
Eighth grade: • Karnell Hutchens
and' Isobel Thomae Seventh grade:
Marjorie. Arnett, Juanita Arnett,
Barbararkell Harris, James Thomas
Starks, Lavon Rhodes, and Harut
and Larne Armstrong.
- •
Scholarship contestants were
chosen last week. The persons that
will represent our school are as
follows:
ENGLISHaasEnglish L Mabet Wil-
son; English 'II, Edith Cochrum;
English III, Teddy Webb; English
IV, J. R. Jones; English-Literature.
Sylvester Wilson; American Litera-
ture, Quinton Sims.
MATHEMATICS:- Al g,e ta I,
Margaret- Key; Algebra II, Ralph
Crouch; Geometry, James Warren
Irvin; Math, Lathan Sinter-.
•HISTORY:--Histor ft. • Imogene
Parks; Civics, Mary Sue Miller;
History IV, Tennie Wilson gagers;
Current Events., 1, Eugene--Smith;
Current Events II. Elnaa Tinsley;
Current Events III, undecided;
Current Evens IV, Odine Swann.
AGRICULTURE:-Agriculture I,
'Mac Wright; Agriculture III. Ervan
Routen; Agriculture II, Preston
Cot ham.
HEALTH AND SCIENCE:-Hy-
pens, Maurine Henley; Biology,
Fannye Sue Jones; Science, Thelma
Smith. ,a • •
These tests will be held hi Lynn
Grove bulidnigs on March 16.
Home Economics Department
The Home Economics class has
just finished its dinner unit which
proved to be very interesting.
When the omit was finished the
class was divided into two groups.
Each group; under the supervis-
ion of Mrs.Dpilirt,aert jlani
the other group
rortnaicadinh-e-F. An interesting
color scheme was carried out in
table decorations and menu. -La •
- The girts ger)Md a formal dinner
in their homes as a home project.
The next 'ultit they will take up
will .be "Child Care and Develop-
ment."
Debate Club News
.The .members of the debating
team are working hard 'ore their
1 speeches. Miss Clark. the cosi-ch,,....has given them some new nraterfal
to work rm this week. They seem
to be progressing nicely. Ttose
upholding the negative „side are
Tennie Wilson- Rogers and Thelma
Smith; affirmative . speakers are
Fannie Sue Jones and Martha Nell
Stark.
Odds And Ends'
Gerald Wheeler, Jessie Myers
and John Smotherman are unable
to be at school this week because
they have, the measlea.
Visitors -lastraveek were James
Fain. H. .S. Rogers, Ural Story, Ed-
gar Lee Wilson; and Nancy Ruth
Hutchins. .
We Woo, have two new pupils• Newton Howard and Dee Story.
Basketball News
it it 1 Lynn Grove rl-efeated Calvert
" -Citir'111.-C311 Vert_ tax_ /Int :.Fri
•
home floor, and Lynn Grove de-
feated them both times.
Heath High School is scheduled
to play at Lynn Grove this week,
but the date is unsettled at- this
writing.
, The basketball squad is prepar-
ing for the District tournament to
be held at Murray next week. Mr.
Jeffrey is carefully coaching them
and, pepping them up.
Music Departhseat, ,
Our musically inclined students
under the direction of Miss Emma
Douglas have started working on
the contest numbers for the county
interscholastic tournament Those
representing our school are as fel;
lows: Mixed Quartet: Odine Swann,
Jessie Dee Tress, James Kelso and
Talmadge Jones; Male Quartet:
Talmadge Jones, . James Kelso,
Hilson .Myers, and Fred Furchess;
Girls' Prio: Odine Swann, Jessie
Dee Tress, and Tennie Wilson Rog-
ers; Mezzo' Soprano: Odine Swann;
Baritone Solo, James Kelso; Piano
Solo: Odine Swann: and the mixed
chorus which consists of about 35
students.
Grade News
The grade children are working
very hard to make their last few
weeks of school the best they have
had, this year.
'The' secondand third grade hon-
or roll for the fifth month was
overlooked. It is as follows: Sec-
ond grade: Donald_Lawrence, Anna
Faye Miller, Lourel Miller. Third
grade: Annit...Mae Lamrn, Naomi.
Broach. •
Honor toll for the sixth month
follows: First grade: Ralph Boyd,
Jisnmy Crouch, Junior White,
Martha Ett Myers, Moyne Arnett,
Jessie Marie Ford. Second grade:
Glenn Crawford, Leon Long, Wan-
da Sue Howard, Anna Faye Miller,
Donald Lawrence, Charles Pogue.
1:1?adley Miller. '-Third grade:
Ralph James, Naomi Broach.
Fourth grade: losetta Morris, Billy
Brown, Mite Map Morrison, Maiy
Jo Farmer, Reba Jo Cathey. 'Hugh
Arnett, Marie Jones.. Fifth grade:
Treva Dell Cole, Mary Frank Mill-
er. Otis Reeves Miller. Johnye Pat
Boyd, Martha Joe Miller. Sixth
grade' Maurita Morris, Charlene
Cochrum,.Alton Hughes, Gene Ed
Original Song, Room.
Others taking part in the pro-
gram: Mary Alice Beaman, Earline
Cochran, Bobby Joy Denham, Shir-
ley Durham, Nellie Sue Ford,
Marie Jones, Norella Kelso, loeetta
Morris, Alice Mae Morrtson, Edith
Richardson, Maxine Crouch. Mar-
tha Jo Miller, Volena Parks, Quin-
cy Adams, Hugh Arnett, Samuel
Beaman, Billie Denham, Jimmie
Denham. James --Harris Key,
Charles Parks, Hugh Want-- 3EMat.
John Thomas Murdock, Ray Rog-
ers, John Tinsley, Nelson Willis,
Harry Wilkerson Jr., William
Thomas Brown, Bonnell Key, Max
Murdock, -Joe Richardson, Billy
Ray Miller,
First Lieutenant Henry B. Scott,
Inf.-Res., is the commanding offi-
cer of the CCC company at Clin-
ton, Ky., and has helm for the past
several months, it was erroneous-
', stated in The Ledger & Tffnes
last- week that- First • -Lieutenant
Robert Hisle, who has been assign-
ed to command of the Murray CCC
camp to succeed Capt. Ronald E.
Smith, transferred to the cqmmand
of the Sebree camp, had bern com-
manding otliter tti _ *at.- ,gliatistsb
camp.
The Ledger & Times sincerely
apologises to Lieut. Scott and -his..and last year - this WAS a Calloyraymany friends in Murray. where he county 
IS awas horn saseed, for this
intentional error, it had previously
been printed in this paper that
Lieut Scott was in command of
the Clinton CCC company.
Lieut. Scott entered CCC work
as a reserve officer soon after the
Civilian Conservation Corps was
created by President Roosevelt and
than held a command position for
the past three years. He was in
rommand. of the camp at Eliza-
bethtown and also at Mammoth
Cave before being transferred to
Clinton.
Kirksey Kinklets
We .are surely having some
;Andy weather February is bor-
rowing-from March.
Cland Manning and two of his
children have-'a light attack of
flu. Clatide is some better at this
writing. .
Jim Ed Tucker is slowly improv-
ing and his many frieods wish for
'*him a speedy recovery.
Buck Manning made repairs and
alterations on -his mill the past
week.
A few plant beds have been
burned in this section and a few
have been sown.. -
Mrs. Ben Edwards and Mrs. Wil-
lie Doores and two sons- are ve
ill at this writing.
Mr._ and Mrs. Cecil Tuckef are
jit  f6. 
--
all smiles for its .. w boy.
-et their home: 
_ a 
- ' ' ' 
, 
.. - -- .-- - .
Mr. and Mrs. •Lurw' Swift.' and
daughter are visite*" Mrs. Swift's
parents near Shilah.
Jim -Lawrence( is having his
shade trees /trimmed along the
road. Manning Bros. are doing
the work: They have bought. a
yew circle saw and are in the
wood, 'business now.
Lowell Jones has sold arid de-
livered his tobacco crop. The crop,
netted him aroand 21100 cash.
-Lazy Ned'
/ 
..'
Midway News
Quite a number from this com-
munity have. been to Paducah
sight-seeing and sorn•e---nri Wili-
ness. Among those visiting the
flood damaged city were "tr. and
Mrs, Hubert Myers, Billie Dunn,
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt. -A-mtess Dunn,
Kennith Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Wells, James Ralph Wells, Edgar
Wells, Carried Wells. George Coles,
Harry Coles,. Jesse and. Ila Nell
Brandon and I guess other whose
names I failed to get.
It seems that if they would
charge a small, fee for all sight-
seeing visitors and give it to the
Red Cross that -it would be. quite
a lot of help to those that are left
hoineleas. Some are predicting
that there will"b.e another flood/in
htlef4h but we hope -they do jn'ot
know. '
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Bro and
family of Paris.' Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Denprm were
guests Sunday of Mei and Mrs.
Atiavel Alderson. / • -
Mts. Bucy and th,ree children are
measles.
les.d 'to . their beds with them
Mrs. Galon'Wilkerson was called
to Jackson. Tenn.. on account of
the death of her aunt_ Mrs. Wil-
kerson was accompanied by her
daughter-in-law,a Mrs. Lloyd Wil-
kerson..
Mr. and Mrs. ---L-tither.,Deering
have gone to
.
Detroit.
The fourtit and 
Mr. and Mrs. Genie Adams ofBalch Rennie Given by Grades 
spent 
st,.4.0tlis, snt a few aatws.
fifth grades' reenn4-4.-the guests -ot-Tdr..an,d
Mae- Swann. 
project by 
sl""111112511/4""thltric- 1VIrs. Geciggemahaniietect a Dutch 
colies 
mis Friday afternoon. February 19, 
in 1Vbssray- ak..thc guest of her sis-
Mts. Joe Brandon epent,Mondaya Dutch Ker- •
The pediert included the con-
„. ter. s,Overbey.--flisse-BudIn thiir.:-Schocd-r-uortv. --
Dutch Colonia .house, a wiedmill. 
Obituarystruction and furnishing of a
painting of Dutch scenes for the Audry Novella Adams was born
background, making Dutch _hats October 5. 1986; departed this
and wooden shoes, dressing dolls. world February •14. 1937. being 30
srayonex. work, and a thorough yeses. 4 months. and .9 days old.study of the crcitintry. She was married to Charlie Par-
All taken 
rar train talainthlkieTit k-unininer-Dert'one=29-W.a172.115- ThIsornPont then by steamer .wi".profenied faith in Chriist atMary” to Holland. A tour of the an early age and united with the
most important cities including -Lne-tiat Grove Baptist - church andmuseums and art galleries was remained true to her faith until
made with the children keeping a death. She was a devoted com-
diary and collecting pictures. The panion. a loving Mother and a
children composed stories, poems. friend to all: to know ,her was tosongs, plays and dances which they loge her,
presented to the mothers at the She leaves to mourn her death,
.Kermie. her husband and tittle daughter.
'Hot chocolate and cookies were Doris June. age -four; tier parents,
served the guests. Mr. and. Mrs. Walter Adana; four
The following program was -.pre- brothers. Cleburne:- Hollis, Connie,
sented: and Hugh Adams; one sitter, Hilda
Original poem, "Holland", Jean Faye Adams. also one half-brother,
Galloway. Chealey Adame--- tend 'many other
Duet and Dance, "Little Mitch relatives and friends by whom. she
Mill". Mary Jo Farmer and Reba will be greatly missed -Written by
Jo Cathey. friends.
Play. 'composed by the fourth
.amt;.3-acsit -estiativ-takuittfoy-istiete• 
- Poem" - eornilaletr by Mary Jo Orteeir tottylow and feett prices tel-
in . - - being closely' -
Faimer and Betty Jane Adams. Altai-Ty high.
Twelve Let her 'county farmers
are buying urebred bulls, and
several more/are buying registered
heifers.
on his ninth birthday Saturday -af-
tellioott-Fetartiery 20, with a party
at the home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton- Atkins.
Games and contests were enjoy
ed by the following: Bobbie Nell
Adinis, Maurine Rowland, Willy At-
kins, Maxine Rowland, Fred At-
kins, Charles Kern') Betty Anne
Rogers, Jessie Mae Atkins, Joe Ro-
gers, Elizabeth Kemp, Sue Atkins,
Virginia Kate Atkins, Joan Harrell,
Billy Frank Pool, Ted Atkins, Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Atkins,-and Mrs.
Bealton Adams.
A plate lunchawas served by Miss
Willa Dean Atkins, assisted' by Miss
Rosc•lle Kemp. A majority of Simpson county
Everyone left wishing Ted many homemakers have each canned 25
more happy birthdays. • quarts of meat.
team, Kirksey, which
pea s year.
Kirksey has been to Lexington the
past two years. . •
The drawings for Use tournament
next week were held at Murray
high school Saturday- mofning and
were attended by coaches and rep-
resentatives at all sixteen teams,
eight from each county.
The hick of the draw threw four
teems 'from each county, meeting
quints from the Other county and
four five from each county meet-
ing.other teams of the same coun-
ty.
The first round' Thursday finds
Hazel pitted against Birmingham
3 o'clock); Calvert City, a fav-
orite, verses Alm° (4 o'clock);
Faxon against Brewers, (7 o'clock);
Kirksey versus Haeditta411-otlock);
Aurora vs. Benton 49 o'clock).
remaining first round games..
be played Friday morning, starting
et nine o'clock with Gilbertsville.
vs. Sharpe; Lynn Greve meets
Training School at 10 o'clock and
the initial round * completed at
eleven that moriat.ng when Mur-
ray clashes with Concord: The
Red Birds put the Ttgrrs out of the
Calloway. county tournament last
week by a sensational rally in the
closing,- minutes Which brought
Drawings Made for District Tourney
at Murray High March 4, 5 and 611
The sixteen basketb.111 teams of
-Calloway and Marshall counties
will square off for the annual dis-
trict tournament at Murray high
school Thu ---Marrti-lr -With
Haan Elnd Binninehara_raising the
reltmd contests will start at two
o'clock with an engagement be-
tween the winners of the Hazel-
Birmingham and Calvert City.-
Af Wee o'clock the
-quints- in--the- Faxon-
.riss;
curtitin at three o'clock in the Brewers and KIrksey-Hardin eon-
afternoon. 'the winner and run- tests will clash. Friday evening
up. which will be decided Saturday at 7:30 the winners of the Aurora- , 
morning in the :sem-I:finals, will f Rehton and GIThertsville-SharIM.
enter the ,regional tournament to' games --sylll an at 8:30 the - -
be held also at Murray high school survivors of the Lynn Grove
following w4c end. Only the-Trairting_Schoof and ...the hineral.7_
Cr of. -the ,ffgional will go to Concord engsgemisA.
the state tournament at Lexington The semi-finals vaiL,be played__ -
Saturday morning and the two
• I es
test will tangle in the finals Satur-,
day night at 8 o'clock.
Edd Fitoeck, principal or Murray
High School, will be manager of
the tournament. Mr. Filbeck was
manager of the last district and
regional tournaments . held here
and was unanimously chosen to
handle the details of these basket-
ball features.
Pine'Bluff News
Here. comes Mud Splitter-after
the water got down out of his
horue. No one knows what it
means, to leave his home when
Water is all around it.
Every one who gave us a help-
ing hand while we Were water-
bound will never be forgotten.
Bro. Lloyd Wilson filled his
regular appointment at Pine Bluff
Saturday and Sunday.
Preach day has been 'changed to
-fourth Saturday and Sunday on ac-
count of Bro. Wilson accepting the
call to preach at the Rushing
Creek church on third Sunday.
The Rev. Edd Outland is in a
citical condition at his home and
little hope is held for his recovery.there- a tie and a single field goal If you appreciate the work .he hasin the overtime.. 
- done, come to see him and tell/Friday afternoon_ the second- him that you appreciate his ef-
forts:Honored on Birthday
Criss Montgomery has come back
to Pine Bluff to help run theMaster Ted Atkins was honored •
forry_. You all know him for
bee_ previously helped our.
friend Collie Steel, for a long time. • _
We welcome tries! n
Wish we could say Cullie was
there too. We miss him, but we
wish for him the best while he
is in Detroit. a
Those begging the Red Cross
for aid, just because the water got
close to their door, be sure to read
Psalms 37. If that won't convince
you then get a, tin cup -'and g'
for yourself and don't worry_ the
B.ed'ros as the organization is
busy looking after those in dire
need.-Mud Splitter.
, INEST AND SAFEST
BRAKING SYSTEMS
ON--THE NEW FORD w8
V-01.11.1. agree when you try the new
X Font. ,lkyites. -that, you oever felt
"iofter or erracer Ford brake pedal
action: nor ever had any car stop
smoother or quicker. 4-
And you get safety of strong sieel
rabies from thes pedal to each wheel.
They always work. Weasher can't affect
them-and even damage to one wheel
wouldn't affect the other 5 brakes.
Also ... Ford brakes give extra-long
brake-lining life! Big 12-inch drums.
give more. braking surface for car.
weight than any other car in America.
All in all,, you'll find these brakes a
good etample of-a great Ford principle.
It's the principle that the usual way isn't
always the best way in building scar.
hut tbal the best at the price is what
YOUR FORD DEALER
The
F RD V8
The Brillian2"85"•The Thrifty "60"
A
OTHER FORD FEATURES THAT ARE MO NEWS
• Flashing V-8 Perform-
ance, in Teo Engine Sizes
Greatest Economy in
Ford History 0,04,0
• Further Improved Cert.
terpoise Riding Comfort
• Diskinctits New Lines
•All-Steel.on-Steel
Bodies, Noise-Proofed
and Rubber- Mounted •
• Luxurious New Interiors
• New 'Sonless Steering
• Large Luggage C‘m-
partruents in All Models
• Safety G lass Throughout
• ea -
auT140111210 11 01111 FIPSANCI PleNS-$25 a moods,
tiler usual down pair/lent, buys any model 1937 .
Lord V-a car. Ask your toed esellortslor easy
payment plebe-of 'the thiteeftlet-rmusrittfagEr.
earality Car in the Lew-price Flild— at the lowest Mesta Tan'
•
kr-
Watson.
I.
•
;
4
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•
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.188 Calloway Students Enroll for
senior, Corinne Thurman, senor,Spring Semester at Murray State Edwin Thurmond. sophomore. Mut-
•••••••••••!•.11•1••••,•••.1. —  •••••1•0110,
THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 25, 1937.-
One hundred sod eighty-eight _senior. Murray: Buford B. Hupt.
student* tram * Calloway county sophomore, .•Kjak.sey: Harlan -
have enrolled for the spriug One's. freshman. Murray; Kathleen-
semester at Murray State College. Imes. senior. Alma: Annie Jenkins.
accordinr to a report issued from sophomore, Helen Johnston,' fresh
the 'registrar's office.. Spring en: man. Gracie Nelle Jones, senior,
rollment Began Monday, February Murray: Keys Keel. junior. Aln10:
s931,_Ilitda_,Iones...juniar. Dexter:
daticns nearly SOO students have reale Jones. junior. Nellie Ruth
*Meetly' ertrotirst-irr-t-he----rottege Junes freshmen,--irth Grove'
proper.
Never before according to
authorities, ha. Murray State .C-ol-
lege been in a better -position to
I -serer -the-perirr ,ren-
tucky. A new health building. •
_ 47v-cruet?'
completed, new courses, and new
social advantaces place Murray
State on a par with the best insti-
tutions in the S;,;..4*.h- Mid-semester
enrollment begins here April 5.
The. Students registered here
from Caliowav--courity are: Chester
Brausa. soph6more, Ralph Brau-
sa. junior. R. T. R. Braswell.
senior. -Murray: H. E, Brandon.
junior. Hazel: Howard Boone. Opal'
Blalock, sophomore, Murrelle Bla-
lock. junior. ..James B. Blalock,
• frestunazi. Edna Blackburri..Yence
ifFrinett, sophomore. E. W. Beale,
IrrePonaTi. MurrayL Charles Baugh.
junior. Lynn Grove; Orvas Leonard_ • -
Burkeen. jursior,.Mary Ruth
Cagle, sophomore. Dorothy Cain.
freshman.. Lola Cain:' Murray;
-Dorothy F. Collis freshman. Mary
Clark, Clartnart Murray: Robert
jkoWn_ 1tefl seehoinore. San-
_eters Clayton  _junior. Hazel. •
Maurelle Clendenon„ junio r,
A/mo: Dentis taleon. - freshman.
Palther Corn. Murray, Clara Craw-
ford. junior, 'Ruth Elaine Craw-
lard, senior. Lynn • Grove: Thomas
Crawford. freshman. Murray; Mari!
Curd. - sophomore, Hare': William
Cutchin. motile Charles Fernier,
junior. Mary Charles Farris. juntor.
• Dorothy Fooshee. •freshman, Eliza-
beth Atift FoosCreta. r Ru-
bena Ford. sophorire. Evelyn Ruth
Gingles. soph.,,rnore. Errett Gard-
ner. senior.. alyryle Virginia Gard-
ner. frestrriaff. Esse 'Graham,
. junior.: Vernon, _Gresheirn. -settLar.
Daytha Dawn pale. s.g. n o.r.
Dorothy J. Dale" senior. Woodrow
DILL senior,- Jim Ed Diuguid.
• senior. Murfay: Velna G. Douglas.
freshman:- Reba E. Dunn:- fresh-
man, Harel.-n Charles Edward.
' TreSIIIMM. -
Paul Fowler. junior.. Friacie Hale,
sophomore.. Dan Hart. freshman.
-Murray: Truet Hawley. freshman,
_Bazel; Caswell ,Hays-freshman.
Estelle Hayek senior, Anita Hern-
don. senior. Joe Herndon. senior.
Murray: Ann Herron. senior, Hazel;
Bobby Hester, freshman, _Robert
'Hoffman, raphornose, Mari,
beth Hopson. fre.hman. Charles C.
Hughes. sop! Thieves
.e?
CENTIX/Cf.
BABY
CHICKS
4 Realea teeing breads t' S Agyiroeed 1111.8".1str"..aad•• tamed. Maimed sot g.nmethod. reanOte teesomd.re em dem LIN. IMAM meta Mortee elmie IlOte I.
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E. Hastings Kenney. sophomore.
Murray; Charlotte Jordan. sopho-
more. •Murray: .Anna M. Lassiter.
senior- Dealer; Mrs. Bette
Lassiter, junior, Bethshares Lassi-
ter, junior. James Lassiter, Rex
r.asinee.: senior. ZULU— Lemersw”
freshman. _Wilma Lemon*, _  eertiOr..
Ile Linn, Ernmg Nere-----Madsan,
freshman. Grace iteljeKis, fresh-
man. Jane Melugin. !lemon Celia
E. • Miller. Charles Miller. senior.
Murray; Emily S. Miller, junior.
Hazel: L. D. Miller. junior....Ophie
Lee Miller, freshman. Lynn Grove;
Robert 0. Miller. freshman. Hazel:
Geraldine Milstead. sophomore,
Mary Sell Moon. sophomore. E B.
Morgan, sophomore. Garland - A.
Murphey, senior. Murray; Robbie
Myers. sophomore, Lynn Grove;
iiii Ethridie-.- junior. Murray.
Pat -McCuiston. freshmen.. Kirk-
bey; . Juanita McDougal. senior.
Murray: Luther Nance, . sophomore,.
Lynn Grove; Elbert Neale, fresh-
man. Murray; Sam Boyd Neely,
senior. George D. Neese,. junior.
Hazel: Prentice Oakley. senior, FM.
ra Dale -Oakley. senior,' Margaret
Overby. sophomore. Murray:- ;antes-
OVerbjr. _sophomore. Allem Geneva_
Outland. freshman. Murray: Aud-
rey Oliver. freshman. Hazel: Dale
Parker. sophomore, Brandon: Mary
Nelie Rayburn, sophomore. Martha
Louise Roach. ekaphlornore. Jo Rob-
ertson, sophomore. Robens Parker.
freshman. 'Murray; LaRue Saun-
ders. freshman. _Johnny Parrigan,
freshman. Charles Robertson,
junior, Kathleen- Robertson:- senior;
Eula •Lee Rogers. sophomore.
Marguerite Roach. sophomore, Car-
man Parks. senior. Nannie Parks,
tjunior.' Mrs. Aggie Lee Paschall.
'-senior. Beauton- Paschall. junior,
Ethel Paschall senior. Hafford
Pasehall. Jr.. senior; Ralph Wagers,
senior, Ruth Rogers. senior. James
Scott. freshman. Beth - - Sexton,
freshman. Dorothy Roland. senior.
W. P. Russell. sophomore. Maurice
Ryan. sophomore lows ' Ryan,"
freshman. LaNelle Siress. junior.
Clarence Perry. sophomore. Marion
Slocurn, ,semor.. Murray; Howard
Paschall. -sophomore,- Lynn Di .
Madge Patteremi, isaPhomormjtalph
Patterson. senior; Hera Jane Spice-
land. sophomore. Knight: • • Annie
I
Wm Spiceland, senior, Lucille Pol.,
lard.. senior. William Pollard,
freshman.-Murray.
Matte Presson. senior. Murray:
R. C. Stewart, sophomore, Bran-
don: Harod Stark' sophombre; Sue
Purdom. sophomore Murray: Paul-
ine Stroud. sophomore, Almo•
Robert' ,Jamms • Stubblefield. fresh-
man. hfurraY: '1..: T. Swift, junior,
Kirksey.. -James Swann, senier.
Murray: Mildred Swann, -serum%
Lynn Grove; Helen Sykes. fresh-
Man. Katie Tarry. sophomore. Gas-
ton Taylor. senior. bd. 0. Thomas,
freshman. Vernon L. "rreWtftiV
ray: John •Uuderwood, junior."
Hazel: Charlotte Yarbrofigh, fresh-
'
marr-Louise Waldrop. :freshman,
Isabelle --Watcfreirr:2j-iinior, Murray
Anice Elizabeth Walker.- juneer,
Easel. .
. Bonnie Walker. junior. Murray:
Marie Wall. junior, Hazel:. Evelyn
' --Watson, leesansaia- -1;444-
sophomore. Martha Nelli
omore, ah
tins. senior. Theda Wilkins. sopho-
more. Harding C. Williams. sopho-
more. Marie Wililants..sophomore,
-Murray:- - Claude-WI/sem-
Hazel: George lthniert-W-11116diffur-
ray; Joseph Winebaster, •13randon.
Iffirr.
Murray: Virginia Wooldridge,.
'Senior. Mildred Gertrude Wrather,
freshman. and Marshall Wyatt.
Ton-Litter Contest -Rules
Listed below are the rules for in the presence of the committee.
the Kentucky ton-litter contest
Any hug „produces is eligible to
ry_ for this ii. he can qualify-
tinder the rules of the contest.
Bill Ed Hendon. a CH club boy.
.if this cbu ty entered this con-
test last year .and made a good
",howing. it is not so heed, to
make one latter of pigs weigh a ion I
deys-4eervi-birtir
is long enough to feed a hog any-
ta-ne to make it big enough for
market.
SHOES FOR EVERY FOOT ...
IT IS BETTER to..46ve  thought to fitting youshoes-
lour chil4 must be fitted for .the future develop-
ment. Yoder-people should consider length for
proteclion. Older people should fit for comfort
zww.:
, . •
IT PAY S.to bu3--Eifter-SECTe-s-ror -comfort and econ-
omy. II you hare extreme feet you owe it to yonr--
self to hive patience to be fitted and in many ex-
tremes to- alluR_Iirne to get your proper fit from the
factory. ,
-THER .. IS but Jew -shoe departments in West Ken-
tucky -that cam: as many pairs 43.8 we do in stock,
but weciannot fit all comers, but we have the de-
vices that we can take your measure that will fit
_.You proPerly.
LET US HANDLE YOUR FOOT TROUBLES .AND
FIT YOUR FEET
ACT NOW
This Offer Expires
MARCH 5
aso_sssies st, 1-asts-You Can
"C-Y Cet
The Daily
Courier-Journal
For a Full Year
by Mail for
OR
The
Louisville Times
For a Full Year
by Mail for a)
You Cannot Afford to be
Without One of These
Papers
sophomore. Murray.
10-Final • weights should be
taken on l85th day, but may be
taken 3 days •before or 3 days'
after and ,weights adjusted accord-
ingly This weight shall be taken
in the presence of a committee in-
cluding the County Agent.
part_at a ton, litter shall-
be raised on a nurse sow.
12-All awards will be Made on
the basis of weight only.
13-The cost records of litters
must be in the Animal Husbandry
office by November 16. otherwise
art litters will not be eligible Tot
_ _ z--_
Anyone interested- Should oilan-
tact the County Agent.
 y -cyorrrtnip-e.
agreeing to comply with the regu-
,;"nalirein
enter the contest.
2-Only litters farrowed between
February 1 and May 15, 1937, will
-Lou t. 
3-A contestant may enter one
or more litters.
4-441...itters are to be fed 165 days
from date of birth, but a litter may
be sold any time and still remain
iq . the ampetition. The weight
at time of sale shall be considered.
as final, with -exception as pro-
vided in Rule No. 10. -
5-Purebred. crossbred; grade or
Iltters-marenterT
6-Each contsetent shall _keep a
complete memorandum of 'the cost
of producing the litter. It shall in-
crude the feed. and value of Lame,
of the sow from breeding to far-
rowing; farrowing to weaning pigs,
Faxon School News
We are back at school this morn-
ing feeling very good over the suc-
cess of the first, Ha weeks' exam.
We are glad of the fact that Jua-
nita Roberts.. and Ruth Garland
are back_with ass. after. bei
'Oh account of illness.
Our membership. in high school
at present is -60. This 'is an in-
crease of 18 oeenarly 43 per men
over a year ago.
The. Coldwater :debate teams
returned the enlacement • Friday
Morning, The schoolfricaugh yqu
has a .spleodul aggregat!ban-
sey is expected to return our two
debates Friday of this tveek. The
debate with Almo is expected' to
be called off on account of the ill-
ness of Mr. J. H. Walston,
Athletics
The Cardinals ,went to Hazel
Wednesday. February 10. and, re-
turned- with two victories.' The
first was a hard fought game
throughout. • The score- at -the---batt •
was 17-11 in favor, -2,7_ the ,Garei-
inals and at the end of the game
was 32-22. Faxon.
The lineups:
Saxon 1221 Pas
Falwell, 5
Brandon. 7
Barnett. 10 C C. Lamb. 7
Qa-ntt. 10 G ' - Paschall, :1 I
Bonet-son G • ' .Tucker
Subs, Faxon. Thom Hazel.
Braltd07‘ -.HICICS .3.-- .
. Paschall of Karel led the -scoring
with 11 points' with, Barnett and
Gantt close behind with 10 tallies
each. •
The -second teams- -were-equatly
matched. The Cardinals did not
have the luck of the- Hazel Lions
during the first . -half, ...The_ score
being 17-9. HareL ->uring the sec-
ond half the Cardinals pelled-Iup
and passed the Lions to the close
score of 19-21-
Cardinals Defeat Warriors, 41-24
Swinging into the first round of
the county tournament the FaxOn
Cardinals downed the Almo net
team by thr score. of 41-24. The
Faxon teaitl had a _great advant-
age over the smaller team. as to
heighth. .The scores by quarters:
16-6. 21-4, 35-19. 41-24.
Arrived too late for last week)
There Is much sickness now.
Mrs. Jewel Phelps has measles.
Tom Ed Travis Is recovering from
measles, and one of his sisters is
thought' to have it. Misses Vrr-
ginia a freshman, and Veleta Nell.
seventh grade., _wit.hckel.v from_
school last week, not wishing to
expose others in .school.
Mrs. Ethel Collie and her broth-
er, Sylvan. are somewhat better.
Mr.' T. A. Phelps, who has been
confined to his bed at the home of
and of the pigs for the entire his daughter and her husband, Mr.
ing_...period of 165 ittays; 
feed-
pafaure and Mrs. _Crawford MCClure, is
ciarges for the sow and. litter...far 
very much better. He was at
  aikeh 'S'unday. but he was- verythe same periods: and labor.
weak yet. He thinks he will be7-All litters shall be 'entered
with the County Agent or other able to return to 'his v7turk within- 
representatives of the Animal Hus- a few days.
bandry Department. Crawford McClure, one of the
8-Litters should be entered in I school bus drivers, is on the sick
the contest within seven days after
Gardner Ragsdale, who was toobath within which time .they will .
y a conunittee. in-be inspected
ill to attend his father's funeral.b
cluding the county- agent. UnleSs is 
very sick yet.
J. H. Walston is indisposed withthe" litters are entered t
dare the committee in charge
a deep cold. He was not able to
must be satisfied as to the exact
attend the ball tournament 'Mon-
age of the pigs. - .day.•
•. Mr. and Mrs. John Sellers lost- 9-Litters will be weighed at 8
weeks 0f. al
•.. .-their house by fire 4vhile drying itHiiii.-422) - 
 out after the water subsided from
.1:- Lamb  the floor. Their furniture was
Scarbrough, II Across . the River rstored in the-ete, and so was an
entire loss.
_
.Murray Route 1
There's not much news to report
Cedar Knob News ive daughter of Robert Moody of
near Centerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wills. Mr. and
Mks. Bertson Willis and Miss An-
nie Willis were guests of Mrs.
Lathe Mitchel, Paris, Tenn., Sat-
urday and Sunday. •
G. E. Freeland is expecting to
have a successful crop year with
"Uncle Bud" Todd operating his
farm.
 visiWted. E.J 0Pnnarnkiersimoinf 0Pnasriasn, 
and tam- 
...P•Adich
According to 
t Bo looming
L. A. Mc Keel
A husband and a wife pause Lord,
today.
Kneeling_ it the season's end to
pray:
To thank you for the blessings of
the year;
You have -been mindful of us
daily here • •
In this 'our- country home where
we abide.
The acres, Lord, are beautiful and
Mrs. Clay McClure Sunday.
We were very. sorry to learn
of the death of George Hutson of
Buchanan, Tenn,
Mrs. Leona Elkins and daughter,
Ira 'Dean, *pent Sunday in New
Concord as guests of Mrs. Earnest
Hutchins and Mrs. Dean Henard,
Well, I will see wou again soon.
-Ky.-Bell
- -There have been seed-time,
vest, pun and rain;
There has been food fp_r us, there
has been.grain;
aseidoemaelsave. been green,
the ground been tilled;
-111" 0 MOW, "CPU -1•ClirA have
been fulfilled.
And we are glad-oh, more than
grateful Lord,
single word.
Where we have failed, have pity
and forgive.
Strengthen our faith and' courage
help us live-
Content and happy here, close to
the soil.
Sharing our joys and pleasures.
sharing our toil.
Like incense rising from the
gpod loam. •
Our gratitude lifts up for this
dear home.
And because we
-- Lord, today,
Our thanks - are
words we say.
have each other,
more than any
Miss Lera Lassiter 'of Hazel
Route I and Mr. Alton -Anderson
of Paris, Tenn., were quietly mar-
ried last Saturday night at the
home of Bro. Billington who Per-
formed the ceremony. Mrs. An-
derson is the daughter of D. E.
Lassiter. They will make their
home on the old home place of
George Robert Lassiter's, near
Macedonia.
Otis, Guy, and Annie Loving are
ir Detroit see 'king employment.
Edd Lovins and son. Rainey. Mrs.
Estelle Lovins and Wilma Jo and
Jean were guests of "Aunt Sis"
McClure over the week end.
Miss Lprena Moody. and Wilhe
B. Partern, were united in mar-
riage,by Judge E. P. Phillips last
week. Mrs. Partem is the 'attract-
Mrs. Mary Housden and daughl Peach buds pink enough and big
ter Shirley, of near Providence. enough to be seen several yards
,visited the former's mother and were reported by L.-- A. -McKee!
sister Mrs.; Tess Sirnmions and MIS. who was in Murray Saturday-ser-lts-
Eva illitstrim. Last Wednesday near ing some rubber hose for his -
Macedonia. - spray, and who _paid...ills
Mrs. =13tite Lamb.. and children. & Times--gribserliallon Until 1,032*
Hazel and George ofs_w_Provt- the same time.
dence, spent 'We r-Z-Te-sday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sim-
mons.
--7-eisassa-a•ap-aaa‘-ekaskiaary-4.•41-4.1*.
Tenn.. died February 15. Mrs. •
Mrs. Sheltie Meadaris, near Paris McKee!.
Meadaris was a good, Christie° Fruit 
trees and bushes have- been
woman and had many friends in reported budding all over the
this county and will be sadly miss-
ed by all. Burial services were
held at New Concord cemetery
Wednesday.
Clay McClure has been working
on a plant bed for quite awhile.
It was funny when I saw him
Monday as he was going along
slowly with a bush: acting like he
had all the year to build the bed.
But the fact is that the rhetirria-
tism has almost gotten the best
of Clay:
Those on the sick. list this week
are Mrs. Lillie, Freeland. MIS.
Ruby Dick, Robert Hendon and
ToM Reiliry who is very low with
pneumonia.
Noah, Maynard of. Celar Knob,
was the dinner guest of Mr. and
A severe cold snap now would
about ruin all his chances for a
county. Plans for making smudge
fires in Case of a heavy frost have
been made by owners of some of
the larger orchards
PROTECT YOUR-
SELF
this cold, damp weather
' with comfortable shoes
NEW SOLES MAKE THEM
WINTER-READY
—at—
DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP'
East Maple Street
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
All persons having claims against the estate_ _
of foet. Dunn, deceased, must file same with
me, properly proved, on or before April 16,
1937, arsame_will be thereafter forever barred
1403ERT DUNN, Administrator
Murray, Ky.
this week for there's still not much, 
BALCONY.._isaina_. 40o4._ from, _ber,e_l. 16c
since ,the water :is leaving the • TILL 5:00 P. M.
roads slowly and reluctantly.
a Except _Sunday)_Lanus Spiceland hasn't been, driv-
ing .1.5 miles la his school _lately.
We walks two Mites to get to his
car then rides awhile and before
he reaches his destination takes a
boat.
When ‘1,,,read. last week's Ledger
dr Times altd saw what Callottray
coay' had done and ,,was. doing
fur unfortunate victims of the
fl _od disaster, I was •proud I was a
native of such a sympathetic and
generous county.. I knew there
were, nobetter people on earth
• than in that partitular section of
Old Kentutky. and I would' have
been disappointed if while others
*ere- reported doing their bit. old
Calloway had remained, selfish and
.aIoof. I have only contempt fir a
county which, ' because it was
lucky enough not to have any
refugees of its own, fails to see
wondering if 'you will • be glad to 
any. needs beyond its own boun-
dary. (If there happened tobe_
such a county.i
I was very sorry to hear of the
death of Mrs. Nettie Vincent. A
here so long. 
Nearly - every .one out.; hare- 
crowd attended'
was in her lovely- home.
had the flu, but are all betMr-natr.., A-ad.
. Mrs.' Desiree Outland • and detach-   
till synapathize wi,the Only
ter of Paducah visited Mrs.' Paulioe, 
child, Mary Harriet, who is left
so alone. Mrs. Vincent was a very
Atkins over the week end. 
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton' Atkins ar113 •
charming Woman and will be
greatly missed by those she be-
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Ar- friended.
,
thur • Lasaiier near Tyler's Store We hear that
Sunday. - 
former student
Miss Gerldine _Humphreys of
,
has - .recently
Edge Hill .visited friends here last father.
week
Mr and Mrs-:-.Lee Humphreys- of 
• Mrs. Clarence Vincent and
dren visited Mrs. ,Blanche Spice-
Edge Hill were callers at -Mr. and ,
I Mrs. Claude•Kemp's home Satur- 
hand Saturday but promised -not
I clay, to come again till Cumberland_
I Most of _the .farmers around here 
dry. OF at . least out of _the - road:s.
Mr. and* Mrs. Linus Spiceland,have sold their •tobacco and re- Geneva Spiceland, _Ray Whitford
calved a acod - price ranging from and Mrs. Raymond Kirks were
- 
418. :--4111111111111=as. rstifong • ttseemyrrvyrroviTemilld.1 will.kine off for this lime, theffulalal services at Dover
this escapes the wastebasket I will day for Mrs: June Syes, a. youngI write again.-"SWeet Pea-. • 
,
woman only fete years out of
Dewlane Melton.. a
of Pleasant Valley,
become a proud
list.
CAPITOL
Hello every body7-I am just
.
We surely are' glad to see the
sunshine once more. It has rained
'Orders .n connect4on ,s:th tnn, offer will be ac-• 
cepted only from bona 'fide R. F. D. patrons
I COUPON  ̀ avrheoss.catriin;lrirftsrihi atnhosRe 1:resiDbobed nta_x_innu_mtownrsadin-
• --- Kentucky, Indiana and Tennessee where these
papers do not maintain carrier- seri: ice.
▪ rhe l'oerier-Joernal
-Ethe left a tiny in-
We visited Sheriff Lucas Ellis
who is. still confined to his bed
arid - not convalescing. rapidly. -
Wei
)n 
I hopmertien-7 come again
:hr will be shining and all
will bermore optimistic.-:-The Chat-
terbox. . _
... .
• and limes,  'If you want the Sunday 'Courier- —
ta your remittance.
▪ L -ouisville, Journal, cheek here and a id 120 " 713ewareZmghs
from common colds
Gentlemen:
Please enter my subseriptiOn4iii•—
‘ I THE DAILY COURIEB-JOURNAAL-Lor,„which P... • en lasing$3 50 -- •
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES:for-which I am' enclosing 5-7 90.
• Name 
•
•.-PcAtotfice KK ..... Ficiate ... State....
•. IF YOU ARE NOW A SUBSCRIBER. ATTACH TO THIS ORDER
• ..THE LABEL CARRYING YOUR NAME AND ADDREAS WHICH
IS„PASTED TO ,.YOUR 'PAPER THIS WILL AVOID ANY-ERRORIN IN RECORDING YOUR RENEWAL 
:
• • - '
• If you are already a subscriber the' term of your ,ubsrriptinn will h.
added to your old one
• • .
That Hang On
No matter how many medicines
you have tried for your cough, chest
cold or bronchial Irritation, you can
11_ ,ef relief now with Cl evullati012.
13eTiG1121 trouble may be brewing and
you Cannot afford to take a chance
with anything less than Creomul-
Sion. which goes right to the seat
(-• the trouble to aid nature to
sor,. e and heal the inflamed mem-
brat.,,s as the germ-laden phlegm
Is loosened and expelled.
Evrn 0- other remedies -have
don't be discouraged, your
Is authorized to gearantee
Creomulslon and to refund your
If you are not sati..fled with
results from the very first bottle.
,-cserczrecomssocurtAtit-poc•A114LI--
TODAY AND FRIDAY
1.14 
Iiit. 
GIRL 11
*1010 
....Pa 
toar.:,,,.
IN 
"blind 
date ' 
Florneo
stabs 
Ills 
Iteatt on 
a
tea
-headed 
hoctey •
and It's 
mote 
WTI 
than
b
oti can 
slialce a
y 
ti 
at'
Start let 
'ng 
now!•
4
.s
WinsomeVirginsa Weidler
in her first star role...the
tiny heroine of a thrilling
mountain romance'
Adolph Loiter presents
VIRGINIA WEIDLER
of the _Os-aril
BALCONY.. 16c
TILL 5:00 P, M.
'Freely, sandsyr
SATURDAY ONLY
Pursued by Women
Soared by Neu
• 
 . . .
stormedThe° cwc, udos.
room when he
staged a show!
Worse titan the
crooks he lives
spool
ALSO
"ACE
DRUMMOND"
Chapter 12
•
"BUNNY MOONING," A Color Classic
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
A NEW KIND OF1IITSTERTr
exciting fun ... when you get every ohm with "Clarisercits, new super--sleuth! Thrills-as you solve four crimes
Wore he does (if you're that clever)'
GUY KIBBU and ALICE BRADY
"MAMA STEPS OUT"
,
•••
••••••aw•••
